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» TOP 11 DRUGS 
IN SCI FI & FANTASY 
By focusing on fictional universes, races and 

technology, the science fiction and fantasy genres are 

often able to present subversive social commentary 

that causes audiences to reconsider aspects of life 

in the real world. Thanks to the distance created by 

these alien worlds, observations on politics, war, 

drugs and more can be presented to an audience 

unencumbered by the baggage such topics carry 

in real life. With this in mind, High Times is taking a closer look at the top drugs in science fiction and fantasy. 

Whether it’s William S. Burroughs’s heroin stand-in “Black Meat” from Naked Lunch, the mysterious and violence¬ 

enabling milk (Moloko Plus) from Anthony Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange, or Aldous Huxley’s omnipresent 

panacea soma in Brave New World (which takes on new meaning given the current opioid crisis in America), 

these works provoke thought on real-life narcotics and the political and social dynamics surrounding them. 

Few sci-fi works did social commentary better than Star Trek, which makes our list for its “Venus Drug” in 

Season One, Episode Six. Check out our “Top 11 Drugs in Science Fiction and Fantasy” list at hightimes.com. 

hiflruime-srniigirinp 

> ON INSTAGRAM 
No matter what you’re into—dabs, non¬ 

solvent hash, edibles, topicals, tinctures 

or CBD-heavy medicine-it all starts with 

the flower. The Cannabis Cup, now in its 

31st year, started as a celebration of the 

flower. We continue that tradition and pay 

homage to one of our favorite flowers from 

the 2018 SoCal 420 Cup, XXX OG by Life is 

Good Healing. This XXX OG took first place 

in the indica category, beating out heady 

competition from Atrium (92 OG) and 

Garrison Lane (Billy Kimber OG). See all the 

winners from the 2018 SoCal Cup on page 54. 

c> Q v 

ft THE MANY USES FOR HEMP 
Most people are aware of the incredible usefulness of 

hemp-it can be an environmentally conscious substitute 

for plastics and even concrete. It can curtail deforestation- 

an acre of hemp produces as much paper as four acres of 

trees and the crop is far more sustainable. It can be used to 

make clothing, rope, foods and much more. 

The US has a fascinating history with hemp. Cannabis’s 

cousin doesn’t contain enough THC to get you high but 

hemp was still banned. Of course, its wide array of uses is 

the reason it was banned, as hemp stood to put industries 

out of business. 

Given the incredible gains of the cannabis industry in America, it’s odd that hemp lags behind—many other 

countries are embracing hemp as an environmentally sound and hugely profitable industry. So, we thought 

it was a good time to revisit some of the many uses for hemp. Head to hightimes.com and check out our “15 

Products That Can be Made from Hemp.” 

I WE WANT TO 
HEAR FROM YOU! 
Tweet your best 
high observations and 
comments our way 
@HIGH_TIMES_Mag for 
a chance to be featured 
on this page! And be sure 
to follow us on Facebook: 
(Facebook/HighTimesMag) 
and Instagram: 
(@hightimesmagazine) 
for all the latest news as 
it’s happening! 

@CANNiLIVE: @HIGH_TIMES_ 
Mag Mild edible or tincture doses at 
work help me from being distracted 

by my pain. Takes the focus off of 
the problem and allows me to work 
unbothered and uninterrupted. 

@1classicpothead: Gotta start from 
somewhere, I plan on being on the 
cover of @HIGH_TIMES_Mag... 

@420lndianaChicc: @HIGH_ 
TIMES_Mag Erry month I give 4 low 
income ppl w/ med issues-2 cancer, 
1 fibromyalgia & 1 Vietnam Vet an 
oz of my personal. Good karma & 
marijuana is medicine. 

@peaceloveemp: @HIGH_TIMES_ 
Mag Daytime=joint Weekend=blunt 

Before bed=bowl Official weed 
breakdown 

@drmicheleross: @JodieEmery 
@HIGH_TIMES_Mag Yes, this 
impacts not only cannabis but 
psilocybin movement, which I’m 
helping lead in Denver. 

@ComOut4Cannabis: @HIGH_ 
TIMES_Mag It will be significant 
when a place as deeply conservative 
as the Hoosier state re-legalizes. 
An indication the final push to 
worldwide freedom for the weed 
has begun. Your turn at bat, Indiana. 

@19xxCovey: @HIGH_TIMES_Mag 
Oh my God yes if that could prevent 
me from taking let’s see 25 to 30 
pills per day and eliminate it all I’d 

be happy to do so every day of the 
week. Super sad that such a thought 
brings tears to my eyes! 

@WilderShaw_: Been doing some 
work for @HIGH TIMESJVlag -- the 
first job I’ve ever had where I’m 
afraid to get caught NOT looking at 
weed on my computer 

@dretinas: @HIGH_TIMES_Mag 
Black Afghani hash at the Great 
Pyramids of Egypt while serving in 
the US Navy 1980. Telly Savalas (the 
actor) pulled up in a limo when we 
were leaving. 
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EDITOR'S LETTER 

LEGALIZATION'S LEGACY 
“An established herb becomes an heirloom, for in all likelihood, 

it will outlive the gardener who plants it." 

—Elizabeth Lawrence 
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AS MARIJUANA BECOMES more legal and mainstream, many fear a corporate 

takeover of the industry and a homogenization of the plant itself. Indeed, huge 

conglomerates are buying up anything weed-related at a steady pace and industrial 

pot-production facilities are getting larger and larger. That’s why it’s so important for 

our cannabis community to forge our own way into the future. 

Only we can ensure that the cultivars we enjoy are preserved and grown with the 

proper care that they, and we, deserve. In this issue, we focus on a number of ways to 

make certain that marijuana in the modern age is not poorly manufactured. Instead 

of simply complaining about the industrialization of our favorite flower, we must seek 

alternatives, whether that means growing and breeding our own precious plants, 

purchasing from smaller co-ops and local farmers’ collectives, or properly lab-testing 

all available products for pesticides, potency, mold and more. 

To that end, we spotlight Puffin Farm, a mom-and-pop grow op in Washington 

State that focuses on cultivating clean outdoor cannabis with a natural terroir all 

its own. Our own Nico Escondido reveals the basics of breeding so that anyone can 

create their own stupendous strains without clouding the already murky gene pool. 

We also take an in-depth look into the veracity of lab testing to figure out if the results 

we’ve been getting from various facilities are accurate. Also, we take a look inside our 

recent 4/20 Cannabis Cup in Southern California and editor-in-chief Mike Gianakos 

holds a revealing interview with cinema and counterculture icon Peter Fonda. 

So remember, the corporations need us more than we need them. We’re faced 

with the task of making sure that future generations of marijuana consumers and 

patients have access to the highest-quality cannabis. Legalization and our favorite 

flower will indeed outlive us all. Our job, first and foremost, is to maintain our 

community and honor the plant. 

Danny Danko 
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LETTERS 

MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS 
I’m 26 years old have two kids. Though I 

may have a great life, I have been dealing 
with an eating and sleeping disorder since 

I was a kid and doctors can’t do much. 
But when I started smoking pot, that 

helped. You would think that might be the 

end of the story but, living in the state of 

Georgia, pot is illegal. And because there 

is no official diagnosis for me, I don’t 
qualify for CBD in GA. I’m curious about 

other people living with medical condi¬ 

tions in prohibition states; Does weed 

help? Does it being illegal affect their life? 

Are they getting access to meds? 
Alexandra 

Atlanta, GA 

I WANT A LITER OF COLA! 
Loved the Super Troopers interview in 

the June 2018 issue. Broken Lizard is 

great. But I was shocked to read that 
they wrote 30 something drafts of the 

movie. That’s crazy! But very interest¬ 

ing. I also loved the idea of them taking 

turns reading all the characters until 

finally casting (which they ultimately did 

perfectly). Although I would like to see 
footage of Chandrasekhar playing Farva. 

If only it existed... 
Bill 

Michigan 

Those guys are serious about being funny. And 
agreed, we’d like to see alternative Farva footage 
as well. 

VET'S DILEMMA 
I became an advocate for the recre¬ 
ational use of marijuana before I was hip 

to the fact that it has medicinal benefits. 

I mean sure I was always telling people 

about how it helped cancer patients with 

their pain management and helped them 

to regain their appetite, but honestly, 

I never knew it had so many medical 

properties. 

Natural pain relief is one of the biggest 

benefits of medical marijuana. If you can 

use something natural and non-habit 
forming to help ease your pain from any 

number of diseases, then why would you 

use an opioid based pain pill? One that 

is not only highly addictive, but can also 

cause you to become constipated, screw¬ 
ing up your digestive system. Especially 

if you are someone already suffering 

with Crohn’s disease? Or if you’re like a 

buddy of mine that came home from 

serving his country with a case of PTSD 

and has trouble keeping anything in 

WE HAVE THIS BEAUTIFUL PLANT 
THAT NOT ONLY HELPS MY FRIEND 
WITH MANAGING HIS PAIN, BUT ALSO 
INCREASES HIS APPETITE, BUT HE CANT 
USE IT BECAUSE IF HE DOES THEN THE 
VA WILL NO LONGER TREAT HIM. 

involved in a seri¬ 

ous car accident. 
Getting pulled over 

on a routine traffic stop 
and being forced to take a blood 

test is not [going to happen]. How¬ 

ever, it is something that some 

police will routinely lie to people 

about in order to intimidate them. 

Nelson 

Florida 

TIME MAKES FOOLS OF US ALL 
I recently found myself at some 

marijuana club in Anaheim. I was 

smoking and thinking about my 

younger brother who told me years 

ago that marijuana will never be 

legal in our lifetime. That’s one 

case he would have lost. 
I was sitting there smoking and 

thinking about all my friends over 

the years who’ve gone to prison for 

pot. People who lost everything— 

and some who made it good. All 

those years in the black market. As 

I write this it makes me laugh to 

think marijuana was ever illegal. 

Mike 

California 

his stomach, and if he does manage to 

keep some food or drink down it causes 

him incredible pain. The VA doctors 

are hesitant to prescribe veterans any 
form of pain medication because they’ve 

became so jaded from people trying to 

scam drugs from them because they 

became addicted to the pain-killing drugs 

they prescribed to them in the first place. 
And yet we have this beautiful plant that 

not only helps my friend with managing 

his pain, but also increases his appetite, 

but he can’t use it because if he does then 

the VA will no longer treat him. 

D. 

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS 
I just finished reading your highly-antici¬ 

pated “Driving High” article in my newly 

received April 2018 issue. Although I 

agree that it is good for the cannabis 

community and law enforcement to “gain 
a better understanding of each other,” 

I also would like to point out that it is 

important to know your rights while still 
being respectful when dealing with law 

enforcement. I feel this article glossed 

over that topic a little bit. 

Law enforcement cannot force you 

to submit to a blood test unless you are 

The progress has been remarkable. But remem¬ 
ber that it’s not legal for everyone yet. There are 
still Americans going to jail and having their lives 
destroyed over cannabis. Here’s hoping that 
someday we can all laugh at the notion that pot 
was ever illegal in this country. 

PONDERING POT 
The state of marijuana in the United 
States is interesting. A Schedule I clas¬ 

sification makes its possession, sale and 

use illegal by federal law. At the same 

time, a notable number of states have 

legalized cannabis. Another element 

of the marijuana apparatus that has 

advanced alongside unfriendly policy is 

scientific research. As a result, a science 

of cannabis has evolved alongside state 

experience. 

Perhaps the most interesting thing 

about pot is individual thought, charac¬ 

ter, and art—what one might consider 

the internal—as positively influenced by 

cannabis. Philosophers, presidents, lead¬ 

ers, scholars and various content creators 

have been productively effected by this 

psychoactive product. 
Pot influences the internal but under¬ 

standing its signification requires a seri¬ 

ous paradigm shift. 

Juan Velez 
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THE NIGHT BEGINS TO SHINE An evening look at Puffin Farm, a family 

owned and operated outdoor organic marijuana orchard in Washington 

State. Learn about their procedures and techniques for achieving terroir- 

the unique characteristics of flavors and aromas imparted by natural soil 

and environment on page 66. Photo by Cliff Goodman 





CURlOOR AT TH E CUP High Times Is dedicated to the highest quality standards ard Innovative tech nology. Because of 

th is. we chose Curing innove t ions to b u l Id a custom Curkloicose sp« II leal I v for H ly 11 Times Cannabis C ups. Thl t specie lized 

ell mete control system provided an Ideal display for ou r e11If I es at the 2G13 SoCal Cannabls Cm p and was also Integral dm ing 

a It sta ges of our com petit Ion—f rom Inla he to storage du rlngjudglng. Curldor'" systems mal ntaln opt Imal tern perature and 

humidity levels, preserving potency in cannabis and concentrates- pe rfect for High Tl mes events. Photo by Jesse Fair 



ALL M Th; E FAMILV Creating seeds 1$ not that diMlcuIttodOL In lactjt 

caritiven happen by accident. But Creating Stable, ir uu-breeding seeds 

of desired tra its Is actually diff icult. And to do It without f e m I n izat ic n 

f h at can ru In the car n ah Is gene pool? Wel l, t n at takes actual skill a nd 

smarts. Find out why on page SO. Photo by ilfaI Frank 
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HIGHWITNESS NEWS 

NEWS 

MARIJUANA MICE 
Cops in Argentina blame 
mice for 1,000 pounds of 
missing pot seized by the 
department, p.26 

ENTERTAINMENT 

GEORGE CLINTON 
The high priest of funk 
keeps the hits coming now 
that he’s replaced crack 
with cannabis, p.34 

BORDERING ON SUCCESS 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS-STATES, COUNTIES, TOWNSHIPS-ARE 
GENERALLY GIVEN CONTROL OVER CANNABIS POLICY. WHEN 
LEGALIZED REGIMES SIT NEXT TO PROHIBITIONIST ONES, THERE 
ARE WINNERS AND LOSERS. BY MIKE DIPAOLA 

MARIJUANA LAWS IN the United States 

are a patchwork of diverse and often 

conflicting regulations and rules. Border 

areas that separate one jurisdiction from 

another are affected by these disparities, 
but we’re only just beginning to under¬ 

stand how these dynamics play out. 

There are all kinds of borders, from 
the imaginary lines that distinguish 

weed-dealing counties from their pro¬ 

hibitionist neighbors, to the continent¬ 

wide frontier between green Canada and 

its comparatively puritanical neighbor to 

the south that will soon delineate legal 

cannabis access. 

California has legalized weed at last, 

but in order to achieve that policy suc¬ 

cess, the state had to grant local juris¬ 
dictions the freedom to set their own 

policies. Many have just said no to weed: 
Only 144 Golden State cities (out of 482) 

allow any kind of cannabis business; just 

18 counties (out of 58) permit cannabusi- 

ness in their unincorporated areas. What 

results is a mishmash of 

intrastate regulations. 

The Orange County 

Register recently traced 

a morning commute 

that began in strict 

Irvine, where all 

commercial-related 

cannabis activity is pro¬ 

hibited, and ended in 
permissive Los Angeles, 

where one can enjoy 

every type of cannabis 

business under the sun. 

In between, the com¬ 

muter passes through 

Santa Ana (retail sales 

allowed, but not com¬ 
mercial cultivation), 

Lynwood (commercial 

grows yes, pot shops 

no), Fountain Valley 

(backyard gardens good) 

and Montebello, “which 

requires permits if 

people want to grow one 
plant inside a locked 

room of their home.” 

Colorado is not 
immune to this schizoid dynamic either. 

Most of the state’s 64 counties have actu¬ 

ally banned weed production and sales, 

although incorporated townships within 

a banned county can still go green if they 

choose. And so we find odd “borders,” 
such as 25th Street, which divides tiny 

Garden City—home to four rec-pot busi¬ 

nesses—from Greeley, which has none. 
The state of New York is currently 

studying the impacts that the bordering 

states of New Jersey and Massachusetts, 
each in varying stages toward legaliza¬ 

tion, will have on it. Depending on whom 

you ask, the Empire State is either laying 

the groundwork for its own legal regime 

down the road or paying lip service to 

the same. 

Within Massachusetts itself, bor¬ 

der towns can expect plenty of traffic 

from non-legal states. The small city 
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HIGHWITNESS NEWS 

Anyone traveling to (and within) the Great White 
North would be wise to check on applicable local 
laws. Mexico, meanwhile, is already feeling the 
BUZZ FROM ITS GRINGO NEIGHBORS. 

of Attleboro, for one, has plans 

to grant licenses to at least five shops 
in order to fully cash in on cross- 

border traffic, much of it coming from 

Providence, RI, just minutes away. “I 
don’t have an upper limit as to how 

many [pot shops] would be a problem,” 

Mayor Paul Heroux told the Providence 

Journal. “We want the revenues. Very 

simple. It’s all about the revenues.” 

There are, of course, international 

borders as well. Northern US states 

from coast to coast will get a contact 

high from soon-to-be-legal Canada, but 

it is unclear what those effects will be. 
One near-certain impact will be longer 

waiting times at the border, according 

to a recent report issued by the Canada 

Border Services Agency. “Unless exemp¬ 

tions are made for personal amounts of 

marijuana,” the report states, “cannabis 

legalization may increase workloads for 

officers and translate into longer border 
wait times, particularly at land borders.” 

Within Canada, there are border 

distinctions to be made as well, since 

each of the 13 provinces and territories 

are setting their own regs for the com¬ 

ing legal market. Most will declare the 

minimum age for purchase at 19, for 

example, but Alberta and Quebec will 

allow 18-year-olds in on the fun. Most of 

the provinces will allow home grows of 

up to four plants—except Manitoba and 

Quebec, which won’t allow any. Anyone 

traveling to (and within) the Great White 

North would be wise to check on appli¬ 

cable local laws. 

Mexico, meanwhile, is already feel¬ 

ing the buzz from its gringo neighbors. 
Tourism Minister Enrique de la Madrid 

recently said it was dumb for Mexico to 

maintain its prohibitionist laws with the 

United States going in the other direc¬ 

tion. “I think in Mexico we should move 

towards regulating it at state level,” 

he declared recently, calling it “illogi¬ 

cal” to use its limited law-enforcement 

resources on marijuana crimes. 

On the US side of the southern border, 

states with legal markets have seen a 
drop in violent crimes. According to a 

recent study published in the Economic 

Journal, the cool states have seen crime 

drop by an average of 13 percent since 

cannabis was legalized, with even higher 

rates of decline for homicides. “These 
laws allow local farmers to grow mari¬ 

juana that can then be sold to dispensa¬ 

ries where it is sold legally,” said Evelina 

Gavrilova, one of the study’s authors. 

“Whenever there is a medical marijuana 

law we observe that crime at the border 

decreases because suddenly there is a 
lot less smuggling and a lot less violence 

associated with that.” 

What we are learning from borders 

is that legal jurisdictions are winning: 

in economic growth, tax-revenue boosts 

and, not least of all, freedom. Meanwhile, 

the rationale of prohibitionist towns, 

such as the fear of increased crime, 

has not come to pass. Maybe the best 

solution would be to make herb legal 

everywhere, dispensing with the idea of 

borders entirely. 

HIGH FIVE 

JUST ADD POT! 
OUT-OF-THE-BOX ENTREPRENEURS IN THE CANNABIS INDUSTRY. BY FRANK GREGORY 

GANJA-FUELED YOGA 

Dee Dussault, a hatha-yoga 

instructor for 22 years, 

conducts these biweekly 

classes in an art gallery in 

San Francisco’s SoMa (south 

of Market Street) district. 

Dussault explains that com¬ 

bining cannabis use with the 

yoga poses helps students 

redirect themselves from 

racing thoughts and pain 

points while nurturing mind¬ 

fulness of body movement. 

The group smokes a joint 

together before beginning 

the yoga exercises, and stu¬ 

dents can smoke as desired 

between poses. The weed is 

free, since California’s Propo¬ 

sition 64 makes gifting up to 

an ounce of pot legal. 

CANNABIS PAINTING 

CLASS 

Known as Puff, Pass and Paint, 

these classes were founded 

by Heidi Keyes, an artist and 

cannabis user. They began 

in Denver after Colorado 

legalized cannabis, and the 

practice has expanded to 

six states where marijuana 

is now legal. The two-hour 

class is BYOW (bring your own 

weed), however, sponsors 

often provide product to 

sample. The workshop offers 

a baseline project to start off. 

However, creativity is encour¬ 

aged and folks do their own 

thing. Invariably, joints are 

passed during the session, 

and participants often take in 

the work of others. 

CANNABIS BIKING TOURS 

Bike tours are one form of 

“cannatourism” gaining 

popularity in legal-pot 

states. Tours provide fitness, 

education and socialization 

at every turn. Community 

cohesion arises as local 

merchants join together for 

a positive tourist experience. 

Bike tours have also become 

a solid means to raise money 

for the medical-cannabis 

cause. Typically, these tours, 

guided or self-guided, take 

you through locales and 

provide a local history of 

marijuana-legalization 

efforts, with stops at dispen¬ 

saries for product sampling, 

glass shops, snack stops and 

other points of interest. 

DISPENSARY DESIGN 

Megan Stone was intro¬ 

duced to cannabis retail 

dispensaries as a medical- 

pot patient. She worked as a 

budtender while attending 

school for interior design. 

After graduating, she 

started her own business. 

Her mission was to create 

eloquent retail spaces 

for her clients, elevating 

the industry by promot¬ 

ing professional design. 

Often, she goes beyond 

physical design, assisting 

in developing a brand, logo 

and imaging for her clients. 

Her Phoenix-based business 

has designed retail spaces 

for more than two dozen dis¬ 

pensaries across 13 states. 

CANNABIS FLORIST 

Bee Koop of Centennial, 

CO, never planned to incor¬ 

porate cannabis into her 

floristry business, Buds and 

Blossoms. However, it soon 

occurred to her that there 

are clients who would like 

weed added to their floral 

arrangements for later con¬ 

sumption. Now Koop art¬ 

fully tucks pot around floral 

sprays. The marijuana itself 

is selected and paid for by 

the clients. In Colorado, the 

florist must be sure not to 

carry (or inventory) more 

than the state’s legal limit. 

Furthermore, clients must 

legally purchase the weed 

and provide the florist with 

a receipt as proof. 
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HIGHWITNESS NEWS 

MIGHTY MICE 
Police in Pilar, Argentina, were put on 

the spot when about 1,000 pounds of 

confiscated pot went missing. The city’s 

former police commissioner, Javier Specia, 

who had left his post in April 2017, had to 

explain the missing weed before a judge, 

according to the Guardian. Specia and 

three of his subordinates claimed the weed 

must have been “eaten by mice.” A merciful 

judge might have just laughed at the 

excuse, but this court brought in forensic 

experts to testify that the little rodents 

could not possibly have scarfed so much 

cannabis. “Buenos Aires University experts 

have explained that mice wouldn’t mistake 

the drug for food, and that if a large group 

of mice had eaten it, a lot of corpses would 

have been found in the warehouse,” a 

spokesperson for the judge said. The 

four cops must testify again before the 

judge, who will decide if the disappeared 

ganja was the result of “expedience or 

negligence.” 

CANNA SEWERS 
Canada is about to deploy a novel way to 

measure how much weed the populace 

consumes: by administering drug tests 

to the sewers. To be more precise, the 

government agency responsible for 

gathering data on the coming legal pot 

market. Statistics Canada, has said it 

will be using “wastewater analysis to 

measure drug consumption levels in the 

general population.” This methodology 

for gathering info has a number of things 

going for it: It’s relatively cheap, there’s 

zero burden placed on businesses or 

households, and there are no breaches 

of privacy or confidentiality. Besides 

screening for cheeba, the stats folks will 

also be monitoring the levels of opioids 

in the wastewater and will store samples 

in case they wish to make “retroactive 

analysis for other drugs and metabolites.” 

If the agency can develop robust baseline 

information at the municipal level, 

policymakers will be able to assess the 

impacts of legalization as it unfolds, toward 

the end of the summer. 

INSIDE 
THE WIDE 

WORLD OF 
k. WEED 

Always on 

“By the way, Willie Nelson is the only person who’s ever out-smoked Snoop Dogg.” 

Thus spake Snoop Dogg himself, in a discussion on who belongs on the “Mount 

Rushmore of Pot” with late-night TV host Jimmy Kimmel. “I had to hit the time-out 

button,” Snoop added, something he says he’s never had to do before. This was 

not Snoop’s first hat tip to the legendary country crooner. Last year, he bowed 

before Nelson in an interview with Vibe. “That’s the only person that’s ever smoked 

me under the table,” Snoop said then. And what are the telltale signs of being out- 

smoked? “When you want to stop,” Snoop said. “When you are looking for an exit. 

You understand me? There is a rotation that’s going around like a track meet. Then 

all of a sudden somebody passes you the baton and you’re like, Tmma stand over 

here while y’all run that shit out.’” 

BOEHNER TURNING GREEN? 
John Boehner, the former Republican speaker 

of the house, has joined the green revolution. 

The guy who once said he was “unalterably 

opposed” to legalization has altered that 

position to join the advisory board of Acreage 

Holdings, an investment company that 

boasts “the most diverse portfolio of any 

company in the American cannabis industry, 

with cultivation, processing and dispensing operations across 11 states with plans to expand.” 

Boehner will be joined on the board by a former Massachusetts governor, libertarian Bill Weld. 

The two issued a joint statement, and by “joint” we mean they both signed their names to it: 

“Over the past 20 years a growing number of states have experimented with their right to 

offer cannabis programs under the protection of the 10th amendment. During that period... 

the public perception of cannabis has dramatically shifted, with 94% of Americans currently 

in favor of some type of access, a shift driven by increased awareness of marijuana’s many 

medical applications.” 
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HIGHWITNESS NEWS 

AN ILL WIND 
You get pulled over by a cop who notices 

that your ride is rank with the dank. In the 

ensuing search, he finds your weed and 

worse, your bag of coke. What to do? If 

you’re 26-year-old Florida woman Kennecia 

Posey, you blame it on meteorology. “I don’t 

know anything about any cocaine,” she 

told the cop, according to Miami TV station 

WPLG. “It must have flown through the 

window and into my purse.” Her explanation 

for the mysterious bag of coke in her 

possession was duly recorded in the Fort 

Pierce police report. Nevertheless, Posey 

was still detained in county jail, charged with 

coke and weed possession, a felony and 

misdemeanor respectively, and released 

after posting bail. Syndicated radio host 

Lenard McKelvey, a.k.a. Charlamagne tha 

God, gave Posey his “Donkey of the Day” 

award, which probably won’t be used as a 

character endorsement when she has her 

day in court. 

Federal agents swooped across Northern California recently in dramatic raids, 

targeting around 100 houses that were being used for illegal grow ops. More 

than 500 federal, state and local agents busted into houses around Sacramento, 

culminating an investigation that began in 2014. US Attorney McGregor Scott, 

a Trump appointee and erstwhile Bush appointee to the same post in NorCal’s 

Eastern District, told the Sacramento Bee that the busts were not part of any plan to 

crack down on legal cannabis. “It absolutely has nothing to do with that,” Scott said. 

“This is illegal under anybody’s law.” Rather, the raids targeted houses purchased 

by Chinese nationals believed to be part of a crime syndicate. Besides the homes 

seized, the raiders confiscated more than 61,000 plants, 440 pounds of processed 

cheeba, at least $100,000 in cash and more than a dozen firearms. No arrests were 

immediately reported. 

OREGON TRAILBLAZING 
In 2016, the small conservative town of 

Turner, OR, legalized weed-by mistake. 

According to a report by the Intercept, the 

townsfolk (who had resoundingly voted 

against legalization in 2014 when the rest of 

the state went green) were confused by the 

wording of ballot questions. Turner residents 

were supposed to vote “no” if they wanted 

to ban cannabusinesses in Marion County, 

but then vote “yes” if they wanted to keep 

their city ban. As a result, 63 percent voted 

to kibosh the weed biz in unincorporated 

parts of Marion, but 51 percent said it was 

okay for Turner. Now the first pot shop in 

Turner is about to open. Voters might get the 

chance to undo their mistake with another 

ballot initiative in 2018. Hopefully by then 

the town’s newly opened pot shop will have 

convinced enough of the constituency to 

realize they hadn’t made a mistake at all. 

NEW TECH 
ON THE BLOCK 
Blockchain technology is finding 

a useful place in the weed 

industry. Blockchain—essentially 

a public, decentralized record 

of transactions that can’t be 

deleted or altered-can help 

cannabusinesses with such 

weighty issues as banking or 

seed-to-sale tracking. Because so 

many weed businesses are forced 

to use cash-only transactions, the creation of a blockchain cryptocurrency for the industry 

was perhaps inevitable. Enter PotCoin, which claims to be “the first digital currency created to 

facilitate transactions within the legalized cannabis industry.” Lift recently reported on the dank 

cryptocoin and other blockchain-backed companies, including Smoke Network (“the world’s 

first blockchain social network for cannabis users”), CannaSOS and Paragon. If blockchain 

sinks its links deeply enough into the pot industry, and it proves to be as effective in verifying 

transactions as its ardent fan base believes it to be, it could remain in place even if and when 

conventional banking becomes available for the cannabis industry. For now, it can only grow. 
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"I WOULD WATCH 
PEOPLE JUST DIE IN 
THE TRENCHES IN THE 
MIDDLE OF THE DAY. 
THEY'D BE LIKE, 'WHAT 
HAPPENED?' WELL, 
YOU TRIED TO SMOKE 
WITH SNOOP. THAT'S 
WHAT HAPPENED." 

BASSISTTHUNDERCAT REVEALS HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH WEED AND 
WHY WATCHING PEOPLE TRY TO SMOKE WITH SNOOP DOGG IS LIKE 
THE BEST SITCOM EVER. BY KYLE EUSTICE 

FOR THE PAST 10 YEARS, 

prodigious bassist Stephen 

“Thundercat” Bruner has lent 

his otherworldly talents to 

albums from prolific artists like 

Erykah Badu, Kendrick Lamar 

and experimental producer 

Flying Lotus. His most recent 

solo album, 2017’s Drunk, soared 

with symphonic, jazz-influenced 

ballads and a helping hand from 

classic-rock icons like Kenny 

Loggins. 

Although the Los Angeles 

native can count on one hand 

how many times he’s smoked 

cannabis throughout his 32 

years, on the few occasions he 

has, it’s led to unforgettable 

moments. 

“The first time me and Flying 

Lotus met, I had a moment with 

him where we kind of shared in 

each other’s worlds. It was never 

really a big thing for me, but I 

would see my friends dive into 

that world. I would just kind of 

watch ’em. Watching somebody 

high is like a really good TV 

show,” Thundercat explains. “I 

think it’s fantastic.” 

Flying Lotus, who enlisted 

Thundercat to play on five of 

his albums, quickly realized he 

couldn’t hang. In fact, he vowed 

never to smoke with him again. 

“I don’t know what I did,” 

Thundercat admits, laughing. 

“He told me I was hitting my 

teeth with a butter knife because 

I said my teeth were itching. He 

thought I was going to knock my 

teeth out with a metal utensil. 

He’s like, ‘Maybe you should 

never smoke.’” 

Another memorable moment 

came when he was on tour with 

Snoop Dogg, and-as everyone 

knows-the Long Beach rapper 

doesn’t play when it comes to 

smoking. 

“It was funny watching 

[people] try to smoke with him,” 

Thundercat explains. “From what 

I can remember-and I’m pretty 

sure he still smokes the same 

way—but years ago, it was like 

if you were in the studio, there 

would be at least seven to 10 

blunts lit. 

“Most people are used to 

just puff, puff, pass, but if you 

don’t realize you’ve been puff, 

puff, passing with like seven to 

10 people, it gets ugly,” he adds. 

“I would watch people just die 

in the trenches in the middle of 

the day. They’d be like, ‘What 

happened?’ Well, you tried to 

smoke with Snoop. That’s what 

happened. It was like watching 

the best sitcom ever.” 

That’s an apt simile for 

an artist who finds humor in 

everything and initially took the 

Thundercat moniker because 

of his obsession with the ’80s 

cartoon (when he was a child, 

his mother was legitimately 

concerned about his borderline 

obsession with ThunderCats). 

Despite the sophistication of 

his music, fans don’t have to look 

too far to discover Thundercat’s 

penchant for comedy. Some 

of the song titles and lyrics on 

Drunk border on the absurd. 

From tracks like “Captain 

Stupido” to hooks like “Bitch 

don’t kill my vibe,” he doesn’t shy 

away from the irreverent in his 

songwriting. 

“Honestly, it’s always a good, 

healthy balance how everything 

functions,” Thundercat says. “The 

big important thing is being able 

to laugh.” ^ 

COOL CAT 

Thundercat is coming off his first late-night television 
performance on The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy 

Fallon, where he took the stage with Michael 
McDonald of Doobie Brothers fame and Kenny 
Loggins, who both appear on his solo album Drunk. 
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George Clinton 

soldiers on. 

GEORGE CLINTON RECONVENES PARLIAMENT IN A BID FOR RENEWED 
RELEVANCE. BY CHRIS PARKER 

IF INFLUENCE WERE RICHES, 

George Clinton would be Bill 

Gates. The 76-year-old funk 

legend bridged soul to rock 

like James Brown in the late 

’60s, then took the Day-Glo 

psychedelic exit ramp. 

Performing (primarily) as 

Parliament and Funkadelic, 

Clinton and his rotating cast of 

collaborators pushed old-school 

Motown production values 

in new directions, donning 

Broadway-worthy stage 

costumes and employing arena- 

rock props like the signature 

Mothership, now housed at the 

Smithsonian National Museum 

of African American History and 

Culture in Washington, DC. 

Yet Clinton’s career was 

nearly derailed by a wayward 

counterfeiting scheme. But, 

he says, chuckling, “the funk 

had our back. Because we 

had been really good to the 

neighborhood, they came in and 

warned us.” 

Clinton came across the 

forged bills while working at a 

neighborhood barbershop in 

Plainfield, NJ. He enlisted his 

friends in passing the funny 

money, which they went to 

great lengths to make appear 

used and grubby. They even 

wallpapered parts of the 

barbershop with it until a cop 

came in one morning. 

“He didn’t even look at 

the wall, he just said if I knew 

anybody that was doing anything 

like that I’d tell them they were 

onto ’em,” Clinton recalls. “I 

cleaned my act up pretty good. 

I didn’t want to take no more 

chances. That was so close.” 

A few months later, the 

Parliaments (as they were then 

called) got their first big break 

with the 1967 soul single “(I 

Wanna) Testify.” But chasing 

singles was hard, and the band 

was imbibing the spirit of the 

time. 

“We realized the groups 

we liked did albums-Cream, 

Beatles, Pink Floyd, jazz and 

gospel groups,” says Clinton. 

"The album was the thing. So 

we said we would go and find 

our thing and it was going to be 

‘Music for My Mother.’” 

That was Funkadelic’s first 45, 

featured on the group’s 1970 self- 

titled debut album. The single 

referred to Lightnin’ Hopkins and 

Muddy Waters, blues musicians 

whom Clinton’s mother loved, 

and which formed the template 

for Clinton’s new sound. 

“It was going to be mid-tempo 

blues, not blues slow, and not 

fast as rock’n’roll, but mid-tempo, 

which was basically New Orleans 

and Motown,” Clinton says. “We 

turned the volume up on it like 

Jimi Hendrix and commenced to 

funking.” 

"WHEN I FINALLY 
STOPPED SMOKING 
CRACK AND STARTED 
SMOKING WEED, 
I [THOUGHT], 'I DONE 
WASTED MY TIME 
AND MY MONEY.' 
I REALIZED I SHOULD'VE 
BEEN SMOKING WEED 
ALL ALONG, BECAUSE 
THAT'S THE HIGH I WAS 
LOOKING FOR." 

It’s been a great run of 

nearly 50 years and more than 

two dozen studio albums for 

Clinton, although, much like the 

Godfather of Soul, he regrets his 

wayward mid-career affair with 

crack. 

“When I finally stopped 

smoking crack and started 

smoking weed, I [thought], ‘I 

done wasted my time and my 

money,”’ Clinton says between 

draws. “I realized I should’ve 

been smoking weed all along, 

because that’s the high I was 

looking for. Nobody told me it 

was going to be chronic and shit.” 

Recent collaborations with 

Scarface, Childish Gambino and 

Kendrick Lamar are consistent 

with the forward-looking 

aesthetic that found Clinton 

befriending Afrika Bambaataa, 

Big Boi and Dr. Dre before they 

were superstars. Always dialed 

in, his musical taste has aged like 

fine wine. 

Now he’s following the 

2014 release of the first new 

Funkadelic album in 33 years 

with the first new Parliament disc 

in 38 years. Clinton is back on 

the road and in the stores with 

a new generation of relatives 

and extended band family. He’s 

already in the Smithsonian and 

the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. 

There aren’t many milestones 

left. 

“All that’s left,” Clinton says, “is 

to get some money.” ^ 

THE MOTHERSHIP? 

Bootsy Collins and George Clinton may have 

encountered a real mothership during a drive in 

which they experienced missing time. When they 

arrived, Clinton recalls, “My brother walked out to the 

car and [said], ‘Y’all look like you seen a ghost.’” 
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ENTERTAINMENT 

A PARADISE INDEED 
THE NEW RELEASE OF THE CLASSIC RAC¬ 

ING TITLE DELIVERS WHAT IT PROMISES. 

BURNOUT 
PARADISE 
REMASTERED 
(Electronic Arts) 

BURNOUT PARADISE WAS a bit ahead of its time 

when it hit the market in 2008. We were too busy 

lamenting the loss of Burnout 3’s excellent crash 

mode and the creation of an open world in a 

game that, well, didn’t really need one. It’s fair to 

say that the last 10 years have been very, very kind 

to the game, and Burnout Paradise Remastered is 

here to remind you that it’s still a hell of a ride. 

Burnout knows you’re only here to go fast, and 

the upgraded graphics make an already gorgeous 

game even more eye¬ 

popping. The open-world 

map—races don’t take place 

on tracks, but through set 

portions of the open city, 
letting you plan your own 

route—is huge and a joy 

to explore. Plus, while we 
still don’t have crash mode, 

there’s a real satisfaction in 

seeing your car slow-motion 

crumble after a misplaced turn. Some of the 

original problems are there—the “narrator” DJ 

Atomika is as annoying as his name—but they’re 

very small parts in a fantastic whole and can be 

easily overlooked. 

The game includes all the downloadable 

content that was originally released, but if you 

weren’t a fan initially, this isn’t the game to turn 
you. Likewise, it’s not for people looking for a 

“new” Burnout experience. That’s fine, though: 

Burnout Paradise was fantastic, and this is a great 

chance for new fans to experience a unique con¬ 

cept executed extremely well, which can be rare 

in racing games (looking at you, every Need for 

Speed since Underground). As soon as the game’s 

opening song starts—“Take me down to the Para¬ 

dise City / Where the grass is green and the girls 

are pretty”—and your car leaves the garage, you’ll 

be smiling all the way home. Casey Holiday 

MUSIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

IRON REAGAN/ 
GATECREEPER 
Split 
(Relapse Records) 

Iron Reagan have gone 

halfsies with ascen¬ 

dant Arizona death-metal 

commandos Gatecreeper. 

Well, almost: This time 

around, the proverbial 

Reaganites contribute five 

tracks to Gatecreeper’s 

three, but both bands offer 

up top-notch material. IR 
vocalist Tony Foresta (also 

THE SWORD 
Used Future 
(Caroline Distribution) 

The Sword have made a 

tidy career out of repris¬ 

ing the riff-riding style of 

their classic-rock forbear- 

ers with a proclivity for 

sci-fi lyrics and a distinctly 

stoner-friendly aesthetic. On 
their sixth album, the trippy 

Texans have expanded their 

sonic palette with heavy 

synth use: Wrap your ears 

JANE CHURCH 
“This Here City” 
b/w “Rocket to the 
Kremlin” 
(self-released) 

There’s a lyric in “This 
Here City” that goes, “As 

the sky turned cotton candy 

/ I felt a shiver through my 

bones,” which encapsulates 

the music of Jane Church, 
the solo project of Queens 

native Jackson Church. 

Sweet and jangly, yet wistful 

and yearning, this fuzz- 

toned lite rock walks the 

SPIRIT 
It Shall Be: The 
Ode & Epic 
Recordings 
1968-1972 
(Esoteric Recordings) 

Like Moby Grape, Spirit 

^was one of those ’60s bands 
whose musical integrity ren¬ 

dered them too good for star¬ 

dom. They had the elements: 

a psychedelic guitar god 

who played with Hendrix 

(Randy California) and killer 

songs—two of which are 

classic-rock radio perennials 

(“I Got a Line on You” and 

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS 

EVERYTHING'S 
BIGGER IN TEXAS: 
The Life & Times of 
Kinky Friedman 
Mary Lou Sullivan 
(Backbeat Books) 

Polymath American mav¬ 

erick Kinky Friedman 

has finally been blessed with 

the biography he’s earned. 
Sullivan captures the singer, 

songwriter and political 

candidate at his best (he’s 

one of Bob Dylan’s favorite 

songwriters) and worst (epic 

addictive appetites). The 

author notes the Kinkster’s 

of Municipal Waste) and 

his all-star thrash squad 

crank out politically charged 

rippers like “Warning” and 

whammy-bar workout “Burn 
for This,” while Gatecreeper 

saw off a pounding trilogy 

of Swedish-influenced death 
dirges including “War Has 

Begun” and the instrumen¬ 

tal intro “Daybreak.” j. Bennett 

around instrumental inter¬ 

ludes “Brown Mountain” and 

“Nocturne,” which punctuate 

bong-rattling rockers like 

“Deadly Nightshade” and 

“Book of Thoth.” Meanwhile, 

“Sea of Green” combines 
pulsing synths with twangy 

Southern-rock guitars, pro¬ 

ducing an effect not unlike 

MTV-era ZZ Top. jb 

line between Dylan (as in 

Bob) and DeMarco (as in 

Mac). Tinkling piano and a 

scrap of fairground organ 

highlight the A-side of this 

digital single, while a glim¬ 
mering flange illuminates 

the slightly more blustery 

“Rocket to the Kremlin.” 

Perfect beer-and-sunset 

tuneage. Polly Watson 

“Nature’s Way”) and one that 
some claim Zeppelin nicked 

for “Stairway to Heaven” 

(“Taurus”). In this five-CD 

box set, one gets Spirit’s 

first half-dozen albums and 

an array of strays by one 

of rock’s trippiest shoulda- 

beens: You’re guaranteed to 

see trails during “Topanga 

Window.” Michael Simmons 

ability to cut across ideology 

(he’s pals with Presidents 
Clinton and Bush the 

younger), class and music 

(he hangs with Willie Nelson 
and Iggy Pop). His raw tal¬ 

ent, politically incorrect wit 

and respect for truth make 

him authentically Kinky— 

and at 73, he continues to 

make new fans, ms 
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CANNABUSINESS by jj. McCoy 

J.J. McCoy is Senior Managing Editor for New Frontier Data 

DRUGS IN THE MAIL 
NEITHER SNOW NOR RAIN NOR LEGALIZATION ALLOWS 
FOR PUTTING POT IN THE MAIL 

AS US. MARKETS GROW, DEMAND FOR ILLEGAL IMPORTS PLUMMET 
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THE AGENCY'S "PRIMARY FOCUS ISON FENTANYLAND 
SYNTHETIC OPIOIDS NOW," BUT "IF IT WAS UP TO [US 
ATTORNEY GENERAL JEFF] SESSIONS, ALL AGENCIES 
WOULD BE WORKING MARIJUANA CASES ONLY. 

WITH THE INCREASED popularity 

and public support of legalized 

cannabis in the United States 

and Canada, the US Postal Inspection 

Service (USPIS) reports that pot is like¬ 

wise increasingly being sent through the 

US Postal Service, a practice that, due 

to federal law, remains a crime regard¬ 

less of the legal status of cannabis in the 

state where it’s mailed to or from. 

In January 2018, a congressional 

report found the Postal Service lax in its 

vigilance and detection capabilities. A 

Senate Homeland Security and Govern¬ 

mental Affairs investigations subcom¬ 

mittee found that the Postal Service’s 

advanced electronic-data system used 

for identifying suspicious packages 

only captured information from about 

one-third of international packages in 

2017, with some 318 million packages 

unscreened—leaving Chinese opioid 

manufacturers largely unchallenged to 

ship potentially lethal substances like 

fentanyl (which is up to 50 times more 

potent than heroin) to customers in the 

United States. 

The 100-page report noted how 

some Chinese manufacturers contacted 

online insist that customers pay for 

international deliveries via Express Mail 

Service, which uses both the US and the 

foreign country’s government mail sys¬ 

tems rather than private shippers such 

as FedEx or DHL, which are deemed 

likelier to draw US Customs and Border 

Protection’s attention. 

Despite the heightened concern, 

the Senate report showed no signifi¬ 

cant improvement in collecting data 

throughout 2017. The Postal Service 

reports making the collection of elec¬ 

tronic data “a priority,” while Chinese 

authorities say they are “ready to work 

with the US to enhance our cooperation 

in this field.” 

One USPIS inspector (given anonym¬ 

ity for speaking without authorization) 

concurred that the agency’s “primary 

focus is on fentanyl and synthetic opi¬ 

oids now,” but added that “if it was up 

to [US Attorney General Jeff] Sessions, 

all agencies would be working mari¬ 

juana cases only. Kids would be forced 

to watch Reefer Madness every day. The 

opioid crisis has forced him to refocus 

there. There’s a lot of pressure on us to 

identify the mailings that are coming 

out of China.” 

In fiscal year 2015 (the year with the 

most recent figures available), the USPIS 

seized about 34,000 pounds of cannabis. 

The number of confiscated cannabis 

packages has reportedly increased by 

more than 400 percent since 2007, 

though statistics do not track whether 

such packages are more likely intended 

for trafficking or personal use. 

Traffickers can get creative and inven¬ 

tive, whether by the use of exotic means 

or everyday objects to conceal contra¬ 

band. The USPIS offered recent exam¬ 

ples of cannabis seizures, including: 

A Black & Decker tool holding four 

separate bags of pot; 

Eight different five-gallon Home 

Depot buckets, each wrapped in plastic 

and packed with 12 pounds of cannabis 

apiece; 

Labeled cans of corn, each matching 

the weight listed on its label, but con¬ 

taining marijuana packed by traffickers 

using a can sealer; 

What a woman in rural South Dakota 

thought was a new television, but 

instead proved to be three large bricks 

of cannabis weighing about 50 pounds, 

with an estimated street value of 

$100,000—authorities speculated that it 

came from a Mexican drug cartel having 

used an incorrect address; 

A seemingly authentic jukebox, seized 

by inspectors in San Diego and contain¬ 

ing product worth an estimated street 

value of $350,000. 

Although federal authorities have 

started to concentrate on interdicting 

the shipment of fentanyl, which caused 

20,100 US overdose deaths in 2016 alone, 

they’re still wasting valuable resources 

on stopping the shipment of pot, which 

has caused zero overdose deaths in the 

entirety of recorded human history. 
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READ 
for the next level 

CBD Sublingual. 

Introducing 

Y ' Lemon * Gingef 
Finest Quality 
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• nano emulsified 
• precise measured doses 

quick absorption 
* vegan 

f * @CBDCaviar www.ApollonCaviar.com 



MARKETS 

TOP 5 
STRAINS 

KUSH 
$263 

ANIMAL 
COOKIES 

$303 

BLUE 
DREAM 

$255 

!-r 

& 

4k 
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Ik 
(Wookies) 

“Indica-dominant, 

intricate mix of The 

White, Chem 91 and 

Girl Scout Cookies” 

-Yuma, AZ 

MARKET ANALYSIS 

GORILLA 
GLUE #4 

$327 

NA 

WOOKIES 
$210 

(OG Kush) 

“Good deal for Kush 

in a medical-only city. 

The county banned 

all rec sales!” 

-Klamath Falls, OR 

Sr 

Prices by the ounce 

All indices, with the exception of the Southern Index, finished August 
below their previous month’s average. However, the US Price Index 
continues to hold steady at $312. The US Price has finished between 
$310 and $314 per ounce for the last six months. August highlighted the 
massive discrepancy between prices in legal and prohibition states as 
the Southern Index closed the month $97 above the Western Index. 

US Price Index 
YTD Average: $314 

WT 

Eastern Index 
YTD Average: $337 
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ro 
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Southern Index 
YTD Average: $345 

Western Index 
YTD Average: $261 
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(Platinum OG) 

‘Excellent weed, 

costs enough!” 

-Nashville, TN May Jun Jul Aug 
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TRANS HIGH MARKET QUOTATIONS 

STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

ALABAMA Huntsville Cali Kush 400 

ALASKA Anchorage Kush 360 

ARIZONA Glendale Blue Dream 200 
Yuma Wookies 280 

ARKANSAS Little Rock Gorilla Glue 420 

CALIFORNIA Los Angeles Wookies 150 
San Diego Superman OG 260 

COLORADO Denver Blue Dream 180 

CONNECTICUT New Britain Platinum OG 320 

FLORIDA Miami Sensi Star 380 

GEORGIA Newnan Gas 320 

HAWAII Kahului Jager 280 

ILLINOIS Sterling Super Silver Haze 320 

KANSAS Wichita Trainwreck 400 

LOUISIANA Bogalusa Loud 280 

MAINE Biddeford OG Kush 325 

MARYLAND Baltimore Bruce Banner 300 

MASSACHUSETTS Boston Green Crack 280 
Salem Granddaddy Purple 345 

MICHIGAN Ann Arbor Cookies & Cream 405 
Detroit Blue Dream 250 

MINNESOTA Minneapolis OG Kush 250 

MISSISSIPPI McComb Gelato 450 
Meridian Blue Dream 400 

MONTANA Kalispell Animal Cookies 280 

NEVADA Henderson Lemon Haze 330 
Las Vegas Deadhead OG 350 

NEW MEXICO Albuquerque Harle-Tsu 335 

NEW JERSEY Hackensack Sour Diesel 350 
Seaside Heights Animal Cookies 400 

NEW YORK Newburgh Birthday Cake 320 
New York Strawberry Cough 400 

NORTH CAROLINA Burlington OG Kush 250 
Greenville Sour Diesel 450 

OHIO Cleveland Gorilla Glue 280 
Defiance AK-47 300 

OKLAHOMA Tulsa Animal Cookies 280 

OREGON Bend Tangie 250 
Klamath Falls OG Kush 225 

PENNSYLVANIA Chambersburg Loud 450 
Lebanon Gorilla Glue #4 420 

TENNESSEE Knoxville Sour Kush 280 
Nashville Platinum OG 375 

TEXAS San Antonio Girl Scout Cookies 500 

WASHINGTON Tacoma Animal Cookies 250 

VIRGINIA Richmond Blackberry Kush 300 

WEST VIRGINIA Parkersburg Gorilla Glue 280 

WISCONSIN Franklin Gorilla Glue #4 300 

INTERNATIONAL 

AUSTRALIA Ballarat Blue Cheese A$300 

CANADA Hamilton MK Ultra C$260 

UNITED KINGDOM South London Skunk £130 

High Times wants to know what you're smoking. 
Submit your strain information including location and price by the ounce to 
thmq@hightimes.com, or tweet us (#THMQ). 

\ (Animal Cookies) 

“This is the dank! 

Great strain.” 

-Seaside Heights, NJ 



PH PERFECT8 CONNOISSEUR 
COCO NOW AVAILABLE 

The Only Ultra-Premium 2-Part Base Nutrient 

Uniquely Formulated for Master Coco Coir Growers. 

pH P e r fect* Tech nolog v 

Advanced Nutrients proven flagship formulation, row specifically enhanced for coco coir 

• Premium ingredients 

• The "missing link" for coco coir growers 

• Added nutrition ond value with the unique 5-in-l formulation 

• Balance-free pH 

Find your authorized dealer: AdvancedNutrients.com/authorized-retailers/ 

Raising the Bud Weights... and Reputations... ofTop Growers 



A NEW STRAIN EMERGES.. 
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2017 EXCLUSIVELY 

at indie record stores 
just for the holiday 
gift-giving season; 

Over 100 special 
releases including this 

HIGH TIMES VINYL 
© COMPILATION. 

See the whole list at 

DISTRIBUTED BY 

AV\P€D 

There arc more than 1400 record stores of all varieties in 
communities throughout the USStop in for music and 
overall good vibes. Find an independently owned and 
operated record store near you at recordsforcday.com 



1 FRIENDLY FARMS 
The folks at Friendly Farms began their- 
careers in the cannabis industry exactly 
where the name implies, the farm. 

For several years Friendly Farms built 
relationships with the 420-f riendly people 
of Northern California, and forged bonds 
with cultivators, processors, and those 
who simply enjoy cannabis. 

As time passed the team saw an opportu¬ 
nity to move into cannabis extractions and 
selected live resin as its product of choice. 
In May of 2017, Friendly Farms launched 
its brand in a new direction and presented 
to the world its high-quality concentrates. 

Every flavor is a hit for Friendly Farms, 
and its menu of extractions offers a vari¬ 
ety of strains with something for everyone 
to enjoy. Friendly Farms' house strains 
include potent and flavorful contenders 
that delivers clean, tested, and effective 
dabs with every concentrate. 

For more info contact us: 

Email: Friendlyfarmsiive@gmatl.com 
!G: @FRIENDLYFARMS420 

WWW.FRIEN0LYFARMS420.COM 



DESPITE OBSTACLES/THE 2018 SOCAL CANNABIS CUP DEMONSTRATED POT’S POWER TO UNITE. 

BY MIKE HUGHES 

ANYONE WITH EVEN A CURSORY KNOWLEDGE of the cannabis 

industry over the last decade understands the potential pitfalls await¬ 

ing companies that promote pot. Despite the incredible gains of the 

marijuana-law-reform movement, weed is still a Schedule I narcotic 

encumbered by 80 years of government-issued propaganda. 

Regardless of the will of the voters, local governments and city 

councils sometimes go their own way. High Times is familiar with this 

dynamic. In our 30-plus years of hosting cannabis events, we’ve faced 

scrutiny in weed-friendly locales like Seattle, Denver, Los Angeles and 

even Amsterdam (where the Cannabis Cup was inaugurated in 1987). 

T/f-: 

V h 
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Friendly Farms, winners of Best Hybrid Concentrate, represent! 

In fact, we ultimately found a home for our SoCal Cup at the National Orange Show Events 

Center in San Bernardino when local authorities forced us from a venue in downtown Los An¬ 

geles in 2013. Since then, we’ve returned to the NOS each year, hosting epic events celebrating 

cannabis culture and bringing thousands of attendees to the Inland Empire. So when Proposi¬ 

tion 64 took effect this year, legalizing cannabis in the Golden State, we planned a historic legal 

weed Cup in San Bernardino over the 4/20 weekend. 

Sadly, the San Bernardino City Council made a last-minute decision to block the lawful sale of 

cannabis-based products during the Cup. This decision was made in part due to an ordinance 

adopted by the city just eight days before the Cup requiring a 60-day lead time for approval of 

marijuana events. Given the legalization mandate handed down by the voters of California in 

2016, as well as our productive history with the city of San Bernardino and our track record of 

hosting safe, responsible and law-abiding events, the decision was a major disappointment. 

But as High Times has proven time and again, you cannot stop the marijuana movement. The 

show must go on—and indeed it did. The Cup is a celebration of all things cannabis, and those 

who joined us over 4/20 weekend were not disappointed. 
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KANtyP&K 

AWARDED "BEST OIL VAPORIZER OF 2018" BY 3HSVAPE 

* OCFLl Ceramic CoEl Technology 

* Super Compact (Only 4 inches tall) 

* Refillable 3ML Capacity Pod 

* Air Activated {No power button) 
* Leak-Proof Pod Design 

AVAILABLE AT 

WWW.VAPORNATION.COM 



joints. 

petting zoo pro¬ 

vided quality time 

with goats, bunnies, 

piglets and more! 

A rosin press 

turns tasty 

nugsinto 

high-quality 

solventless 

Rolling experts Futurola 

were on hand crafting 

With the high holiday falling on a Friday, the 2018 SoCal Cup was a rare three-day event. When 

the doors opened, scores of enthusiastic stoners explored the massive scope of the fairgrounds, 

complete with Ferris wheel, super slide and even a petting zoo. Throughout the event, vendors 

showed off innovative pot products, and there was plenty of puffing for Cali’s medical-pot pa¬ 

tients in the Prop 215 area. 

Epic booths from Exotic Genetix, Family Farms and Ganja Gold, along with sponsors Select, 

710 Kingpen and Kush Bottles, made certain that attendees had the desired experience, and 

Friday’s musical lineup sealed the deal. Lupe Fiasco and Rick Ross got the 4/20 crowd hyped for 

opening-night headliner Nas, whose electric performance sent everyone home high and happy. 

While seminars had been a staple of HTevents past, we changed things up for the 4/20 Cup, opt¬ 

ing instead for live podcasts, providing attendees a behind-the-scenes look at the making of these 

shows. Over the weekend, High Times Green Room hosted conversations with Raza Lawrence, 

Mike Glazer, Jason Pinsky, Jinxproof Genetics, Raw Papers and Freeway Ricky Ross. 

This podcasting format also saw the long-awaited return of Free Weed from Danny Danko, 

which featured cultivation-centric talks with Kyle Kushman, Harry Resin, Nicole West and Colin 

Gordon. The live performance allowed for audience members to ask their grow questions and 

get advice from these cultivation luminaries. 
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A REVOLUTIONARY WAY TO TRANSFORM GLASS 

FOLLOW US ON 

©LETSGETHYER 

0©Q 
GETHYER.COM 

Qur first release i$ the re&ult of three years of R&D with taste science and how concentrates are best 

consumed. Meet Big-E™, our portable quartz e-nail platform. Free of nasty glue, plastics and foot 

taste. Big-E™ eliminates combustion and. because we love glass and want you to be able to use your 

best peaces, can be used with any rig. Display your glass collection or head to your local and select 

a piece unique to you. This Is the apex of flavor, clouds and comfort without compromise. 

Big-£,w replaces the torch that has long dictated how one would use extracts with something much 

mors versatile and less worrisome. We advocate for low-temp dabbing but give a range of tempera¬ 

tures (320-760 with a bonus 900) for those who wish to customize their dabbing experience. We've 

engineered our hardware to be functional yet polished; the versatile design travels with you- both st 

home and on the road, taking you from stigma to sophistication. 



Outside on the fairgrounds, 710 Life and Hyer showed off their concentrate-consumption 

wares. Hyer’s Dab Rig ultimately took first place in the Best Product category, while 710 Life’s 

eNail nabbed third-place honors (Hyer also took the Best Vape Pen award). 

Non-solvent hash fans were treated to a squash-off competition in the Rosin Tech Products 

booth. Presented by Bobby West, the squash-off pitted attendees against each other to see 

who could press the best rosin hash. Truly, there were no losers in this contest. And, speaking 

of presses, for the award show Sunday, Triminator generously donated a TRP Stack press to be 

gifted to the first-place Non-Solvent Hash winner. 

Former heavyweight champ Mike Tyson, who made waves earlier this year with the an¬ 

nouncement of his 40-acre cannabis ranch, made his presence felt at the SoCal Cup, reeling in 

our first-ever award for Best Brand (Tyson Holistic). Iron Mike also took third place in the Topical 

category for CopperGel Ice by Tyson Ranch. 

Saturday daytime acts Ever, Triple XL and Fabolous kept the music flowing throughout the 

afternoon and, as the sun set, Raekwon took the stage to a wild reception. The Wu-Tang Clan 

alum, performing solo at the Cup, had the crowd rapping along before giving way to Saturday 

headliner Lil Wayne. Wheezy did not disappoint in his second go-around performing at this 

venue, and he closed out day two on a decidedly high note. 

A genuine celebration of 

cannabis culture brought 
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DUAL AIRFLOW TUNNELS 

REPLACEABLE POD 

AUTOMATIC PUFF ACTIVATION 

LEAK & BURN FREE TANK 

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY 210 mAh 

INDICATOR LED 

USB CHARGING PORT 

FOLLOW US (SSTUtZY 

WWW.ST1IIZV.COM 

INFLUENCE INSPIREj INNOVATE 

After thorough testing and development, STIliZY is proud to announce its Launch in 2017- STIliZY is revolutionizing the 
portable cannabis, industry with a product that offers a burn and leak Free experience We are always commuted to 
providing lop shell, Lap-tested concentrates wi th the h ghest potency and punty that are achieved through our solvent - Free 
distillation process. STlBZY, setting the industry standard to influence and inspire through innovated methods 



AS HIGH TIMES HAS 
PROVEN TIME AND 
AGAIN, YOU CANNOT 
STOP THE MARIJUANA 
MOVEMENT. 

Sunday at the Cup was all about the awards 

show, when HT honors the very best pot, hash, 

edibles, topicals and CBD products in SoCal. 

The “Highest Host” Adam III emceed the show 

and deftly kept the proceedings entertaining 

at a rapid pace. Team Elite Genetics and Papa 

& Barkley were big winners, placing in mul¬ 

tiple categories. (For a complete list of winners 

from the 2018 SoCal Cup, see page 54.) 

Following the awards show, the main 

stage stayed lit as Rich the Kid, Yo Gotti and 

Tl performed for the stony crowd. Finally, 

Sunday-night headliner 2 Chainz closed out 

the Cup in style with an energetic show that 

even included some new material. 

As the curtain came down on the final day 

of the 2018 SoCal Cannabis Cup, it was clear 

that nothing can stop the momentum of mari¬ 

juana. No obstacle is too great to overcome, 

and High Times will continue to fight for the 

right to host the world’s greatest pot parties, 

AWA&0W1NNH4G 
SUPERR@OM best 2016 

at 

COMES WITH 

EVERYTHING 
Y 0 U NEED 
TO START GRGW8NG 

pjjjgyi 

FREE 
GROW LIKE A 

Pro 
TUTORIAL SERIES 
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FREE 
LIFETIME TECH & 
GROW SUPPORT 

BUBBLE FLOW 
BUCKETS 

SUPPER FLOW 
SYSTEM 
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GROW YOUR OWN, BECOME YOUR OWN PRODUCER 

1st YIELD ROl • SELF-SUFFICIENT SATISFACTION • 3 YEAR WARRANTY 

SECURITY 
AH B€NL cabinet? dnmi? with 
commerpuil tackp Hit fllooinRtui, 
Producer FtocmMato and MotoerShip 
feature coco-catDon m iiirratton and 
the units nransume-less pawea than 
most household fippl noces. 

SAFETY 

A BCNL. products are CAD engineered 

to Canadian Standards Association 
specifications wlh dimmauie digital 

ballasts. powder-coaltKl aluminum 

conK-lnjcKin arid a computer c-on- 

trolted ocuern ring cnvtronfwnt 

SUPPORT 

tour BCNL ipp will hold your hand 

to provide: growing aduto nutrient 
management and unlimited lou-lree 
1 ectirvicai sup prwt al 1 ycai long, AH 
boxes CsofiiE' with custom nutrient 
recipes tor every budget 

THE PRODUCER ™ 
Single chamber maximizes flowering capacity 

> Flowers 18 plants to harvest YIELD: 1-2 lbs. 

THE BLOOMBQX1" THE ROOMMATE'1" THE MOTHERSHIP™ 
FLOWERS 9 PLANTS FLOWERS 4 PLANTS HOUSES 4 MOTHERPLANTS 

YIELD: 1/2 to 1 lbs. YIELD: 1/4 to 3/4 lbs. FEEDS: 1-4 Producers 

THE DRYER 
DRIES CANNABIS 

DIMENSIONS: 24" Cube 

BC Northern Lights has been manufacturing grow cabinets for over 
15 years to make growing simple. 
With automated lighting, watering. CoS injection, pre-set feeding schedules and carbon filtration lor no smell, these grow 

chambers achieve AAA results every time BCNL'3 grow systems provide you with everything you need to get up and growing, 

plus they come with a personal grow guru that growers can call 7 days a week to guide you through the whole process 

BC NORTHERN LIGHTS 
WWW.BCNORTHERNLI6KTS.COM 

CALL US 7 DAYS A WEEK: 

1-888-236-1266 

POWERED BY tp 

S AURORA 



BEST SATIVA FLOWER 

1st Place: Dosi-Orange #9 

by Greenline Organics 

2nd Place: Peach Ringz by Atrium 

3rd Place: J1 by Team Elite Genetics 

BEST INDICA FLOWER 

1st Place: XXX OG by Life Is Good Healing 

2nd Place: 92 OG by Atrium 

3rd Place: Billy Kimber OG 

by Garrison Lane 

BEST HYBRID FLOWER 

1st Place: Wedding Cake by New Amster¬ 

dam Naturals with Cannastar 

2nd Place: Sugar Biscuits #8 by Kanna 

King Farms in collaboration with Point 

Loma Patient Consumer Co-op 

3rd Place: Tangimal Cookies by Bosky 

Genetics powered by Bio Bizz 

BEST PREROLL 

1st Place: Kimber Cannon 

by Garrison Lane 

2nd Place: Lemon Tree by Ganja Gold 

3rd Place: Skywalker OG Kief Infused 

Preroll by Mary Jane Univ in collabora¬ 

tion with A to B Official 

BEST BRAND 

Tyson Holistic 

BEST EDIBLE 

1st Place: Cookies and Cream Cheesecake 

by The Huney 

2nd Place: Sugar Free Dark Chocolate 

Cherry 90mg by Punch Edibles 

3rd Place: Strawberry Fruit Taffy 

byCheeba Chews 

BEST TOPICAL 

1st Place: Releaf Balm 3:1 

by Papa & Barkley 

2nd Place: Lip It CBD by Gemstonz 

3rd Place: CopperGel Ice by Tyson Ranch 

BEST CBD FLOWER 

1st Place: ACDC Cookies by Brown Dog 

Cannabis in Collab w/ Med Tree Seeds 

BEST CBD CONCENTRATE 

1st Place: Remedy Full Plant Live Resin 

by Nug 

2nd Place: Full Spectrum CBD Purple 

Cookies Sauce 

by Humboldt Solutions / Pure Terps 

3rd Place: Orange Drop CBD Sauce 

by Gold Drop 

BEST MEDICALLY INFUSED PRODUCT 

1st Place: Wax Cigar by Barewoods 

2nd Place: Moonrock Ice 

by Dr. Zodiaks Moonrock 

3rd Place: Pomegranate Preroll 

by Next Level Prerolls 

BEST VAPE PEN CARTRIDGES 

1st Place: Blueberry Haze 

by Cobra Extracts 

2nd Place: OG Kush Vape Pod by Stiiizy 

3rd Place: Tahoe OG by Stick.e.vape Pow¬ 

ered by Tradecraft 

BEST NON-SOLVENT HASH 

1st Place: Clementine by Greenwolf in 

collaboration with Rosin Brothers 

2nd Place: Rainbow Flame 6 Star Live 

Rosin by Papa Select 

3rd Place: Rainbow Flame 6 Star Ice Wax 

by Papa Select 

BEST INDICA CONCENTRATE 

1st Place: Lemon Fuel by Critical Concen¬ 

trates with Alien Labs 

2nd Place: Creme de la Creme Sauce by 

Team Elite Genetics, processed by Kind 

Bill/Ry Prichard 

3rd Place: Mega Wellness OG LR Terp 

Sauce by Nameless Genetics 

BEST HYBRID CONCENTRATE 

1st Place: Doug’s Diesel 

by Friendly Farms 

2nd Place: Peach Ozz Sauce by Team 

Elite Genetics, processed by Kind Bill/ 

Ry Prichard 

3rd Place: Orange Strawberry Phanta 

by Critical Concentrates with Ohmega 

Farms 

BEST SATIVA CONCENTRATE 

1st Place: Biscotti Live Resin Diamond 

Sauce by Team Elite Genetics, processed 

by Kind Bill/Ry Prichard 

2nd Place: Forbidden Fruit 

by Atrium in collaboration with Beezle 

3rd Place: Queso Fuego Live Resin Sauce 

by Nameless Genetics 

BEST CBD EDIBLES 

1st Place: Balance Therapy Drops 1:1 

by the Farmaceuticals Co. 

2nd Place: Cannabis CBD Tincture 18:1 

by Val’s Organics w/ The Weed Studio 

City and Pop Naturals 

3rd Place: Releaf Tincture 1:1 THCa CBD 

by Papa & Barkley 

BEST CBD CARTRIDGES 

1st Place: 10:1 CBD Cali-0 by Loudpack 

Farms with Loudpack Extracts 

2nd Place: Mango CBD Vape Pod 

by Stiiizy 

3rd Place: CBD Boost by Pure Vape 

BEST BOOTH 

1st Place: Exotic Genetix 

2nd Place: Friendly Farms 

3rd Place: Ganja Gold 

BEST PRODUCT 

1st Place: Hyer Dab Rig 

2nd Place: Exotic Genetix Mint Chocolate 

Chip Seeds 

3rd Place: 710 Life eNail 

BEST GLASS 

1st Place: Dab Nation with IDab - Rosen 

Tech Product Glass Beaker 

BEST VAPE PEN 

1st Place: Hyer - Vape Pen 

Grow 
your Stash for fc, 

less Cash 

n/ ii^/^CT"HEA™G&AIR DL/L/uC / CONDITIONING 

888.606.8111 

Largest Heating & A/C Supplier In The Cannabis & Hemp Industries 

Best Commercial Prices On The Market 

Specialize In Humidity Control, Ventilation & Indoor Air Quality 

Up To 25 Ton Commercial Units, Mini Splits & Central Air/Heat Pumps 

Multiple Locations For Fast, Reliable Nationwide Shipping 

WWW.BUDGETHEATING.COM 

$10Q OFF Special DUeiM 
MtG H I JM1.S C 0Uf»ON -CODE H? MA«CH 

rr •'HW'jkr 0Lfer.<-A^i 6F iiJOE « 
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CLIMAX 
CHEMOVAR TYPE 1: 
HIGH THC/LOW CBD 
STIMULANT TERRS 

CLARITY 
CHEMOVAR TYPE 2: 
HIGH THC/HIGH CBD 

REVIVING TERRS 

COMFORT 
CHEMOVAR TYPE 3: 
LOW THC/HIGH CBD 

RELAXING TERRS 

PREMIUM CANNABIS VAPORIZER 
QC3 HAS THE PERFECT FORMULA FOR YOUR PERFECT MOMENTS 

FLOWERED BY -V T HC 

FOLLOW US M OUALITYCONCENTRATES 

QUALITYCONCENTRATES.COM 



Iguana Juice Organic™ OIM 
Grow & Iguana Juice Organic" 
OIM Bloom - The organic 
gardening, comprehensive one-part 
liquid grow and bloom fertilizer that 
is completely water-soluble, ensuring 
optimum qrowth cycle and 
predictable high yields. 

Big Bud Organic® OIM - 
The next-generation organic 
crop bud bulker that delivers 
the highest evolution of 
ultra-premium flower power. 
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Bud Candy Organic" OIM 

An all-natural source for 
producing 100% organic crops. 
Composed of carbohydrates 

T.* 

maxiim 

Ancient Earth® Organic 
OIM - A completely nature 
source of short-chain fatty 
acids and long-chain fatty 

maximize plant pertormance 
increase yields. 

Advanced Nutrients 
Raising the Bud Weights and Reputations... of Top Growers 

Introducing Our Line 
of Registered Organic 
OIM Nutrients... 

Unlike many other companies who 
claim their products are "organic," 
ours truly are organic and are 
certified Organic OIM by 
California'sOrganicInputMaterial 
(OIM) Program, the highest 
standard. 
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GOl£)"?OP 
A HIGHER STANQARD. 

PURE CANNABIS. SINGLE-SOURCE. 
REFINED. SOLVENT-FREE. 

* 
GOLDDROPCO.COM 
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TEST NG THC 
THE SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF POT PRODUCERS IS OFTEN DETERMINED BY CANNABIS LAB TESTS. 

BUT WHAT IFTHESETESTS AREN'T ACCURATE? WE INVESTIGATE THC TESTING IN OREGON. 

BYSTINKBUD IN OREGON, CANNABIS test scores are a big part of every 

recreational purchase, and both wholesale and retail 

prices are affected by the results. The higher the per¬ 

centage of THC, the higher the price and, hopefully, the 

higher the consumer. But what if I told you that the THC- 

content analysis results of the flower you’re currently smoking 
could vary over 10 percent from lab to lab? This would mean 

that all those test scores are virtually meaningless. You may be 
paying twice as much as you should, or you might just be get¬ 

ting the deal of a lifetime. So just how reliable are lab results 

for cannabis products? That’s what we wanted to find out. 

For Oregon farms, cannabis testing is part of everyday life. 

Each batch must be tested by an accredited lab before it can be 

sold. Many people have suspected that there might be differ¬ 

ences between labs, but there’s no way to know for sure without 
running a comparison. We decided the only way to know which 

labs are the most accurate would be to send the same sample to 

a number of different labs and compare the results. What came 
back was truly shocking. 

To ensure we were providing standardized samples for 

the comparison, we approached testing a bit differently than 

normal. We ground up a small amount of Bruce Banner buds 
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Dividing up the test samples 

and placed them on a black foam-core 

board. We then separated the cannabis 

shake into multiple piles, making sure 

they were all consistent. We received a 

few puzzled looks from employees as 

it appeared that we were preparing to 

snort a huge line of shake! 

A total of six samples were given to 

the labs for testing. Since the samples 
weren’t for resale, we didn’t bother with 

the pesticide, mold or terpene tests nor¬ 

mally required by law. 

Before getting to the results, let’s 

talk a little about the testing process. 

How are samples taken? What is the 

process and what type of equipment is 

used? How can we be sure the testing is 

accurate? There were a lot of questions 

looming before we even got started. 

The first step in the testing process is 
picking up the product. Each lab sends 

out a representative to obtain the sam¬ 

ples. The lab rep examines the flowers 

and picks the ones that are best repre¬ 
sentative of the harvest. They’re looking 

for what they consider an average sample 
for each batch. In Oregon, batch size is 

limited to 15 pounds. So this means that 

a harvest of 25 pounds of a single strain 
must be broken into two different test 

batches and the testing process must 

be done twice. Some variation can be 

expected but, in theory, the same harvest 

should have very similar results from 

batch to batch, regardless of the lab used. 

Every lab is careful in its labeling 

procedures. Oregon law requires tag 

numbers for every stage of the process, 

which must be logged into the Oregon 

Liquor Control Commission (OLCC) data¬ 

base. The OLCC requires that cannabis 
be tracked at all times—including when 

drivers are transporting product. 

When a batch of flower is sent for 

testing, the results are final and cannot 

be resubmitted. Growers are not allowed 

to send out multiple batches to different 

labs and then pick the highest number. 

In order for our little experiment to com¬ 

ply with the law, we had to label the test 

samples “not for use.” 
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Once the samples arrive at the lab, the 
first thing done is proper logging and 

labeling. This isn’t just for legal reasons; 

it’s also crucial in making sure none 

of the strains get mixed up. It’s easy to 
imagine how many samples arrive at the 

lab every day and how quickly things 

could go wrong without strict logging 

and labeling procedures. What may 

sound like a dream job is actually a Ston¬ 

er’s nightmare! If you’re used to hanging 

out with a bunch of dirty farmers, you’ll 

immediately feel uncomfortable in the 

sterile lab environment. All this cleanli¬ 

ness serves the purpose of making sure 

the samples don’t become contaminated. 

Once everything is logged in, the 

samples are put into a temperature- and 

humidity-controlled environment until 

ready for testing. The first step of the 

testing process is to grind the flower into 

a fine dust. Some labs freeze the product 

in dry ice before grinding as this helps 
reduce damage to the fragile trichomes, 

making the results more accurate. The 

fine cannabis dust is then added to a 

measured solution and shaken until all 

the cannabinoids are evenly mixed. What 

you end up with looks a lot like a mari¬ 

juana milkshake. 

When the milkshake is finished, the 

material is placed into a sonic bath to 

further separate the cannabinoids from 
the plant material. The sonic bath is like 

a little Jacuzzi for test tubes but instead 

of bubbles it uses ultrasonic sound 

waves. The final step in the separation 

process involves placing the samples into 

a centrifuge, which spins the materials at 

a high speed. The heavier plant material 

collects at the bottom of the test tube 

and the clean cannabinoid solution is left 

at the top. 

A small sample is removed, filtered 

and diluted once again. The material is 

loaded into a high-performance liquid 

chromatograph, often referred to as an 

HPLC. This testing procedure is more 
accurate than gas chromatography as 

no heat is used during the process. Heat 

applied to THC changes its properties, 
making gas chromatography results 

less precise. The HPLC separates each 

compound by using its unique electrical 
charge and measuring the quantity with 

a UV sensor. If this all sounds like hard¬ 

core science, that’s because it is! 

The results of the HPLC are fed into the 
inventory tracking system. The amounts 

of THC, THCA, CBD, CBN and many other 

compounds are logged into the database, 
and the results are sent to the grower or 

company whose product was tested. These 

results are used to create packaging and 

come up with the final pricing structure. 

How important are THC percent¬ 

ages? It’s not an exaggeration to say they 

can be the difference between whether 

a pot-production company survives or 

goes under. If you show up with a Bruce 
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CUT THE COST OF YOUR UTILITY BILLS 
BY UP TO 60%. INSTEAD OF THE 100% YOU’RE NOW PAYING 

TURN YOUR UTILITY BUIS INTO PROFITS 
INSTALL AN SGIOO-SOL GEN ELECTRIC GENERATOR ON-SITE AT YOUR FACILITY 

DOES THE OAKY COST OF 
POWERING YOUR GROW LIGHTS, 

LANS AND C02 
EAT LIP YOUR PROFITS EACH MONTH? 

NATIONAL G and 
HAS THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR YOU! 

51! P 0 

-;pj 

Have your own on-site natural gas generator that produces reliable electricity and hot water to 
accommodate as much power as you may need 24 hours a day 7 days a week* Allow your 
green houses to grow and make a profit, even during power outages! 

* Enjoy the benefits of having continuous CO2 for FREE) 

■ Service and maintenance included with a 5 year warranty 

• We offer factory financing 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
Many growers can expect an 18 month return on investment and profits. 

There are multiple tax benefits that can offset up to 60% of the system cost 

when reviewed by your tax consultant familiar with your tax situation 

NATIONAL GAS AND POWER 
A row I h- lilMKAIIUM COMPAHlf 

For an appointment, or more information on how we will solve your power requirements, 
contact us at National Gas and Power 

(562) 624-7580 sales@nationalgasandpower.com or visit us at www.poweryourpot.com 



Lab techs work 

to prepare 

results that will 

set pricing for 

pot products. 

Banner strain testing out at 20 percent 

THC, no one will give you the time of 

day. But if you show up with a Bruce 
Banner strain at 30 percent, all the shops 

start salivating. You’ve got product that 

everybody wants. Not only can you sell 

your product for $1,000-$1,500 more 

per pound, you can actually sell it! In 

Oregon, many growers have a hard time 

unloading anything with under 20 per¬ 

cent THC and usually turn low-testing 

product into oil for cartridges or edibles. 

So THC percentage is a big deal to every 

cannabis farmer. Everyone wants the 

highest results possible, because final 

pricing is very much influenced by THC 

percentage as determined by lab testing. 

When it comes to THC, bigger is better. 

How does THC percentage affect the 

retail cannabis industry? Well, of course, 

the obvious effect would be that higher 

THC strains command a higher market 
price. This isn’t necessarily a bad thing 

if the tests are accurate. No one has a 
problem with paying a premium price for 

a 30 percent THC Bruce Banner strain, 

assuming that’s what it really is. It’s 

only a problem when someone is paying 

top-shelf prices for mid-quality flower. Of 

course, in some cases, it actually works in 

the buyer’s favor. For example, you may 

think you’re purchasing some inexpensive 

mids and end up with a bag of fire! 

So on to the test results from our 

comparison experiment. We’ve decided 

to keep the labs used in this experiment 

anonymous. The primary reason for this 

comparison test is to find out if Oregon 

cannabis-testing labs are consistent, not 

to put anyone out of business. Here are 

the results, listing THC percentage from 

low to high: 

Lab 1:20.40% THC, 
24.59% total cannabinoids 

Lab 2:22.90% THC, 
25.70% total cannabinoids 

Lab 3:24.84% THC, 
28.26% total cannabinoids 

Lab 4:26.18% THC, 
30.73% total cannabinoids 

Lab 5:26.20% THC, 
29.30% total cannabinoids 

Lab 6:30.50% THC, 
35.00% total cannabinoids 

The test scores for all six labs aver¬ 

age out to 25.17 percent THC. You can 

see some of the lab results are similar, 
but which test score is correct? The 

truth is that any one of them could be 

the correct one. From a farmer’s per¬ 

spective, if you were to use the scores 

from Lab 1, you would have a hard time 

selling your strain. None of the shops 

would be interested because it would 

be overshadowed by all the higher¬ 

testing strains. At the same time, if you 

used the scores from Lab 6, everyone 
would be breaking down your door for 

as much product as they could get. Of 

course, as mentioned previously, grow¬ 

ers are not allowed to shop around for 

the highest score. 

So how can this be? Isn’t it the whole 

point of scientific testing that every 

result be duplicable? Clearly, we’re not 
seeing a lot of duplication here. In fact, 

the variation in results here is incred¬ 
ible. How can we be sure what the cor¬ 

rect THC percentage is when every lab 

comes up with a different result? 

By law, every jar of cannabis must 

have the THC percentage listed on 

the side. When someone walks into a 

rec store to purchase cannabis, they 

assume what they see on the jars is 

accurate. What happens when medical 

patients determine their dosage based 

on the THC content only to find out 
that they must now consider which lab 

did the testing? It’s incredibly difficult 

to explain away the variance in these 

testing results. You would expect small 

discrepancies, but this is rather extreme 

as different labs tested the same can¬ 

nabis at 20.4 percent and 30.5 percent 

THC! 

Many in the cannabis industry are 

dependent on these test scores. If they 

can’t hit the high-test mark, they can’t 

make a profit. Growers can’t afford to 

have their products shortchanged by 

a low-testing lab. If a lab is found to 

swing to the low side, they won’t stay in 

business for long. At the same time, a 
lab producing high test scores will draw 

a huge following almost immediately. 

None of this is fair. The only real solu¬ 

tion is to have some sort of standard¬ 
ized testing system that eliminates the 

extreme variance we see here. I imagine 

the OLCC, which likely is unaware of 

this issue and views its testing rules 

and regs as a clear-cut scientific solu¬ 

tion, will need to step in with a fix. Of 

course, if this is an issue in Oregon, one 

can assume it is an issue in other legal 

states as well. 
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GROW MORE FOR LESS 

"GODFATHER 2. 
by HYDROPONICS GROUP 

78” tall, 78" wide, 51" deepi 

* Size for 700+ clones! i 

Harvest 50 mature plants. 

Yields up to 5 to 7 poun ds 

every 10 to 12 weeks! 

More room = bigger harvests. 

181 cubic ft - SIZE does matter. 

Feeding & Lighting schedule / 

Lifetime support 

Sexy modular design makes 78 
installation easy, 

High output 5W per diode 

adjustable LED systems. 

Your choice: One-touch self- 

watering soil or Hydro system. 

* Raptor Odor Control ler = odor- 

free gardening. 

NOW 

BIGGER 
BADDER 
BETTER 
THAN 
EVER! 

AS SHOWN 
$5399.90 
STARTING AT 
$4399.90 

BUDSTER 
Up to 12 Plants. 
78” tall, 36” wide, 
30” deep. 

Yields 1 to 
1.5 pounds! 
300 watt, 5 watt 
per diode LEO 
lighting. 

LED $1995.90 
STARTING AT $1895.90 

GROW IN THE ROUND. 

GROW TUBE 
6t. tall, 3ft In diameter. 
Scientifically designed 
to max out light pene¬ 

tration and improve air 

flow toe massive harvests. 
Hydro or Organic, HID 
or LED * Your choice! 

* Fully automated, 

dynamic timing, lifetime 
support. 

Ask about our Triple Threat 
- Harvest every 5 weeks! 

BUD BUDDY 
62 cubic feet of 
grow space. 
77" toll, 47" wide, 
3CT deep. 
Zero condensation 
issues. 
Choose from soil 
pots or hydro tubs. 

LED $2799.90 
STARTING AT $2399.90 

HYDROPONICS GROUP REPRESENTATIVE 800-850-6360 
AND GET STARTED TODAY! WWW.HyDROPONICsGrOUP.COM 
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THE ORGANIC TERROIR OF 

PUFFIN FARM 
TOUR A FAMILY-OWNED AND -OPERATED OUTDOOR CULTIVATION FACILITY 
WHERE LIVING SOIL AND A NATURAL ENVIRONMENT PRODUCE PRISTINE 
AND CLEAN POT. STORY & PHOTOS BY DAVID GOODMAN 





MOM-AND-POP GROW OP 
My niece, Jade Stefano invited me to stay 

with her and her husband, Ben Short, at 

their farm in Ellensburg to photograph the 

annual harvest, something I had wanted 

to do ever since they started the farm in 

2014. On this trip, the plan was for me to 

be completely entrenched at the estate for 

the duration of the harvest. Additionally, 

I would make several held trips to Puffin’s 

processing facilities in Seattle. 

As we drove farther from the city, we 

passed through some of the most beauti¬ 

ful countryside I have ever seen, with 

gorgeous rolling hills, streams and lush 

foliage. We arrived in the early afternoon 
at the farm, which is situated right along¬ 

side the Yakima River. As we approached, 

I couldn’t actually see any cannabis; 

the only thing visible was an eight-foot 

fence surrounding the entire grow area, 

which is mandated by state law to block 

the view of the plants from outside. We 

parked and I grabbed my camera bag 

and went right into the growing field, as 

the harvest was already in progress. 

I arrived just a day after the harvest 

began, and the Puffin staff was fully into 

the swing of it. The farmworkers were set 

up in pairs, one person holding a plant 
and the other cutting it at the base with 

a lopper. 

Several other workers lined up to fill 
their wheelbarrows with the freshly cut 

plants, then wheeled their loads directly 

to the drying rooms to be weighed, cata¬ 

logued, and hung upside down; they’d 

then head right back out to the field for 

more. 

Over these past few years, Stefano 

and Short have emerged as two of the 

most sought-after experts in sustainable 

cannabis farming. They claim it was 
their destiny. 

If Puffin Farm looks like a classic 

mom-and-pop enterprise, you couldn’t 

find a couple more perfectly suited to 

this situation than Stefano and Short. 

Short’s organic-farming expertise started 

with his studying sustainable agriculture 

at Evergreen College, while Stefano’s a 

naturopathic physician with a doctorate 
from Bastyr University. Together, they 

practiced their organic-farming tech¬ 

niques growing gourmet mushrooms in 

California in the early 2000s. 

I asked Stefano how she got into pot 

farming. “We’ve always loved cannabis 

and started growing it as soon as we 

were able,” she said. “When cannabis was 

legalized in Washington State, we were 

already growing it medically. We real¬ 

ized we couldn’t live in Washington and 
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have this historic thing happen and just 

watch it go by and not be a part of it, so 

it was either move forward with the new 

system or just stop doing it and be left 

behind. So we just decided to go for it.” 

And since launching in 2014, Puffin 

Farm has developed a reputation for 

producing the finest organically grown 

cannabis utilizing very strict standards of 

sustainable farming. Short runs the farm 

and is the head grower, while Stefano is 

the CEO and heads up operations man¬ 

agement and product development. Their 

simple philosophy is to produce the most 

organically pure flower possible. 
Stefano explained: “We want to grow 

cannabis that we actually want to smoke! 
We’re super-picky and we want every¬ 

thing to be organic and natural with no 

chemicals.” “And not just organic,” Short 

added, “but we grow vegetarian organic, 

meaning we avoid products derived from 

factory-farmed animals such as bone- 

meal, blood meal or fish meal. All these 

things are commonly used organic fertil¬ 

izers, but we don’t use them.” 

Instead, Stefano and Short chose to 

use organic inputs like biochar, rock 

dust, bat guano and worm castings. The 

duo has found that over time this has 

created what they call a “living soil.” 

Stefano elaborated: “Our soil is a sandy 

loam river-bottom soil, so we’re starting 

out with the best type of soil you can get. 

And we have supplemented it over the 

last four years with bio char, truckloads 

of worm castings, alfalfa and guanos. We 

make aerated compost tea to increase the 
biodiversity in the soil and help make 

nutrients available, so less fertilizer is 

needed. All these things help create and 

maintain a healthy microbiome, and a 

living, biologically active soil is what 

makes for healthy and happy plants.” 

Stefano and Short said they started 

out with 1 percent organic matter three 
years ago, and now they’re up to almost 

5 percent organic matter—and it’s just 

going to keep growing from there. “We’re 

building the soil,” Stefano said. “We’re 

not eroding it the way most conventional 

farms do. This is important not only for 

the long-term productivity of the farm, 

but also to help in the battle against 

climate change.” 

Stefano explained: “Increased organic 
matter in soil serves as a carbon sink, 

which keeps carbon stable and seques¬ 
tered in the soil instead of releasing it into 

the atmosphere as C02. Organic farms 

that increase carbon in their soil can get 

closer to a carbon-negative status and 

actually offset a good deal of their carbon 

emissions generated by electricity and fuel 
use. That’s a really important principle in 

our farming technique: building soil and 

nurturing soil and growing soil. By feed¬ 

ing your soil, you are feeding your plants, 

And that’s what it’s all about.” 

OUT VS. IN 
When the subject of indoor hydroponic 

growing came up, Stefano expressed a 

very strong philosophy. “This is really 

important, and it’s becoming more and 

more of an issue,” she said. “Marijuana 

was illegal for many years—since 1937. 

And due to that, people couldn’t grow 

cannabis out in the open, so where did 

they grow it? In the basement, or in a 

closet, because that’s the only place that 

they could hide it. To do that, they had to 

use artificial lights, and they developed 
some really good techniques to get really 

strong, flavorful cannabis that looked 

great and had high yields.” 

But cannabis is a plant and it loves 

sunshine, nature and soil, and it thrives 

outdoors. Stefano told me that when 

cannabis is grown outside correctly, it 

produces very high-grade terpenes and 
cannabinoid-rich flowers. “Now that it’s 

legal in many states, it doesn’t have to 

be grown indoors anymore,” she said. 

“But because of the history, many people 
learned how to grow indoors and they 

got very good at it, and they didn’t want 

to take the risk to go outdoors.” 

And, according to Stefano, it’s a 

misconception that outdoor cultiva¬ 

tion comes with higher risks and big 
unknowns. The fears of pests and inclem¬ 

ent weather damaging crops have kept 

many growers cultivating indoors in fac¬ 

tory warehouses. And growing in these 
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indoor facilities comes with a great cost. 

“In Washington, there are 30,000-square- 

foot factories that are using hundreds of 

thousands of watts of electricity, and the 
carbon footprint is obscenely high,” Ste- 

fano said. It’s been estimated 1 percent 
of the country’s grid power is being used 

to grow cannabis—and the percentage in 

Washington State is even higher. 

“Cannabis is a plant that thrives 

when grown outside in the right envi¬ 

ronment!” Stefano said. “It produces an 

amazing array of terpenes and flavors 

and beautiful flowers. It’s happy and 

healthy, and you don’t need pesticides 

because nature provides you with a 

natural protective system.” Natural 

predators feast on insects, she said, and 

the wind provides airflow and prevents 

fungus from attacking the crop. 

Indoor growers, on the other hand, 

have to meticulously control the envi¬ 

ronment to prevent fungal infections 
from taking hold, and insect popula¬ 

tions can explode without natural 

predators around to devour them. 

This can often lead to the widespread 

and sometimes illegal use of chemical 

pesticides. 

TERROIR, TERROIR, TERROIR 
Stefano and Short also attribute the high 

quality of their weed to the very first 

decision they made when they decided 
to start Puffin Farm: its Yakima River 

location. “Terroir is a really important 

concept that people are just starting to 

consider when it comes to cannabis. It’s 

what gives wines produced on differ¬ 

ent estates from the same genetic stock 

their unique characteristics,” Stefano 

said. “Terroir is a combination of all the 

environmental factors that contribute to 

a crop. It includes things such as eleva¬ 

tion, air quality, the UV light that comes 
to your location, geography, local micro¬ 

climate, soil characteristics, mineral 
composition and cultivation practices. 

“If you’re next to a river or if there are 

hills by the farm, that will affect the final 

character of your crop,” Stefano continues. 

“Terroir affects what flavors are expressed, 

the concentrations of cannabinoids and, to 

some extent, the ratios. We have a stellar 
terroir that includes a dry, hot summer, a 

good elevation and river frontage. We get 

a lot of wind, which is a battle sometimes, 

but it certainly adds something to the 

phenotypic expression we see in our crop. 

We have a great terroir here in Ellensburg, 

and it is definitely helping to create aro¬ 

matic and tasty flower.” 

ORGANIC EQUIVALENCY 
Although most everything Stefano 

and Short do on the farm is “organic,” 
Washington State has no official organic 

designation for cannabis. As a matter 

of fact, farms are not actually allowed 

to call their weed organic regardless of 

farming practices. “Washington State has 

explicitly created rules that say you can¬ 

not call your cannabis organic,” said Ste¬ 

fano. Nevertheless, she adds, “We grow 

to organic standards using organically 

certified amendments. We’ve chosen the 

Clean Green Certified [Program], which 

is the largest cannabis organic-equivalent 
certifier in the country, to vet our farm’s 

practices. They inspect our farm and 

look at all the amendments. They take 

samples for pesticide testing, and make 

sure there are no synthetic chemicals 

being used. We believe in the importance 
of third-party certification because on 

the market you’ll see many products 

claiming to be pesticide-free and organic, 

but there’s nobody verifying that.” 
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THE POST-HARVEST CURE 
As rigid as Stefano’s and Short’s 

approach is to pure organic farming, so 
is their methodology in post-processing. 

“Growing terpene-rich, cannabinoid- 

rich plants is one thing—and that takes 

a lot of effort and the use of the right 

ingredients—but there’s all kinds of ways 

that stuff can go wrong after harvest, so 

we take post-harvest care and processing 

very seriously,” Stefano said. 

At Puffin Farm, the plants are har¬ 
vested at their peak, and are quickly 

brought into climate-controlled rooms 

in which they’re hung upside down with 

most of their fan leaves and stalks intact. 

The leaves protect the fragile trichomes 

from damage as the plants are slowly 

dried for 14-18 days at a temperature of 
70°F or less. 

After drying, the curing process 

begins, which can take anywhere from 
one to six months, depending on the 

strain. “Some strains reach their peak 

after six months or more of proper cur¬ 

ing,” Stefano said. “We have cannabis 

yield or the commercially easy strains. 

It’s more about the terpenes. ‘In Terpenes 

We Trust’ is our motto.” 
He’s not kidding. Puffin Farm recently 

took 11 top awards at Terpestival, a 

terpene festival and competition. But in 

addition to Tangerine, Lemon OG and 

Puffin’s coveted Hindu Kush—among 

many other recreational strains—the 

farm has also made a lot of headway 

in coming up with several very effec¬ 

tive medicinal CBD varieties. Stefano 

explained: “We had been on a strain hunt 
for CBD, which we had been learning a 

lot about, and realized there was a real 

need for CBD cannabis in the market. 

So we started growing seeds out from 

a bunch of different CBD-rich cultivars 
and testing the flower and searching for 

strong CBD phenotypes. In that process, 

we came across three or four amazing 

ones that we have kept growing and 
they’re truly wonderful!” 

And the medicinal efficacy of Puffin 

Farm’s cannabis is self-evident. “There’s 

a patient in Washington State who has 

intractable seizures and who was having 

multiple seizures a day that were not 

being controlled with pharmaceutical 

drugs,” Stefano explained. “The patient 

found one of the cultivars that we grow, 

the Remedy, in our clients’ retail stores 

in Seattle. It is one of only two strains 

that completely stopped the seizures. 

“I hear stories like this about our 

CBD strains and I’m humbled,” Stefano 

continued. “I get emails all the time from 
patients about another strain we grow 

called Dancehall. It’s a 20:1 CBD to THC 

as well. These people may have anxiety 

and pain and are suffering terribly, and 

they find this strain and it changes their 

lives and makes them functional again. 

Stories like this about our CBD products 

just blow my mind.” 

The conversation lightened up as 

Stefano hit the kitchen to whip up a 

huge salad and a big pot of pasta with 

home-made marinara sauce, her own 

version of her family’s traditional recipe. 

She often prepares an impromptu lunch 

for everyone on the farm. As she cooked, 
she mused: “You know, it’s gratifying 

to know that our customers appreciate 

quality as much as we do. It’s funny... 

We’ve run some numbers and so far 

we’ve gotten over a million people 

high—and counting.” ; 

Article excerptedfrom the forthcoming 

hook A Year in the Life of Puff n Farm, 

by David Goodman. 

from last year. It’s over a year old and it 

still smells and tastes amazing, and in 
fact is better than it was a month after 

harvest. Its flavor becomes smoother and 

more mature the way a fine wine would. 

So curing and storage are really impor¬ 

tant, and temperature and humidity 

must be carefully controlled.” 

The cannabis is stored throughout 

the year in climate-controlled rooms, 

between 50° and 60°F. With time, 

flavors improve, the product becomes 

smoother and terpenes are maintained. 

“It’s like wine in that it will degrade 

with excess heat and light,” Stefano said. 

“It needs to be handled with care and 

conscientiousness.” 

IN TERPENES WE TRUST 
Puffin Farm has developed a reputa¬ 
tion for producing recreational varieties 

treasured for their rich and intoxicating 

aromas and flavors. “We grow the high¬ 

est quality with the most flavor,” Short 

stated. “We’re not necessarily driven by 

the highest THC content or the biggest 
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CANNABIS GENETICS: 
THE NOT-SO-BASICS OF BREEDING 
MORE SO THAN ANY OTHER PLANT, THE BREEDING OF CANNABIS IS BOTH A SCIENCE AND 
AN ART. BECAUSE OF THE PSYCHOTROPIC EFFECTS OF THE PLANT, BREEDING FOR STRAINS 
IS MORE THAN JUST ABOUT TASTE, AROMA OR YIELD LIKE IT IS WITH OTHER FLOWERS, FRUITS 
OR VEGETABLES. IN THIS ARTICLE, WE WILL FOCUS ON THE SCIENCE OF BREEDING AND 
THE DIFFICULTY IN CREATING TRUE-BREEDING SEEDS THAT EXPRESS THE MOST 
DESIRABLE TRAITS. BYNICO ESCONDIDO *<*.1 
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Breeding is 

not easy, but 

when done 

right seeds are 

the way to go. 
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SATIVAS, INDICAS & HYBRIDS 
When people talk about genetics and the 

breeding of cannabis plants, the conversa¬ 

tion usually begins with the three primary 

subspecies of the plant: C. sativa, C. indica 

and C. ruderalis. These three subspecies are 

subsets of the species Cannabis sativa L. of 

the genus Cannabis, all of which are of the 

Cannabaceae plant family. While ruderalis 

is less a consumable and more of a hardy, 

hemp-like varietal, both sativa and indica 

plants contain high levels of the cannabi- 

noids and terpenes that elicit the varying 

effects that are the most desirable charac¬ 

teristics of the plant. These characteristics, 

whether they are related to the psychotropic 

properties or to the flavors and aromas asso¬ 

ciated with the flowers, are the driving forces 

behind cannabis breeding. 

Before going any further, it should also be 

noted that, in terms of the sativa and indica 

species, it is unlikely that pure (100 percent) 

sativa and indica cannabis exist any longer 

in any populated locations on earth. Yes, 

it is possible that certain landrace strains 

may still be growing in their geographic 

locations of origin, but even in places such 

as Afghanistan, India, Thailand, or South and 

Central America, new cannabis seeds have 

been brought back to these lands dating as 

far back as the 1950s and have been planted 

outdoors by local farmers attempting to 

make better products such as hashish and 

bhang. Pollen from new breeds of cannabis 

genetics have, by this time, proliferated, 

making it extremely difficult, if possible at 

all, to find pure landrace genetics, even in 

the wild. 

In theory, landrace strains could produce 

true-breeding pure genetics in seed form, 

but such reproductions would still have to 

be verified using DNA analysis, which is both 

costly and very time-consuming. In reality, 

less than 1 percent of the current cannabis 

gene pool is pure 100 percent sativa or 

indica. This means that over 99 percent of all 

strains out there are technically hybrids. 

Of course, this doesn’t mean that a hybrid 

can’t be heavily sativa- or indica-dominant, 

but most of these strong sativas or indicas 

will be closer to a 70-30 or 60-40 split. But 

this distinction is important to remember 

because it has direct (and often negative) 

implications for modern-day breeders (more 

on this to follow when we get into F genera¬ 

tions). It also means that with smart breeding 

techniques—and the limiting of feminization 

of seeds-the cannabis gene pool can, theo¬ 

retically, recoup some of our lost heirloom 

strains. However, the key word here is smart 

when discussing breeding practices and, as 

you will soon discover, this world of breeding 

is anything but simple. 

THE FI GENERATION 
When you go to a cannabis shop or event look¬ 

ing for seeds to buy for your home garden and 

a breeder proudly tells you that all the seeds 

being sold are FIs, you should think twice about 

making a purchase. As a home (or commercial) 

grower, you are looking to buy stable genetics 

that will represent the strain you are looking 

for in a consistent and uniform manner. The 

first-generation cross between two parents 

of different strains, known as an FI {or filial] 

hybrid), is anything but stable and uniform. 

Before we can understand why this is, or 

even what an FI hybrid is, we need to first un¬ 

derstand a few important terms and concepts 

from the world of breeding. When we discuss 

the plant characteristics for which we breed, 

we need to know which genes (or more 

specifically, alleles) are homozygous, which 

are heterozygous, and which are dominant or 

recessive. To help us with these terms, here 

are brief definitions of each: 

Genes are found in chromosomes which 

make up DNA. These units control inheritance 

and are passed on from parent to offspring. 

Genes are responsible for each specific 

feature of a plant, such as height, leaf color, 

aroma and potency. 

Gene pairs are the gene sets that are 

inherited from each parent for each trait. 

Each pair contains two genes, one from the 

mother and one from the father. These gene 

sets are denoted by a pair of letters such as 

“PP,” “Pp,” “Gg,” “gg,” etc. Capital letters refer 

to dominant genes, while lowercase letters 

refer to recessive genes. Cannabis has over 

800 million base pairs. 

Alleles are alternative forms of one gene. 

This is the switch that triggers a specific trait. 

Because it has two sides, it may have multiple 

forms-and can be expressed in more than 

one way within the plant (i.e., “AA,” “aa” or “Aa”). 

Homozygous means having identical 

alleles within a gene set. These traits can be 

homozygous-dominant or homozygous- 

recessive. When mapping out genetic 

sequences, the gene sets would look like “MM” 

for dominant traits or “mm” for recessive traits. 

Heterozygous means having differing 

alleles within a gene set. Heterozygous traits 

are neither dominant (“DD”) nor recessive 

(“dd”), but rather look like “Dd” when written. 

Next, let’s look at a specific method for 

mapping out or predicting the outcome of 

a particular breeding project. This matrix, 

named after the plant scientist who devel¬ 

oped it, Reginald C. Punnett, is known as the 

Punnett Square and uses a rudimentary chart 

to plot combinations of gene sets and the 

results of their crossing. 

Understanding not only what traits 

from each parent are being crossed, but 

also whether these traits are homozygous- 

dominant, homozygous-recessive or 

heterozygous, is essential to the accuracy 

of the predicted results. In these instances, 

“dominant” is used to describe a gene or 

allele that is expressed even when the trait is 

inherited from only one parent. “Recessive” 

is used to describe a gene or allele that will 

be expressed only in homozygotes-or when 

both parents have the same exact recessive 

trait. A recessive trait would be masked even 

by a heterozygous gene set or cross. 
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Once we have this basic understanding, 

we can begin to play around with predic¬ 

tive tools, such as the Punnett Square. As an 

example, let’s say we have two parent plants 

from which to make a cross. For the sake of 

simplicity, let’s say that one parent is homozy¬ 

gous-dominant for deep purple flowers (“PP”), 

while the other parent is homozygous-domi¬ 

nant for light green flowers (“GG”). Using the 

Punnett Square, we can map out and predict 

the outcome of the offspring in Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1 

P P 

G PG PG 

G PG PG 

Now imagine that you are back at the seed 

shop attempting to buy the seeds of a purple 

strain that just won the Cannabis Cup. And 

like most strains these days, it was a clone- 

only strain with deep purple buds. But the 

grower had to cross it with something to 

make seeds for sale. Had the grower crossed 

it with a strain that was homozygous- 

dominant for light green as in Figure 1, the 

outcome would have been disappointing, 

with 100 percent of the seeds being a purple- 

green hybrid in the FI generation. None of 

the offspring would exhibit that alluring deep 

purple that made the bud so unique, but 

instead would have a 50-50 mix of purple and 

green leaves within the buds. And while this 

may appear to not be the worst outcome in 

the world-after all, some purple would show 

in the buds-imagine if the trait being bred 

for was not color but flavor or high and the 

outcome was a combination of the two. That 

would result in an even worse outcome. 

Hopefully, the breeder was smarter than 

that and used another homozygous-dominant 

purple parent, for which the outcome would 

have 100 percent of the offspring being deep- 

purple-dominant and would look like Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2 

P P 

P PP PP 

P PP PP 

And while this should, in theory, replicate 

the deep-purple color represented in the 

Cup-winning strain, we must remember that 

this is only one trait being expressed by the 

parents out of dozens. So while the breeder 

might succeed in getting the same color in 

the offspring, matching the two parents up 

to replicate a dozen other traits from the 

Cup-winning parent (e.g., the same flavors, 

aromas, potency levels or even yields) would 

be a much, much tougher project. (Note: See 

the last section of this article to understand 

how other variations are inevitable as well.) 

However, with smart breeding practices, 

some patience and a lot of time, there are 

ways for growers to replicate their prized 

genetics-though these seeds would not be 

anywhere close to the first-generation (FI) 

cross and would not be able to appear on the 

market for several years after a particular 

strain won the coveted Cup prize (assuming 

breeding for stable seeds starts after the 

competition). Instead, through high-volume 

parent selections and multiple genera¬ 

tions of crosses and backcrossing projects, 

eventually a breeder can arrive at the desired 

likeness of a strain with the stability and 

consistency that seed buyers are looking 

for. So when someone tells you that you 

are buying FIs or F2s of something, unless 

you are a breeder yourself looking for that 

surprise mutation, what you really want is 

something more along the lines of an F6- or 

F7-generation seed. 

HOMOZYGOUS VS. 
HETEROZYGOUS 
Here comes the real tricky part. How do you 

determine which strains are homozygous 

and which are heterozygous? And more im¬ 

portantly, once you know a strain is homozy¬ 

gous, how do you determine whether a trait 

will be dominant or recessive? 

In figuring this out, you must first do a 

series of pre-breeding experiments-that is, 

before you get to the real breeding project 

of making stable seeds of your desired traits. 

Again, this is why it takes reputable breeders 

years to create true-breeding seeds that are 

dominant for the desired traits of a particular 

strain. 

To start, a breeder must first determine 

whether a strain is homozygous or hetero¬ 

zygous for a specific trait. For a strain to be 

homozygous, its gene pair for a given trait 

would be designated “BB” or “bb.” A heterozy¬ 

gous trait would be “Bb.” 

Generally, where a gene set exists in two 

allelic versions (designated “A” and “a”), three 

combinations of alleles are possible: “AA,” “Aa” 

and “aa.” If “AA” and “aa” individuals (homozy¬ 

gotes) show different forms of the same trait 

(i.e., phenotypes), and “Aa” individuals (hetero¬ 

zygotes) show the same phenotype as “AA” in¬ 

dividuals, then allele “A” is said to be dominant 

to allele “a,” and “a” is said to be recessive to 

“A.” To do this, the breeder must first find the 

two homozygote parents that have opposing 

expressions for the same trait. The breeder 

then does a test cross of the two parents and 

compares the results in the heterozygous off¬ 

spring to those traits displayed in the parents 

to determine dominance in this way. 

Additionally, having even one previously 

known trait designation can be extremely 

helpful. For example, if the breeder knows 

that one parent is homozygous-recessive or 

heterozygous for the same trait being tested 

for, they can then cross any suspected ho¬ 

mozygous-dominant parent of the same trait 

with the recessive strain to test the theory 

(and vice versa). If the second parent being 

tested is actually homozygous-dominant for 

a trait, that trait will appear in nearly all the 

offspring (with slight variations), showing that 

the second parent is dominant for that trait. 

This may take several crossings with several 

different mates to ensure the trait is dominant 

in that particular strain, and this can take 
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anywhere from six months to two years, 

depending on the space available to grow the 

multiple crosses and how many test crosses 

the breeder feels is needed. 

You might ask how the breeder first knew 

the first parent was recessive to use in this 

testing. Many breeders will have breeding 

stock on hand that they have worked with 

for years and know how to designate each of 

their traits for testing purposes. Otherwise, 

they may choose to use a benign strain that 

exhibited no dominance when crossed with 

strains in the past. The only real way to deter¬ 

mine these designations is through time and 

crossbreeding. Even with today’s complex 

DNA analysis, the testing, comparisons and 

analysis can take multiple years because the 

catalog of known and recorded DNA tests is 

still in its infancy for cannabis, and these tests 

rely on comparisons between DNA strains to 

determine which markers in DNA are equal to 

dominant and recessive traits. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT 
'SEED COMPANIES' 
The truth is that many companies that market 

themselves as seed companies do not do 

any of the actual breeding described above. 

At least not to the extent that it can be called 

breeding, but rather a watered-down process 

of seed replication. 

Those in the know refer to this crude and 

deceiving practice as "pollen chucking,” which 

is to say growers take a female clone-only 

strain that they like (or won a prize with) and 

attempt to replicate it by simply throwing male 

pollen on it in order to produce seeds. Many 

times, there is no attempt on the part of the 

breeder to identify traits as dominant or reces¬ 

sive, let alone homozygous or heterozygous. 

(In fact, if you ask some of these “breeders” 

what those terms mean, you’ll likely get a blank 

stare.) Only a fraction of the FI seeds produced 

will come close to the intended target of the 

original mother. 

Still, these dubious entrepreneurs market 

these new knockoffs as the real deal, keeping 

the strain name of the mother plant intact, 

even though most of the seeds in the packet 

may be nothing like it once grown out. And so 

goes the cannabis seed trade-buyer beware. 

Upon closer inspection of the High Times 

Cannabis Cup competition data that spans 

nearly a decade, it was calculated that more 

than half the participants (numbering in the 

thousands) were unable (or unwilling) to 

identify the lineage of the strains being entered 

into the competition. Of course, not all the com¬ 

petitors proffer themselves as seed companies, 

but still it is a seemingly odd occurrence given 

the focus of these companies. Though it should 

also be noted that some may have omitted this 

information in order to protect their own intel¬ 

lectual property. Still, it makes us wonder and 

does not inspire confidence. 

F2S & BEYOND 
To fully understand the generational out¬ 

comes of each successive cross of two plant 

generations, we must rely on our knowl¬ 

edge of the aforementioned definitions. For 

example, it is essential to understand that 

both a homozygous-dominant parent and 

a heterozygous parent can be dominant for 

the same trait. However, when matched with 

another parent, the homozygous-dominant 

plant will almost always produce offspring 

that exemplifies the dominant trait-unless 

that parent is dominant for the opposite, in 

which case the offspring will show both traits 

(e.g., two colors on the same plant, with slight 

variation in frequency). 

However, if one parent is heterozygous, 

the outcome is less certain and depends a lot 

on the makeup of the second parent. While 

the dominant trait of the heterozygous par¬ 

ent will still appear, its frequency will be much 

less. It is this frequency of expression that is of 

interest to breeders—and to us in understand¬ 

ing subsequent generations (F2, F3, etc.) of 

plant offspring. Let’s look at an example. 

If we have two parents, one homozygous- 

dominant for being tall (“DD”) and one 

homozygous-recessive for being dwarf-size 

(“dd”) and cross the two, the parental genera¬ 

tion will create an FI generation that are all 

heterozygous (“Dd”), as seen in Figure 3. In 

this scenario, the stability of the offspring will 

vary, meaning that dominance is not inherent 

to either an allele or its phenotype. The rela¬ 

tionship between the two alleles in this new 

gene set (“Dd”) might be that the first allele is 

dominant over the second allele (highest fre¬ 

quency), co-dominant (medium frequency) 

or recessive (least frequent and rare). 

FIGURE 3 

D D 

d Dd Dd 

d Dd Dd 

At first glance, this looks pretty good. Four 

out of four offspring will be heterozygous and 

should demonstrate tall height because one 

parent was homozygous-dominant. 

However, as we first discussed in this 

article, nearly all strains in today’s market—es¬ 

pecially the coveted clone-only strains that 

many people are trying to replicate via breed¬ 

ing-are hybrids and, in reality, are already an 

FI or F2 generation (maybe even later). So 

when we take a more realistic look at out our 

Punnett Square and redo the matrix using 

two heterozygous hybrids (Figure 4), the 

outlook is much less attractive. 

FIGURE 4 

D d 

D DD Dd 

d Dd dd 

On the surface, it appears that in this 

“FI” generation (which is more likely an 

unstable F3), we have an outcome of three 

tall plants (one “DD” and two “Dd”). However, 

the wrench in the works here is a principle 

known as the Hardy-Weinberg Law of Genetic 

Equilibrium. The Hardy-Weinberg Law is a 

model or equation that demonstrates how 

variation works and affects the frequency of 

the heterozygous state-in this case, the “Dd” 

offspring. 

First, it should be understood that when 

making these calculations, such as using a 

Punnett Square or applying the Hardy-Wein¬ 

berg Law, large populations of seedlings need 

to be propagated in order for these principles 

to bear accuracy. This means that simply 

growing out 10 or so seeds to test a new cross 

generation is not enough. Rather, a real seed¬ 

ling population would be more on the order 

of 1,000 germinated seeds (keeping in mind 

half will be male). 

For the sake of brevity, we will accept the 

principle’s equation of p2+2pq+q2='\00, where 

p = the frequency of the dominant allele in 

the population, 

q = the frequency of the recessive allele in 

the population, 

p2 = the percentage of homozygous-domi¬ 

nant offspring, 

q2 = the percentage of homozygous-reces¬ 

sive offspring, 

2pq = the percentage of heterozygous 

offspring. 

Assuming that a large seedling population 

is propagated using the gene sets from the 

two heterozygous parents from Figure 4, we 

find out that the frequency is not at 75 per¬ 

cent for the tall trait. In fact, using the Hardy- 

Weinberg Law, we find that the frequency for 

“DD” is only 16 percent, while the frequency 

for “Dd” is 48 percent and the frequency for 

“dd” is actually 36 percent. So, at best, the 

frequency for tall plants is 64 percent, and 

that is assuming that all 48 percent of the het¬ 

erozygotes express themselves as tall, which 

is not necessarily a given when you think 

about how phenotypes express themselves 

depending on their environment. 

With the equation phenotype=genotype + 

environment, we know that in a heterozygote 

(“Dd”) the dominant allele may not always 

mask the recessive allele, as natural selection 
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allows for plants to evolve and adapt to their 

environment. But in this case, the best sce¬ 

nario would be that out of a pack of 10 non- 

feminized seeds, one seed would produce a 

tall female plant, one seed would produce a 

dwarf female plant and two seeds would pro¬ 

duce heterozygous plants that might be tall 

or might be dwarf. The other five seeds would 

be male, assuming a 50-50 male-female ratio. 

For a $300 pack of seeds, those aren’t the 

best odds of getting what you want. 

This is a primary reason many breeders 

feminize their seeds these days, as it gives 

the buyer better odds of getting the expected 

traits. But the truth is that if the breeding was 

done correctly to start with, there would be 

less need to feminize seeds in order to satisfy 

customers, and the cannabis gene pool 

would not suffer for the sake of sales. 

Moving forward, if we take the offspring 

and make subsequent backcrosses to the par¬ 

ents, breeders can really start to hone in on 

the desired traits and increase the frequency 

that they appear—and, therefore, the stability 

and uniformity of the seeds. Growing out 

another large population of the offspring and 

selecting for the desired dominant traits and 

then backcrossing to the original parent with 

those same dominant traits will eventually 

yield a true-breeding strain that expresses 

IF MORE BREEDING WAS DONE 

CORRECTLY, THERE WOULD BE 

NO NEED TO FEMINIZE SEEDS 

AND THE CANNABIS GENE POOL 

WOULD NOT BE SUFFERING. 

those traits over 90 percent of the time. Using 

the tools discussed in this article, we can 

estimate that around the F5-F7 generations a 

large majority of the offspring will steadily ex¬ 

hibit the traits bred for at very high ratios. Of 

course, the catch is that this could easily take 

three years (or more) of smart breeding prac¬ 

tices to correctly achieve, especially when 

doing it correctly means not cutting corners 

by self-pollination and seed feminization. 

NOTAN EXACT SCIENCE 
One last note of importance is that we must 

remember that nature is always in control. 

Despite our best efforts and formulaic re¬ 

sources, in the due course of breeding things 

may not go our way. As perplexing as this 

may seem, we must understand and respect 

the fact that because of the nature of genetic 

material, the independent assortment of 

chromosomes and the chance recombination 

during fertilization, varying patterns of ge¬ 

netic variation will appear in seedling popula¬ 

tions. This means that, for natural reasons, 

even the best breeders and the stringent 

efforts they make may not yield the seeds we 

expect. It’s a finicky world of breeding, but all 

we can do is breed smart and breed the right 

way. Future generations of cannabis users 

will thank us for it someday. ^ 

THE MOST ICONIC DOMAIN NAME 

EVER OFFERED FOR YOUR CANNABIS BUSINESS 

11 TTfc 

J1 <IT.COM 
ENDS 6/22 

AT HIGH NOON 

INFORMATION AT BLUNT.COM 
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SMOKER 

MODERN CONVENIENCE 
WIND PROOF. NO FLAME. NO BUTANE. NO BRAINER. 

www.PulsarVap0ri2ers.com 

Leafly 
" FEATURES A SMALL FRAME. 

WHICH MAKES IT EASY TO 

CRAB AND CO. AS WELL AS 

IT'S CONVENIENT READY 

LIGHT LETS CONSUMERS 

KNOW WHEN IT'S THE 

PERFECT TIME TO PULL.,. 
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Vaporizer Review 
‘ THE PULSAR APX SMOKER IS THE 

FUTURE. I DON'T HAVE TO FUMBLE 

WITH A LIGHTER ANYMORE. EVEN 

ON THE WINDIEST OF DAYS AND BY 

TAKING A FUME OUT OF THE 

EQUATION, I GET THE BEST FLAVOR j j 

***** 

VapeGossipGirl 
• ’ LOVE IT! THE APX 

SMOKER LOOKS SO 

INTRIGUING' VERY 

EXCITING! I'M A 

SMOKER AS Wi l l AS A 

VAPERAND I ENJOY IT! ^ 
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15% OFF & FREE SHIPPING 

USE CODE: HTIMES15 

Superior Airflow • Rapid Heat 
Time • Ergonomic Mouthpiece 
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• Enhanced LED Readout 
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LED DISPLAY 

KIT INCLUDES | 
DRY HERB VAPORIZER STIR TOOL 
MICRO USB CABLE CLEANING BRUSH 
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THE GREAT 
TERPENE 
SWINDLE 
WHEN IT COMES TO MARIJUANA CONCENTRATES THAT EXPRESS THE 
PLANT'S TRUE ESSENCE, THERE'S A BIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THOSE 
PRODUCED BY COLD-SOLVENT EXTRACTION AND HEATED-WATER OR 
STEAM DISTILLATION. BY KENNETH MORROW, TRICHOME TECHNOLOGIES BEWARE! ALL THAT glitters is not 

gold, and some of the cannabis- 

derived “terpenes” being sold to 

the public are not what consum¬ 

ers—or manufacturers—think 

they are. In fact, they’re actually classified 

as hydrosols, which are not pure cannabis 

terpenes in composition. Rather, they’re a 

product produced from distillation, as are 

most true essential oils. 

There are multiple distillation pro¬ 

cesses used, but in all of them water is 

heated to produce steam, which extracts 
the most volatile chemicals and essential 

oils of the plant. The steam is then cooled 

in a condenser and the resulting distil¬ 

late is collected. Whether using steam or 

hydro distillation, or a combination of the 

two, the resulting hydrosols are basically 

the same. 

Steam distillation is the most efficient 

and versatile form of distillation. For an 
in-depth explanation of this process, see 

Martin Watt’s article “Hydrosols or Distil¬ 
lation Waters: Their Production, Safety, 

Efficacy and the Sales Hype.” 

HEAT DEGRADES 
Although many oils are produced by 
steam distillation, those that are all lack 

the vibrancy of oils collected via pro¬ 

cesses in which they are not subjected to 
heat. One of the many disadvantages of 

water or steam distillation is the pres¬ 

ence of oxygenated compounds such 

as phenols. Phenols have a tendency to 

dissolve in this still water (the water used 

in distillation apparatus), so it’s impos¬ 

sible to completely remove them through 

distillation. Furthermore, essential oils 

with high solubility in water and those 

susceptible to damage by heat cannot be 

steam-distilled. All the compounds must 

also be steam-volatile for steam or water 

distillation to be feasible. Therefore, 

essential oils obtained by distillation do 

not accurately match the natural oils 

originally occurring in the plant material. 

The main disadvantages of steam 
or water distillation are that complete 

extraction is not possible and that certain 

esters are only partly hydrolyzed, while 

sensitive substances like aldehydes tend 

to polymerize. The proper extraction of 

essential oils is only feasible by the pro¬ 

cess of mechanical pressing (expression) 
or solvent extraction. 

Before discussing the basic principles 

of essential-oil production, it is important 

to understand that the essential oils are 
not necessarily identical to what’s present 

in the plant. With a few rare exceptions, 

it is wishful thinking to consider an 

essential oil to be “the soul” of a plant 

and thus an exact replica of what is 

present in that plant. Only expressed oils 

that have not come in contact with heat 

or oxidation may meet the conditions of 

a true essential oil. A distilled essential 

oil’s chemical composition isn’t the same 

as the chemical composition of a plant 

growing in its natural environment. 
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A great example is rose oil. A 
layperson examining pure, natu¬ 

ral rose oil, even a distillate, will 
not be able to identify its plant 

source. The alterations caused by 

hydro distillation are remark¬ 

able, because when the plant 

material comes into contact with 

steam, it undergoes many chemi¬ 

cal changes. Steam will cause 
decomposition, and aldehydes 

and esters may be formed from 

acids generated during the 

vaporization of certain essential- 

oil components. Some water- 

soluble molecules may be lost in 

solution to the still water, thus 

altering the fragrance profile of 

the oil. 

FLORAL WATERS 
To break it down further, herbal 

distillates—also called floral 
water, hydrosol, hydrolate, 

herbal water and essential 

water—are aqueous products of 

distillation. They are colloidal 

suspensions (hydrosols) of essen¬ 

tial oils as well as water-soluble 

components obtained by steam 

or hydro distillation from plants 

and herbs. Distillates are used 

for flavorings and in pharma¬ 

ceuticals and cosmetics. Herbal 

distillates are produced by the 

same or similar methods used 

to produce essential oils, but the 

appropriate term for the result¬ 
ing product, essential water, is 

more descriptive. 
In the past, these essential 

waters were considered a by¬ 

product of distillation, but they 

are now considered co-products. 

The science of distillation is 

based on the fact that different 

compounds vaporize at differ¬ 

ent temperatures. Unlike other 

extraction techniques based on 

the solubility of a compound in 
either oil or water, distillation 

separates components regardless 
of their solubility. The resulting 

distillate will contain compounds 

that vaporize at or below the 

temperature of distillation. The 

actual chemical components of 

distillates have not yet been fully 

identified, but they will include 

some essential-oil compounds as 

well as organic acids and other 

water-soluble plant compounds. 
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Compounds with higher boiling 

points will remain behind, including 

many water-soluble plant pigments and 

flavonoids. Herbal waters contain diluted 
essential oils. In addition to aromatic 

chemicals, these distillates also contain 
many more plant acids than pure essen¬ 

tial oils, making them skin-friendly. 

Cosmetics and toiletries manufactur¬ 

ers have found many uses for herbal 

distillates, but floral water (hydrosols) 

may be unfit for human consumption via 

inhalation. I advise against vaporizing, 
smoking or dabbing hydrosols. 

TERPENETECH 
Terpenes are natural compounds found 

in many organisms throughout the ani¬ 

mal and plant kingdoms. They comprise 

the largest class of natural products, 

with 755,000 known structurally diverse 

compounds. Multiple studies have attrib¬ 

uted to this big family of compounds a 
large range of pharmacological proper¬ 

ties, such as anticancer, antimicrobial, 

antifungal, antiviral, antihyperglycemic, 

analgesic, anti-inflammatory and anti- 

parasitic qualities. A diversity of natural 

products derived from plants has been 

an important source of medicinal prod¬ 

ucts for millennia. 

Effective drug development depends 
on multidisciplinary collaborations, such 

as those between botanical, phytochemi¬ 

cal and biological disciplines. Worldwide 

sales of terpene patent-based pharma¬ 

ceuticals in 2002 were approximately $12 

billion. With the real medicinal value of 

cannabis compounds such as cannabi- 

noids and terpenoids just beginning to 
be explored, I expect a multibillion-dollar 

cannabis pharmaceutical industry to 

emerge someday. 

CANNABIS COMPONENTS 
In “Chemistry and Analysis of Phytocan- 

nabinoids and Other Cannabis Con¬ 
stituents,” Dr. Rudolf Brenneisen of the 

University of Bern states that there are 

483 identified compounds unique to can¬ 

nabis, including more than 60 cannabi- 

noids and over 140 different terpenes. In 

“The Volatile Oil Composition of Fresh 

and Air-Dried Buds of Cannabis sativa” 

Drs. Samir A. Ross and Mahmoud A. 

ElSohly of the University of Mississippi 

present data showing that fresh bud oil 

is composed mainly of monoterpenes (92 

percent) and sesquiterpenes (7 percent), 
with approximately 1 percent other 

chemical classes such as simple ketones 

and esters. The two principal monoter- 

pene components are b-myrcene and 

limonene (67 percent and 16 percent, 

respectively). Of the 68 components 
detected in a chromatogram of fresh 

bud oil, 57 were identified. These include 
two hydrocarbon ketones, one aliphatic 

alcohol ester, 23 monoterpenes and 31 
sesquiterpenes. Three of the identified 

monoterpenes and 14 of the sesquiter¬ 

penes have not been reported previously 

in cannabis odor or volatile oil. 

Not unexpectedly, drying the plant 

material resulted in an overall reduction 

in the percentage of the oil recovered, 

with most of the loss appearing to take 

place during the first week of drying. 
This results in a significantly greater loss 

of monoterpenes than sesquiterpenes. 

process utilizes the selectivity of the sol¬ 
vent with no heat application, oxidation, 

degradation conversion or destruction of 

the original composition. 

The term “distillation” is derived 

from the Latin word distillare, which 

means “trickling down.” In its simplest 

form, distillation is defined as “evapora¬ 

tion and subsequent condensation of a 

liquid,” and typically produces “artifacts 

of the original composition” caused by 

oxidation, thermal degradation (i.e., 

heat), chemical degradation and chemi¬ 

cal conversion. The term “essential oil” 

is a contraction of the original “quintes¬ 

sential oil.” 

This stems from the Aristotelian idea 

TERPENES ARE NATURAL COMPOUNDS FOUND IN 
MANY ORGANISMS THROUGHOUT THE ANIMAL 
AND PLANT KINGDOMS. THEY COMPRISE THE LARG¬ 
EST CLASS OF NATURAL PRODUCTS, WITH 755,000 
KNOWN STRUCTURALLY DIVERSE COMPOUNDS. 

However, qualitatively speaking, none of 

the major components of the oil (70 per¬ 

cent of the total) completely disappeared 

in the drying process. 

All this depends, however, on the 
composition of the starting material, the 

extraction methods performed and the 

analytical methods utilized. The above 

examples were all the result of research 
in which subpar government-grown 

or -seized cannabis was used, and the 

extraction methods and analysis typically 

involved heat application of some sort- 

all of which affect the final percentages 

of compounds. 

I suspect the percentages would be 

very different if modern-day cultivars 

were examined, an extraction method 

was used that didn’t involve heat and 

modern analytical methods (also not 
involving heat application) were applied. 

EXTRACTION YS. DISTILLATION 
The chief advantage of extraction over 

distillation is that a uniform temperature 

can be maintained during the process. As 

a result, extracted oils have a more natu¬ 

ral odor unmatched by distilled oils. For 

example, some very delicate aromatics, 
such as jasmine and linden blossom, can¬ 

not survive the process of distillation. To 

capture their magical aromas, a process 
of solvent extraction is used. 

The most aromatic extractions occur 

at or below ambient temperatures. 

Hence, there is no thermal degradation 

of the compounds. The solvent-extraction 

that matter is composed of four ele¬ 

ments, namely fire, air, earth and water. 

The fifth element, or quintessence, was 

then considered to be the “spirit” or “life 

force.” Distillation and evaporation were 

thought to be processes of removing this 

quintessence from the plant. This is also 

reflected in our language—the term “spir¬ 

its” is used to describe distilled alcoholic 
beverages such as whiskey and eau-de- 

vie (“water of life,” in French, or, more 

commonly, brandy), the latter making 

reference to the concept of extracting the 

“life force” from the plant. 

Today, of course, we know that far 

from being spirit, essential oils are 

physical in nature and composed of 

complex mixtures of chemicals. But one 

thing retained from the ancient concept 

of quintessence is that the chemical 

components of essential oils must be 

volatile, since they are extracted via 
distillation. The major prerequisite of the 

process used for production of essential 

oils is that the product obtained must 

resemble the natural aroma and flavor of 

the original source, which is a combina¬ 
tion of different compounds of varying 

organoleptic characteristics. Oxygen¬ 

ated organic compounds like aldehydes, 

ketones, alcohols and esters must be 

in same proportion as in the original 

natural product in order to match aroma 

and flavor. For example, rose oil obtained 

via steam distillation contains sixty times 

less phenylethyl alcohol (PEA) than rose 

oil obtained via solvent extraction. 
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The typical yield of essential oils 

from plants is between 0.005 and 10 

percent. Elevated temperatures and 

prolonged extraction times can cause 

chemical modifications to the essential- 

oil components and often the loss of 
the most volatile molecules. “Character- 

impact odorants” in essential oils are of 

particular interest to the perfume and 

flavor industries. Gas chromatography 

can detect and identify the volatile com¬ 

ponents, but cannot determine aroma- 

impact compounds and their odors. 

ARE HYDROSOLS SAFE TO INHALE? 
From all the above, one can clearly 

surmise that the extracts of cannabis, 

both cannabinoids and terpenes, are 
very complex, that very little is known 

regarding consumption in concentrated 

form and that cold-solvent extrac¬ 
tion yields far superior products than 

steam- or hydro-distillation methods 

with respect to terpene extraction, isola¬ 

tion and preservation. Furthermore, 

we surmise that pure cannabis-derived 

terpenes are far superior products 

than simple hydrosols or floral water. 

Hydrosols, again, may not be suitable for 
heated inhalation. 

That being said, I have yet to find 

correlating data that unequivocally 

indicate that elevated/concentrated levels 

of terpenes are healthy to inhale. How 

much is too much? What is the toxic 

threshold of each? And what is the com¬ 

bined threshold? These questions are in 

regards to pure terpenes, not hydrosols, 

which contain only small percentages of 

terpenes, as stated above. 

It should be possible to relate the 
intake of high doses of the substances 

to observed toxicity. No attempt has 

yet been made to evaluate the safety of 

a natural product based on its chemi¬ 

cal composition and the variability of 

that composition for the intended use. 

The chemical constitution of a natural 

product is fundamental to understanding 

the product’s intended use and factors 

affecting its safety. 

Recent advances in analytical method¬ 

ology have made the intensive investiga¬ 
tion of the chemical composition of a 

natural product economically feasible 

and even routine. In fact, analytical 

tools needed to chemically characterize 

these complex mixtures are becoming 

more cost-effective, while the cost of 

traditional toxicology is becoming more 

cost-intensive. 

Based on the wealth of existing 

chemical and biological data on the 

constituents of essential oils and similar 

data on essential oils themselves, it is 

possible to validate a constituent-based 

safety evaluation of an essential oil. As 

noted above, it is scientifically valid to 

evaluate the safety of a natural mixture 
based on its chemical composition. Fun¬ 

damentally, it is the interaction between 

one or more molecules in the natural 

product and macromolecules, proteins, 

enzymes, etc., that yield the biological 

response, regardless of whether it is a 
desired functional effect such as a pleas¬ 

ing taste or a potential toxic effect such 

as liver necrosis. 

Regarding most of the “terpenes” 
available today, there are multiple forms: 

1. Organic food-grade terpenes (from 

plants and fruits) 

2. C09-extracted fractionalized ter¬ 

penes (from cannabis) 

3. Steam-, hydro- and steam/hydro- 

distilled terpenes (from cannabis) 

4. Thin-film-distilled terpenes (from 

cannabis) 

The respective problems with all of 

these methods of terpene extraction and 
isolation vary: 

1. As of yet, it is impossible to re-create 

the odor and flavor of the plethora of can¬ 

nabis cultivars/cultigens utilizing a small 

number of available food-grade terpenes, 
given that there are over 140 terpenes in 

cannabis. And it’s fair to ask how many 

of these food-grade terpenes are safe and 

healthy to inhale (and at what parts per 

million). What are their toxicity thresh¬ 

olds—separately or combined? The data 
do not exist regarding inhalation. 

2. The C09-extraction process typically 

utilizes dried plant material, in which a 

percentage of terpenes is lost to evapora¬ 

tion before the dry material is extracted 
using pressurized C02. Any remaining 

moisture in the plant material contrib¬ 

utes to the formation of carbolic acid and 

a phenol, an aromatic organic compound 

which tends to homogenize the odor 
and flavor of whatever terpenes remain. 

Some extractors super-dry their material, 

destroying and evaporating even more 

terpenes. 
3. Steam and/or hydro distillates are 

not whole-terpene compositions. Some 

are simply hydrosols being sold for 

$10 per drop. These contain minimal 

percentages of terpenes and only a small 

percentage of the available 140-plus 
terpenes available in cannabis. And they 

produce degraded, converted artifacts 

of the original terpene composition 

from the original plant material, which 

includes any true distilled terpenes as 

well. 
4. Thin-film-distillation units can pro¬ 

cess and distill many forms of extracts, 

ranging from cold-fluid, C02, and ethanol 

extracts, and so on. But terpenes are lost 

and converted by heat in this distillation 

process, creating artifacts and fractions. 

Therefore, it is impossible to produce a 

distillate that has the exact same odor 

and flavor of the original plant material. 

From all substantiated data above, one 

can surmise that cold-solvent extrac¬ 
tion (i.e., the cold expression of fresh, 

undried plant material) produces the 

highest-quality terpene extracts, and that 

distillates, hydrosols and formulations of 

a few food-grade terpenes cannot—and 

can never—completely re-create the flavor 
or odor of the original composition of 

living plants. A mixture of many cannabis 

terpenes has a specific and distinct color 

tone. Purified compounds and mixtures of 
a few terpenes can be clear in color, but 

mixtures of many terpenes contain color. 
They are not clear like hydrosols or floral 

waters. Many factors determine this color, 

but there is always at least a slight hue. 

The most disturbing issue regard¬ 

ing the sale, formulation and heated 

inhalation of concentrated compounds 

(i.e., essential oils and hydrosols) is that 
there are no correlating data supporting 

either a benefit or disadvantage in their 
use regarding inhalation at elevated 

temperatures in part or as a whole 
composition of a matrix of terpenes. A 

healthy threshold must be established. 

Those who are dabbing or inhaling 

hydrosols for which they pay $10 a 

drop are being used as test subjects. 

And to that I say to the unfortunate 

consumers of the modern-day ter¬ 

penes slingers the immortal words of 
Johnny Rotten: “Ever get the feeling 

you’ve been cheated?” ^ 

FURTHERMORE, WE SURMISE THAT PURE CAN¬ 
NABIS-DERIVED TERPENES ARE FAR SUPERIOR 
PRODUCTS THAN SIMPLE HYDROSOLS OR FLORAL 
WATER. HYDROSOLS, AGAIN, MAY NOT BE SUIT¬ 
ABLE FOR HEATED INHALATION. 
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MARIJUANA. DOCTORS 

PATIENTS 
Siti ng through tba changing landscape o? medical marijuana 

laws in your state can become overwhelming 

MariiiianaDoctof3.com is here to help. 

Our site is designed lo serve patients and physicians alike, providing information about state legislation information, practices nearby, 
and dispensaries m your city tor patients and comprohensrve outreach services tor physicians to connect with patients in the area. 

Youf Journey with 

MARIJUANADOCTORS.COM 

Patients can start by checking our 

database of tegal and non-legal states lo 

learn about medical marijuana laws m their 

states. Our slate database includes 

information about: qualifying for medicinal 

cannabis and how to comp ete the 

registration process. 

For patients with limited mobility, we have 

intormation about telemedicine services in 

querying states which helps bong earn 

right into the patterns home. 

Find a 

QUALIFIED PHYSICIAN 

Once the registration requirements are 

<nown for each state, patients ran check 

Out our liy| Qi physicians certified to 

recommend medical marijpjana, Not onfy 

can patients search lor physicians that are 

nearby, but they can also v*ew reviews 

and ratings for physicians to get a feel for 

a practice before making an appointment. 

We’ve made it easy for patients to pick 

the right physician - including practice 

informatkxy office hours, and pro visit 

requirements, Patients can schedule their 

appointment online right from the comfort 

of their home. A recommendation from b 

qualified physician ivour database holj 

patients obtain the legitimate medical 

documentation they need rn order to start 

the registration process tor a medical 

marijuana card in their state. 

After patients have completed the 

registration process and obtained their 

mocfccai manjuaita card, 

Ma.njuanaDoctors.com can help them find 

a dispensary to tilt their recommendation. 

Nol only do we constantly update our ksl 

of dtepensanes in legal states, but we 

have our finger to pulse ol non-legal 

states with changing legislature and are 

first or. the scene when dispensaries 

open m those stales. 

Patients can find rating and review 

informal ion about local dispensaries to 

help them frnd the best butftsncter for their 

needs. Soon our learn will be integrating 

ordering functionality so I hat patients can 

order directly from dispensaries, making il 

even easier to get the medical marijuana 

they need to treat their qualifying 

conditions, 

The Nation’s #t Medical Marijuana Network 

1 
Book With 
A Doctor 

2 
4 Book With A 

Dispensary 
-> 

3 
Follow-Up With 

The Doctor 

4 
Order Medicine 

Products 

5 
4 In-Store Pickup Or 

Home Delivery 

$ ft a v/ 1 » o 
Ho Booking TniMed &. Sale A Strict Doctor Pruvuil Lovm Help. Along 

Fees Prevail Smuts Standarda Siak System Trie Way 



Marijuana Doctors: One-Stop Portal 
If you're a medical marijuana patient or doctor, finding the resources and dispensaries you need can be difficult. 

If you're a medical marijuana certified physician. 

MarrfuanaDoctors.com has the resources to 
connect you with thousands of patients every month 

„ PHYSICIANS 

Our subscription services help us optimize your profile to help draw more parents to your practice, We are constantly adding services 
to help physicians connect wtti patients in \m chgitai age. 

Digital Appointment Assistant Ai Your Fingertips 

PRACTICE MANAGER TELEMEDICINE 

We are happy to otter a paperless 1 tlPAA 

Compliance Check In System for 

physicians registered on pgr site. Practice 

Manager, the new electronic check-in 

system, will process forms and instantly 

store files mto the EM R, The system wi« 

make processing pal fern paperwork easier, 

leaving physicians and practice managers 

just to review notes and schedule follow 

ups, T he check-in system will also have 

lunctioRnlrty to set up reminders for 

patients about scheduling follow-up 

appointments through the Marijuana 

Doctors site, text, ot email. The system will 

a so give patients the opportunity to rate 

the practice and their experience, hoping 

boost the practice's credibility with great 

reviews and testimonials. 

Our new registration and digital signature 

automation will technically streamline 

workflow for practices usrng telemedicine. 

Dodors can conned with toteheafth 

patients by smpty clicking a few buttons 

in their Practice Manager. Once a doctor 

connects with a patient through Practice 

Manager, patients have The ability to see 

when doctors am avrami .te for a live chat 

about tlw medical marifuana trealment 

opllons. Doctors have the ability to use 

MarijuanaDoctors.com to have patents H 

out telehealth forms, process payments, 

receive medical records, schedule a 

HIFftA compliant virtual appointment, add 

notes, finalize appointments, and 

schedule totow-ups to boost parent 

retention. This system is the most 

seamtess way to manage your practice's 

patients and reach out to new patients by 

connecting with the tens of thousands of 

unique visitors that use 

Man. uanaDoct ors.com 

every day to understand 

medtcai marijuana. 
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Mew Functionality 

BUDTENDERS & DISPENSARY OWNERS 

Caterrng even further To the medical 

marijuana industry. MD also provides 

marketing solutions ior producers, 

dispensaries and cannabis clinics. Once a 

patient lias received a medical marijuana 

recommendation and the physician has 

registered the patient on the state's 

department of health website, patients can 

row request an appointment with local 

dispensaries using pur network. 

MariiuanaDcctofs.com gives producers the 

ability to vertically integrate within thetr 

market, understanding that patients using 

medico marijuana to treat depilating and 

chronic conditions hold a lifetime value as 

customers ol a dispensary. 

As with phy$oart$. producers now have 

the ability to create profiles optimized for 

their location and benefit from the patient 

funnel that is generated by our network's 

shiMy developed intetructure. 

Producers win now share the 

automated functionality of scheduling 

patient appointments* and have access to 

the telehearth portal by which t hey may 

consult with patents online, instead of 

In-pereoil, Furthermore, producers may 

also choose to become featured 

advertisers, opting for advanced placement 

m the state and city static listings, which 

always come up first in the search resutts, 
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Peter Fonda joined the family business early on—his father Henry and sister Jane are accomplished 
ACTORS, NOT TO MENTION HIS DAUGHTER BRIDGET—BUT HE MANAGED TO CARVE OUT HIS OWN NICHE BY MARCH¬ 
ING TO HIS OWN DRUM. THIS HAS RESULTED IN COUNTERCULTURE CLASSICS (EASY RlDER, THE TRIP), WESTERNS (THE 

i Hired Hand) and a powerful, Oscar-nominated performance (Ulee’s Gold). In his latest effort, Fonda 
| joins Christopher Plummer and Vera Farmiga for the marijuana-fueled Boundaries. High Times sat down 
i with Fonda to discuss his film work, the environment and the current state of cannabis in America. 
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THE HIGH TIMES INTERVIEW 

Fonda established 

HOW MUCH PROOF DO YOU NEED? 
THIS IS GOOD. LET US HAVE IT. LET US GROW IT. 
LET US PRODUCE MEDICINE. IF PEOPLE WANT 
TO GET HIGH, GO FOR IT. YOU KNOW, TAX IT. 

IT'S A HUGE MONEYMAKER. 

Boundaries is a road-trip film 

and you play a marijuana 

enthusiast. Are you concerned 

at all about getting typecast? 

Oh, no, not at all [laughs]. 

I’m not going to get typecast. 

Let’s see... I didn’t smoke pot 

when I was Ulee [in 1997’s 

Ulee’s Gold], Of course, I did 

in Easy Rider, Wild Angels, 
The Trip... I remember five 

or six with smoking, but I am 

a big fan of marijuana. I’m 

a big fan of the CBD oil. It’s 

amazing. I have a friend who 

has pain in his legs and his 

feet from diabetes. He’s on 

pain meds. I gave him some 

of the CBD oil, and he hasn’t 

touched his pain pills. 

It’s helping so many people. 

Yeah, so the fact that the 

feds are still attacking it, it’s 

flat bullshit. It’s a healing 

thing. There’s so many differ¬ 

ent things that are good about 

pot for a person. It’s about 

time we stopped this attitude. 

It started when they 

wanted to outlaw hemp. 

Nothing to do with the drug. 

They just wanted to outlaw 

hemp so they could make 

paper. But when you make 

hemp paper, when you recycle 

it, all you do is add a little 
starch to make it thicker, you 

know? There’s just so many 

things [cannabis and hemp 

provide]—oil, clothes, great 
medicine. It’s amazing. 

I noticed that you’re vaping 

in your pot-smoking scene in 

Boundaries. Was that a direct¬ 

orial choice or is that some¬ 

thing you personally enjoy? 

Well, I’ve tried a Volcano. 

That’s a big bag of stuff there. 

And the problem with some 

of the pens or those little vape 

pipes is it’s too harsh on me. I 

don’t know why. I just have to 

be careful. And right now, I’m 

just enjoying the oil. It’s just 

good stuff. 

How was it working with 

Christopher Plummer, who’s 

enjoying quite a late-career 

resurgence? 

I first met Christopher 

when I was 18. So I’ve known 

him a while, and the thing is I 

was able to use that. Chris and 

I were able to use that, so we 
were very funny together, and 

that really helped the situ¬ 

ation in the film. You know, 

Christopher and I just did a 

lot of laughing. We were there 

in the old days, so to speak. 

I was the kid. He’s 10 years 

older than I am. But it was 

fun, being able to do that. We 

were down there just vaping 
away in the film, you know, 

and we get held up. The direc¬ 

tor said, “Just go where you 
want with it,” which is won¬ 

derful if you know what you’re 

doing. So the [robbers] yell, 

“Where’s the money? Where’s 

the dope?” And finally—we’d 
done a number of takes on 

it—I said, “Well, how should I 

know? I’m stoned?” It was just 

like, it was perfect. We had a 

good time doing it. And Vera 

Farmiga, what an actor. She’s 

so dynamic, and she has a 

great sense of humor. 

Your most famous pot-smoking 

scene is in Easy Rider- 

Yeah, “Here, George, try 

some of this.” 

Right. The campfire scene 

where you turn George [Jack 

Nicholson] on to pot. That 

scene is so ahead of its time 

because it implies that pot’s 

a safe alternative to alcohol, 

which George struggles with, 

and it also undercuts the whole 

“gateway theory.” Those views 

couldn’t have been too com¬ 
monplace at the time. 

No. You know what? I had 

come to my father’s house 
[legendary actor Henry 

Fonda]—I just dropped in 

on him, and they’re having 

a business meeting, and I 

was in jeans and a wrangler 

shirt. Walk in and say hi to 

the people, and they’re lawyer 

types and business types. 

And one said to me [about 
marijuana], “You know, just 

because you don’t agree with 

the law doesn’t give you a right 

to break the law.” And I said, 

“Really? Did you know that on 

the books of law in California, 

it’s illegal to have oral copula¬ 

tion? But you all practice that 

all the time. You don’t agree 

with that.” They knew they 

did that, and they knew it was 

against the law. Those laws are 

stupid. So are the pot laws. 
It’s very encouraging to see 

the states that are allowing 

people to use it for medical 

purposes, and it’s even more 

encouraging to see states go 
recreational. I have not heard 

of anybody who’s run into 
people [while driving], who’s 

hit buildings or that kind of 

shit who’s been high on pot 

and not booze, you know? I 

don’t think I’ve heard anybody 

smoke a couple of doobs and 

go shoot up a grocery store. It 

doesn’t work that way. 

You were at the forefront of the 

counterculture in the ’60s and 

70s, and that really changed 

people’s perceptions about 
cannabis at the time. Did you 

ever think that 40 or 50 years 

later, society would still be 

debating and even prohibiting 

marijuana? 

No, it amazes me. How long 

does it take for people to say, 

“Oh, right, that could help”? 

There’s so many things that 

this plant can be used for. It’s 

really stupid. I never thought 

that would happen. But at the 

time, we’d just pass the joints 

around. It’s just the way that 

was. So, for us, it wasn’t like a 

big taboo. 

What are your thoughts on the 
current administration? Do you 

foresee a crackdown on the cur¬ 

rent cannabis industry? 

Well, at one point or another 

they’ve all tried to crack down 

on it. It hasn’t gone far. Given 

what’s going on in our govern¬ 

ment, I’ve said to friends in 
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TODAY! 

Fonda vaping in 

his latest film, 

Boundaries 

Canada and friends along the West Coast 

here, “Look, let’s secede and join Canada.” 

We’ll make a deal with Mexico that we 
can also take Baja California, because 

there’s no manufacturing going on over 

there, and it’ll be a territory, but British 

Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Califor¬ 

nia, Baja California should become “Baja 

Canada” [laughs]. It’d be great. 

You could be the ambassador. 

[Laughs] It’s not going to happen, but 

we’re the sixth-largest economy right here 

in California, and with the money we’ll 

make growing pot, for all of its uses... And 

of course, there’s the medical side. [Chil¬ 
dren] going through a hundred seizures 

a day, epileptic seizures. They give them 

the oil, [the seizures] drop to two or three 

immediately. How much proof do you 

need? You know? This is good. Let us have 
it. Let us grow it. Let us produce medi¬ 

cine. If people want to get high, go for it. 

You know, tax it. It’s a huge moneymaker. 

But oh my God, Big Pharma doesn’t want 

you to buy CBD oil to take the pain away, 

take the seizures away. They want to sell 

you a $l,000-a-pill drug. It’s insane. 

You’ve been outspoken about protecting 

the environment, and obviously, you’re a 

supporter of hemp. Do you think that activ¬ 

ism still has the power to effect change, 

given Scott Pruitt and the state of the EPA? 

Oh, absolutely. I mean, he’s not going 

to last that long. He lit his own fuse. He 

just didn’t know it. It’s creeping close 

up to his ass real quick. You can look 
at what can happen with demonstra¬ 

tions for a cause. Look at all those kids 
from Parkland and what they started. 

And now the grown-ups can’t stop it. 

You know? There’s a great riff from 

Bob Dylan: “Come mothers and fathers 

throughout the land / And don’t criticize 

what you can’t understand.” 
You can do so much good for the 

environment: not killing trees, not mak¬ 

ing paper in the paper mills, not spewing 

poison in the air. It’s a totally recyclable 

situation. How can you miss? Of course, 

you’ve got a bunch of knuckleheads and 

yahoos running the public show. It’s just 

so inane that hemp, which could be so 

helpful, is outlawed. 

What’s your personal experience with can¬ 

nabis? Did you discover it at an early age? 

No. I wish I had. It could have taken 

the edges off a lot of bad situations. But 
no, I was in London in ’62, ’63 filming, 

and one of the cast members came up to 

me, “Hey, Fonda, we’re getting some tea 

in here. Want some?” I said, “Tea?” “Yeah, 

you know, we’re doing some grass.” I 
said, “Grass?” I knew nothing. “Well, you 

want some?” I’m not going to seem like I 

don’t know what the fuck’s going on, so 

I said, “Yeah, sure.” “Okay, when we get 

back to the hotel, give me a call.” So I got 

back there and I called this guy up and 

he said, “All right, come down and just 

knock three times on this door.” I went 

down. I knocked on the door and this fella 

came out. He hands me an envelope, and 

he says, “Okay, you’re going to have to 
clean it.” And I said, “Clean it?” “Yeah, you 

know, get the stems and seeds out...” “Oh, 

far out, okay.” I had no idea [laughs]. So 

that was when I was first turned on. I got 

a little miniature kind of souvenir corncob 

pipe and puffed on it, and, man, I’ll tell 
you, I got to be so hungry. I ate everything 

on the menu in room service. I was such a 
skinny guy. I thought, “God, this is great. 

Maybe I could put some weight on.” I 

thought, “This is amazing!” I was laugh¬ 

ing. I like to laugh. That’s good medicine. 
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That was my first time, and 

it was hysterical and it’s been 

fun. I don’t go out and do 

a lot of stuff in public, and 
I don’t try to flaunt it. It’s 

there. 

You started onstage in Omaha, 

right? 

Yeah, in fact, I began 

working on the same boards, 

the exact same boards my 

father walked on when he 

started. That community 

playhouse was exactly where 

it was in the early 1900s. 

And Marlon Brando as well, 

right? 

Exactly. It was Marlon’s 
mother that got my father 

onstage. My father was 
pretty darn shy, but she 

convinced him to read for 
this part. He’d been down 

there painting sets. He was 

good at that. He could paint 

a door on a flat that people 

would try to open. He was 

just one of those perfection¬ 

ists in his drawing. He was a 

great painter. So he walked 

onstage at the behest of 

Do Brando. Her name was 

Dorothy, but we all called 

her Do. And Marlon I knew 

as Bud, because a junior in 

the Midwest is always Bud. 

So he was Bud Brando. And 
yeah, his mom got my dad 

onstage. He loved it. 

Was your father accepting of 

the countercultural direction 

that you and Jane took? 

Well, eventually he had to 

be, you know? 

Terry Southern had a long 

history with High Times as a 

contributor. What was it like 

writing Easy Rider with him? 

It was quite a wonderful 

experience. It’s some special 

stuff. I was making a film on 

the west coast of France and 

waiting to work, and I heard 

this cough, cough, cough, and 
I hear this shuffling up the 

stairs and it’s Terry. I told 

him the story of Easy Rider 

and he said, “That’s the most 

commercial story I’ve ever 

heard. What do you want to 

do?” I said, “Well, we want to 
put it into script form, but we 

don’t have time to do it.” He 
said, “I’m your man.” And he 

was. It was just great. He gave 

us the title Easy Rider. We 

didn’t have a title. But yeah, 

that’s how we started rolling 

with Terry. I flew Dennis [Hop¬ 

per] into New York, and we all 

met together and got the story 

straight. It was me who was 

telling the story all the time. 

I could tell the story to a wall 

and do it in detail with great 
passion, but that’s how we got 

the money from Bert Schnei¬ 

der. I told him the story. There 

wasn’t anything written down. 

It was fun and Terry was great. 

He was a good add, and think 

about the seriousness of hav¬ 
ing his name on the writing 

credits. I was very pleased and 

very proud to have him on 

board with us. 

It’s like the counterculture 

dream team with you, Terry 

and, of course, Dennis Hopper. 

[.Laughs] Absolutely! 

A few years back, Easy Rider 

was voted the No. 1 drug film of 

all time by High Times. Do you 
necessarily see it as a drug film? 

No, no. That was just what 

we were doing, you know. 

It’s what was happening at 
the moment. The first score 

we made, we didn’t see what 

it was. It was just a white 

substance, because I wanted 

to disturb whatever moral 

idiots were out there. Moral 

idiots would say, “Oh my God, 

they’re doing thisl” Well, too 

bad. This is what we’re doing. 

And in Boundaries, there’s quite 

a bit of pot peddling... 

Yes, Christopher Plummer’s 
character has been thrown out 

of his senior-living facility for 

offering people pot. On the 

road, he’s got to hide his pot in 

diaper bags. It was a lot of fun, 

and I’m glad to see it’s going 
out and getting life, because 

people laugh with it. They’re 

laughing. They’re engaged. We 

need to laugh more. ^ 
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It’s true that when drying you want 

the outside of the buds to be dry. It’s 

also true that there will still be mois¬ 

ture within the buds that you need to 

remove through curing. Here are the 

two steps of harvesting: 
Dry your plants hanging upside 

down in a cool, dark place with plenty 

of air circulation. Within 7-10 days, 

they should feel dry on the outside and 

the stems will snap and break instead 

of bending. At this point, remove the 

duos irom me sxems ana put mem 

into glass jars for curing. Open the jars 

daily to release built-up moisture as 

the water “sweats” out of the middle of 

the buds. 

The purpose of curing is to smooth 

out the taste and burnability of your 

flowers. Uncured buds taste harsh 
and “green” and don’t burn properly 

to a clean white ash. Well-cured nugs 
develop subtle scents and flavors and 

are a much more pleasant experience 

to smoke or vaporize. 

FROM SCOtt H. 

^Hi,l read somewhere that when drying 

buds you should make sure that the out¬ 
side is dry, but that the buds should still 

be somewhat damp in the middle. After 

the drying process is complete, you can 

then begin the curing process. So my 

question is: How long should I leave my 

plants up to dry without it ruining them? 

Lastly, what is the purpose and method 

for curing your buds? 
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DEAR DANKO 

Danko Tip.- Mist your plants with a foliar feeding solution about a half- 

hour before your lights come on to avoid burning leaves. 

subject To Prune or Not to Prune 

from: JayBird 

have one plant and she’s doing great! I 

must be doing something right. My ques¬ 

tion is this: Do I need to pinch back my 

plant? My husband keeps saying so, but 

I’ve told him to leave it be or else! The plant 

is just shy of 12 inches tall and was started 

outside, but it’s a houseplant now. I plan on 

starting the 12-hour light/dark phase, so 

any advice is greatly appreciated. 

Dear JayBird, 

Pruning or pinching regimens are uti¬ 

lized by some growers in order to 

increase the number of tops on their 

plants. Cannabis naturally wants to grow 

in a Christmas-tree shape with one main 

cola dominant. When that main top is 

removed, several other branches take on 
the dominant role and the plant takes on 

a bushier profile. 

This type of action should be taken 

early during the vegetative period and 

not close to when you induce flowering. 

When plants are pruned or topped early, 

they still have time to recover and build 

big branches. When they’re topped just 
prior to or during flowering, yield is 

greatly reduced because the plant hasn’t 

bounced back and grown strong yet. 

An even better option in the later 

stage of vegging is to weigh down the 

dominant cola with a fishing weight on 

a line. Any bending technique should 

work, but you must be gentle and care¬ 

ful not to break the branch. The idea 

is to get the top branch to hang below 

some of the lower branches. The plant 

will send hormones called auxins to 
change the growth pattern, thinking that 

the dominant branch has been cut, even 

though it hasn’t been! This results in bet¬ 

ter production without actually remov¬ 

ing any branches growing on your plant. 

Lower leaves and branches can be 

removed if you determine that they are 

shaded out and won’t be productive. Yel¬ 

low leaves and dying branches should 

always be removed to avoid creating a 

home for pests and diseases. 

subject Flowering Time 

from Mikey B. 

hi'When do you start counting flowering 

time? Does it start when you change the 

hours of light or when the plants start 

showing flowers? 

Dear Mikey, 

Flowering time is measured from the day 

you change the lighting cycle to 12 hours 

on/12 hours off. Most strains won’t begin 

showing flowers until a week or two into 

the flowering stage. Therefore a 60-day 

flowering strain should be ready to har¬ 

vest around 8Vi weeks after the day you 

changed your light cycle. 

subject Slow Growth 

from: Adam B. 

about four weeks into the vegetative 

stage in my current grow, and I’m faced 

with two stunted stragglers. I planted 

two in my traditional mix and, against my 
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DEAR DANKO 

Customer grown Serious Kush wins 

www.seriousseeds.com 

Serious Seeds 
Your guarantee for success! 

AVAILABLE NOW: 
The first seriously medical strain: 

CBD-Chronic produced in cooperation wfih CBD-Crew 

OG-Kush x White Russian 

Danko Tip: Never let soil containers sit in stagnant water. Drain runoff 

water from your overflow trays within an hour of watering. 

better judgement, two in a compost mix that my friend suggested I 

use. I knew it was a bad idea, but he has a BA from WSU and assured 

me it would not be too hot of a mix and the plants should like it. 

Wrong. 

As expected, after a week in the compost they had hardly 

matured, while my traditional-soil plant was thriving (the other 

did not survive transplant-l’m 99 percent sure it was my fault). At 

two weeks, I ditched the compost and repotted the plants into my 

regular soil. It has now been another two weeks and I am desperate 

to go into flower for my lead plant, but these two are still straggling. 

They’re nice and green with more and more sets of leaves develop¬ 

ing, but they’re still seedling diameter and 6-8 inches tall. Is there 

anything I can do to help them along or is it just a waiting game? 

Dear Adam, 

Your best bet is to prune or train your larger plant to be a bit 

smaller while your smaller plants continue to grow and build 

up leaves and branches. Otherwise, you’ll get a fairly small 

yield from your stragglers. Also, be sure to raise the smaller 
plants closer to the light so they’re not stretching to reach the 

height of your larger one. 

subject Flower Forcing 

from Smot Poker 

h&’l live in an area that usually gets its first frost around late September. 

I have a plant growing that takes 70-75 days to harvest, and I was 

wondering if it’s possible to induce flowering early on an outdoor 

plant. If so, what would the outcome be? 

Dear Smot, 

Yes, it is possible to do, but it will require a bit of work on your 

part. You’re going to be utilizing a process called light depriva¬ 
tion during the earliest part of your flowering period. Outdoor 

plants don’t tend to start flowering until around early August 

on average, but you’ll be using light deprivation to start this 

process in June or July. 
You will be reducing the amount of light that your plant gets 

per day, and this will require some sort of dark opaque cov¬ 

ering. It can be as simple as an individual tent that you place 

over the plant or a greenhouse with a dark-colored tarp that 

goes over it. I’ve even seen these with solar-operated winches 

and timers so you don’t actually have to manually cover the 

plant every day. 

Starting in July, deprive the plant of any light more than 12 

hours per day, every day, and you’ll see flowers forming before 

the end of the month. When late August rolls around and the 

natural light has reduced to 12 or less hours per day, discon¬ 

tinue the light-deprivation process. You now have a plant that’s 

been flowering for a month already and will easily finish before 

any frost comes around. 

You could also extend the season beyond the frost by using 
a greenhouse and keeping the plant warm with a heater. This 

requires a bit more room and isn’t really feasible for just one 
plant. I’ve seen heated greenhouses in Maine growing tropical 

fruits in December. 
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OIL ENHANCER 

CBVZTAL DREAMZ Is an organic 

formula from the Carribean that 

gives flowering and fruiting plants 

a super boost In aromatic diversity. 

The oils are secreted in the flower’s 

sticky resin glands, increasing the 

flavor and potency. You’ll never 
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DEAR DANKO 

www.drgreenthumb.com 
Home of the super-potent Endless Sky and OhZone 

Other fine strains include, Bubba Kush, Trainweck, C99 
Iranian Auto. Headband Blue Dream, QG Kush. UK Cheese 
Chemdawg. Sour Diesel. Iranian Haze Girl Seoul Cookies 

AU. OF UUK FEMINIZED SEEOS ARE GUARANTEED IfKHt FEMALE 

PANAMA RED 
After b decade of searching through all the fakes, we are proud 

lo offer genuine Panama Red for the connoisseur grower. 

For a full grow journal visit !he Dr. Greenlhumb Forum at 
www.ma inem edmari juana.com 

or Google - Dr. Gruber Grow Journals 

FOR A CATALOG INCLUDING AT S10 OFF COUPON. SEND S3 TO; 
RWJ GENTEC, SOX 3TQ0T, OTTAWA. ONTARIO K1V 0H&, CANADA 

INFORMATION OR GARDEN SUPPORT CALL 613-330-24-04 

Free World-wide Shipping including U S.A. 
'best stealth shipping m the business 

Trusted Since 1996 

Stop Reading! 

FREE! 

Learn to Grow Cannabis Video Series! 

Stop Reading! 

FREE! 

Learn to Grow Cannabis Video Series! 

Get your 100% FREE 
Loam to Grow Cannabis Video Scries Here 

Danko Tip-. Use a sharp razor blade to cut clones; scissors 

or serrated knives will damage the cut end. 
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Air-cooled lighting 
reduces heat stress 

subject Heat Stress 

FROM: Weednerd247365 

^Hi, I have some plants in flowering. I’m in week four now and I 

noticed seeds starting to form-not a lot, just a few. The plants are 

five and six feet tall. In all, three of my plants have started to seed. 

But all the other plants have no seeds nor any signs of seeds (yet)! 

I’m wondering if heat stress caused the three plants to go hermi (it’s 

spring now, but not yet warm enough to run my air-conditioning 

unit). The temperature in the bloom room is 85°F right now. My 

other variable, though, is that the plants were root-bound and then 

transplanted into 30-gallon containers from 5-gallon ones. They did 

have to recover from that before flowering. Could it be a combo of 

both and just too much stress, or do you have any other ideas? Also, 

the strains are females. I’ve grown one previously, and the others are 

from Northern California. I’m in the Upper Peninsula in Michigan. 

Dear Weednerd, 

If you’re noticing seeds forming in week 4 of flowering, you’re 

in for many more as you continue. One or more of your plants 

have turned hermaphroditic, most likely due to the stress of 

heat and being root-bound, as you surmised. My advice is to 
either finish up your flowering stage as usual or get rid of the 

hermaphroditic plants and start over. If you finish them out, you 

can pick out the seeds or make hash with the plants, but, in my 

opinion, seeded buds aren’t very fun to deal with, so consider a 

restart if you’re not too attached to them. 
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HOT PRODUCTS 

PROMIX 

OBJOFU NGIC1DE 
MYCORRH1ZAE 

NlOH POfiOSiTf 
ALTA PDROS’QAO 

il.f M*MMT-UPS* 

WHAT'S NEW FOR CANNABIS CULTIVATORS AND CONNOISSEURS 

i PEAK DABBING 
$379.99 
puffco.com 

Dabbers rave about the new 

Puffco Peak, so we had to try 

it out. Upon testing, we’re con¬ 

vinced this innovative device 

will change the face of concen¬ 

trate consumption. Made with 

handblown glass, a removable 

ceramic bowl and a strong sili¬ 

cone base, this smart rig charg¬ 

es and warms up quickly with 

four heat settings and a sesh 

mode. Drop in your dab, pop on 

the carb cap and taste the dif¬ 

ference. Lose your torch and 

start peaking! 

2 FILTER IT OUT 
Starting at $115.49 

canfilters.com 

Growers know the importance 

of filtering odors from expelled 

air, but the costs and sizes of 

some previously available units 

could be daunting. The new 

Can-Lite Filters from Can-Fil¬ 

ters are available in nine sizes, 

from four to 14 inches with air¬ 

flow from 250 to 3,000 cubic 

feet per minute. The Can-Lite’s 

lightweight aluminum housing 

and built-in flange make it easy 

to install, and the low-densi¬ 

ty Australian granulated carbon 

scrubs your air clean. 

3 LIGHT RIGHT 
Prices vary 

solis-tek.com 

Cultivators are replacing their 

1,000-watt HPS (high-pres¬ 

sure sodium) lighting with digi¬ 

tal CMH (ceramic metal halide) 

technology. The CMH fixtures 

from Solis Tek provide a full 

spectrum while reducing heat 

and electrical consumption 

compared with other HID (high- 

intensity discharge) lighting. 

When used alongside Solis Tek’s 

digital lighting controller, the 

system allows you to auto-dim 

or shut off up to 300 lights in 

two independent zones. 

4 MIX LIKE A PRO 
Prices vary 

pthorticulture.com 

Overwatering runs rampant in 

many indoor pot farms, and it 

can have devastating effects on 

plant health and overall yields. 

Roots that stay wet for long pe¬ 

riods of time are subject to mold 

and rot. Avoid overwatering by 

using Pro-Mix HP as your grow¬ 

ing medium. The high perlite 

content ensures proper drainage 

and the wet/dry cycle that mar¬ 

ijuana plants prefer. The added 

bio-fungicide and mycorrhizae 

protect your roots and encour¬ 

age healthy growth. 
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THE Browse our full selection of products at headshop.hightimes.com 
Order direct from the website or call 1-866-Pot-Shop HIGH TIMES HEADSHOP 

Classics from 

mastergrower 

Jorge Cervantes 

Ultimate Grow DVD 
Complete Box Set 
Three-disc DVD box set 
includes Ultimate Grow: 
Indoor Marijuana Hor¬ 
ticulture, and Ultimate 
Grow 2: Hydroponic 
Cannabis Indoors & 
Organic Marijuana Out¬ 
doors, Plus a full disc of 
bonus features! $49.95 

Marijuana 
Horticulture 
The Fifth Edition of 
Jorge Cervantes’ 
best-selling book, 
completely rewritten, 
updated and expanded! 
$29.95 

Marijuana 
Grow Basics 
This informative guide 
is packed with illustra¬ 
tions and photos of 
more than 150 afford¬ 
able marijuana grow 
setups. $21.95 

limes 

Back Issues of HIGH TIMES 
Lots of issues available! HIGH TIMES: $5.99; Best Of HIGH 
TIMES: $6.99; HIGH TIMES: Medical Marijuana: $5.99 

The Official HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker’s Activity Book 
by Natasha Lewin 
Smoke, play, laugh and learn all at 
the same time! Packed with puzzles, 
games, mazes, and jokes. It’s what to 
do when you’re stoned! $16.95 

Featured Products 

HIGH TIMES Presents 
Nico Escondido’s 
Grow Like a Pro DVD 
Featuring over two hours of 
comprehensive cultivation 
coverage and bonus material, 
this /-/O-film features footage 
of America’s top medical grow 
facilities, indoor and outdoor- 
growing and greenhouse tech¬ 
niques. $19.95 

Official HIGH TIMES 
Bonghitters Jersey 
Show your pot pride by 
sporting the same shirts 
worn by the legendary 
High Times Bonghitters 
Softball team. Sizes: S-XXL. 
$19.95 

High Times Boohs 

The Official HIGH TIMES 
Field Guide to 
Marijuana Strains 
By Danny Danko 
This cannabis compendium 
covers the world’s top pot 
varieties—all meticulously 
researched and lovingly 
described in terms rang¬ 
ing from odors and flavors to 
potency levels and medicinal 
properties. $14.95 

It’s NORML To Smoke Pot: 
The 40-Year Fight For 
Marijuana Smokers’Rights 
By Keith Stroup 
The story of NORML, the 
oldest and most effective 
organization dedicated to 
the reform of marijuana laws, 
told by its founder and leader. 
If you believe in the principle 
of civil liberties, then Keith 
Stroup is a true American 
hero. $14.99 

HIGH TIMES Cultivation Editors’ Combo Pack 
Set includes Jorge Cervantes’ Ultimate Grow Box Set, Nico 
Escondido’s Grow Like a Pro, and Danny Danko’s Field 
Guide to Marijuana Strains. An $85 value for only $69.99! 

The Official HIGH TIMES 
Cannabis Cookbook 
by Elise McDonough 
Go way beyond the 
brownie and master your 
munchies with over 50 rec¬ 
ipes for stoner cuisine that 
will get you high—including 
recipes inspired by Cheech 
and Chong, Snoop Dogg 
and Willie Nelson. 
$19.95 

The Official 
HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker’s Handbook 
by David Bienenstock 
This handbook rolls up 
all of our collected wis¬ 
dom into one indispens¬ 
able ganja guide. With a 
life-changing list of 420 
things to do when you’re 
stoned, this is truly the ulti¬ 
mate guide to green living. 
$19.95 

Ready Set Grow 1 & 2 DVD Set 
The ONLY DVDs you NEED to grow great WEED! $34.99 

Kraos 
POT SMOKER’S 

HANDBOOK 



GANJA GOURMET 

marijuana 
munchies 

MADE EASY! 

MARIJUANA MARGARITAS 
THE LAZY DAYS OF SUMMER JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT MORE RELAXING 
THANKS TO THIS REFRESHING LIBATION. BY JOANNA O'BOYLE 

SOMETIMES YOU WANT an easy, icy, Dl Y drink infused with cannabis, but you haven’t made any 

cannabis-infused alcohol ahead of time (because it takes weeks, and it involves straining—a step I’d 

rather skip entirely). Here’s an alternative method to infuse juice with cannabis concentrate in a no¬ 

fuss, no-alcohol, 20-minute recipe. 

The key to this recipe is the liquid sunflower lecithin, which acts as an emulsifier and suspends 

the extract oil in liquids, without the need for a solvent like alcohol. The essential orange oil and the 

cannabis replace the triple sec and tequila found in a traditional margarita, and when combined with 

the intense lime-juice concentrate and served in a salt-rimmed glass, the resulting zing of bright 

citrus with salt is like sunshine and sea air. It’s summer in a glass! ^ 

INGREDIENTS 

/ gram high-quality cannabis concentrate* 

5 drops orange-oil extract 

1 gram (about 2 tsp.) liquid sunflower lecithin 

(found in health-food stores) 

2 cups or more of vegetable oil (for the oil bath) 

12 oz. frozen limeade 

1 cup filtered water 

2 cups ice cubes 

Kosher salt (to rim the glasses) 

DIRECTIONS 

Pour the oil into a saucepan, enough 

for a small glass bowl placed in the 

center to be halfway immersed. 

Heat the oil to a steady 275°F, using 

a candy thermometer to monitor 

the temperature. Place the cannabis 

concentrate in a small glass bowl, then 

carefully place the bowl into the oil bath 

in the saucepan. Continually stir the 

cannabis extract as it warms in order 

to evenly decarboxylate the oil, as the 

sides of the glass will be hotter than the 

center of the concentrate. Heat and stir 

until the bubbles have stopped their 

“maximum peak formation” (i.e., when 

bubbling activity slows visibly), which 

takes about 10 minutes. Remove the 

glass bowl from the oil bath carefully, 

using a pot-holder. Wipe the oil off the 

outside of the glass as you pull it from 

the bath. 

Add an equal amount of liquid 

sunflower lecithin to the still-warm oil 

in the glass (about two teaspoons), 

along with the drops of orange oil. 

Stir thoroughly. The mixture will foam 

slightly as the lecithin breaks down 

the oils before clarifying into an amber 

liquid. Combine the concentrate liquid 

with the frozen limeade in a blender, 

then slowly add two cups of ice (one to 

two cubes at a time) while continuing to 

blend until smooth. 

Salt the rims of margarita glasses, 

then pour. Finish with a fruit garnish 

and vo/'/a-an icy, cannabis-infused twist 

on a classic adult beverage. 

*The potency of your drinks will depend on 

the strength of your cannabis concentrate. 

I used one gram of 80 percent THC 

concentrate and ended up with about 110 

miliigrams of THC per drink. The recipe makes 

seven six-ounce beverages. 
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HIGH TMES 
COVER TO COVER 

Tor the first time get exclusive online access to every issue of 

High Times* ewer published-all 40 years. That's more than 

60,000 pages Loaded with all of the 420 you can ha ndle! 

Use the powerful search tool to quickly find and sort 

thousands of articles, reviews and do it yourself methods to 

grow like a pro. 

Updated with each new issue, High Times* Cover to Cover 

includes over 400 issues and is the definitive reference 

destination for marijuana enthusiasts, pro growers and 

everyone following the legalization updates. 
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Subscribe now and get every Cannabis Cup* rundown. Stash 

Award list and articles from special contributors including 

Charles Bukowski, William S. Burroughs, Truman Capote, 

Hunter S, Thompson and Andy Warhol, 

C2C.HIGHTIMES.COM 
UPDATED WITH EACH NEW ISSUE 



ASK DR. MITCH 

A 
A Long-Time 

Leader in Serving 
New Jersey’s 

Alcoholic 
Beverage 

Community 

A Pioneer 
in Serving 

New Jersey’s 
New 

Cannabis 
Industry 

Post Polak Goodsdl if Strauchler has one of the leading Hospitality 
& Alcoholic Beverage practices in Now Jersey. We pride ourselves, 
on our familiarity with New Jersey Ikiuor laws and nsguMi-ori* and 
our positive working relationship5 with the adminis-bator? ar*d 
governing personnel who enforce those laws and regulations and 
with municipalities throughout the state. 

We are proud to welcome Jeffrey Warsh to es.tablish a new carm-abis 
industry practice group. Jeff is ^n alcoholic beverage and cannabis 
law attorney and registered governmental affairs agent with over 
30 years of experience in highly regulated industries. Our practice 
group advises entrepreneurs in the comple* and evolving field 
of cannabis law, providing guidance and insight into entity 
formation and capital raising, real estate and zoning, permitting 
and regulatory compliance, and enforcement and transactions 
related to the licensing of aEcoholic beverages and eannabis. 

Conlflct us to learn more 

■ Paul D, Strauchler 

■ Jeffrey A. Wersh 
■ Douglas J. Sherman 

■ Jwry Flsclwr 

IPostPolak 
Goodsell 6 Strauchler p.a. 

42S taqle Rock Avenue, Soil? 2CHJ 
fiasefanri, MJ 07068-1717 
f973)2?0-99<30 posspola* corn 

DECRIM, MARIJUANA MYTHS AND THE 
PROMISING SCIENCE OF CANNABIS. 

Got a question for Dr. Mitch? Email him at420research@gmail.com. 

Cops claim that decriminaliza¬ 

tion doesn’t do anything but lead 

teens to pot. Help! 

Rick Sanatorium 

Hi Rick, 

My buddy Rick Grucza looked 

at data from Massachusetts, 

Connecticut, Rhode Island, 

Vermont and Maryland. He 

found a significant decrease 

in drug arrests and no 
increase in teen use. Decrimi¬ 

nalization is clearly a good 

thing. 

developed around him, much 

like our stories of George 

Washington and a cherry tree, 

and the mythological figure of 

Shen Nung was born. 

Do you think I could add hemp 

protein to my gluten-free bread 

recipe? 

D. Baker 

Hey D, 

Researchers in Poland showed 

that substituting 20 percent 

of the starch in a recipe with 
hemp protein made gluten- 

free bread more nutritious 
without messing up the struc¬ 

ture of the dough. So bake on! 

Last month you revealed that 

the Chinese Emperor Shen 

Nung, who I thought discovered 

cannabis, wasn’t real. What’s the 

deal with this mythical marijuana 

figure? 

N.O. Santa 

Howdy Santa, 

Once we go back five millen¬ 

nia, history gets a little tough 

to figure out. One prominent 

guy seemed to know a lot 

about agriculture and medici¬ 

nal herbs somewhere around 

2800 BC. He gets credit for 
cannabis, black tea and ma 

huang (the plant form of the 

methamphetamine precur¬ 

sor ephedrine). Legends 

Can CBD really help prevent 

relapses for drug problems? 

Hope Enpray 

Hello Hope, 

Animal research confirms that 

CBD helps anxiety in general 

while preventing alcohol- 

dependent rats from running 

back to the booze when they 

were stressed out or around 

alcohol triggers. These are 
some of the most promising 

results we’ve seen in a while. 

Can cannabis really make opiates 

work better? 

Pained & Confused 

P&D, 

My friend Gill Bedi showed 

that a low dose of oxycodone 

worked significantly better 

after a couple of puffs of the 

plant. Everybody’s pain is 

different, of course, but con¬ 

trolled lab experiments like 
these are very compelling. ^ 

Dr. Mitch Earleywine, PhD, is 

the author of Understanding 

Marijuana and The Parents’ 

Guide to Marijuana. 
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THE RESULTS ARE IN 
Alternative Lifestyle Systems is the Number One 

Highest Quality Synthetic Urine in the World 
WE ARE THE WORLDS MOST TRUSTEO SYNTHETIC URINE BRAND FOR OVER 15 YEARS 
Our synthetic urine contains Uric Acid and is Biocide Free! 

The FIRST foucli-an^go syntheUi 
unrine sysiem by Al>- 

PROSTHETIC OH THE MARKET. 

THE WHIZZ KIT WHIZZINATOR TOUCH THE GOLDEN FLASK 

HIGHEST RATED SYNTHETICS • GET OVERNIGHT SHIPPING! * CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

i N Hi i t 

not intended for any illegal purpose. Nor is 
defeat lawfully administered drug tests. 



DUAL FUEL: 
GROW LIKE THE PROS 
Dual Fuel is engineered for commercial gardens. Simple and easy to use throughout your 

plant's life cycle, it’s the most effective and complete 2-Part Nutrient System on the market 

Using equal parts throughout all growth cycles, there's no fumbling around with different 

measurements, It's easy to use for the beginner but has been formulated to meet the 

complex needs of the professional grower. 

DUAL FUEL IS: 

Trusted by more Licensed Producers in Canada than any other 
nutrient manufacturer. 

Economically viable for commercial gardening applications. 

Simple and easy to use. 

Suitable for all automatic dosing systems. 

Grower approved. 

GreenPlonelr 
The world’s finest nutrients. 
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SYSTEM 
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THE FAQS ABOUT CANNABIS 
HOWTO GET YOUR PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS TO GO NORML. 

HOMRL Jamie Lescht is NORML Junior Associate. Visit norml.org. 
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drug-free society and by legally regulat¬ 

ing a cannabis market, it makes it harder 

for minors to possess marijuana, helps 

eradicate the illegal drug trade and 

disposes of a policy that has done more 
harm than good for the country. 

Support the 
legalization 
effort by 
speaking 
with your 
folks about 

If you asked me six years ago if I 

thought I’d ever be working for a 

cannabis-advocacy hrm or if my par¬ 

ents would be accepting of that career 

path, the answers to both questions 
would have been a resounding no. Being 

a woman from a white, upper-class fam¬ 

ily, I too fell victim to anti-marijuana 

propaganda. 
Luckily for me, my family has made 

the effort to reconsider their under¬ 

standing of cannabis. And, through my 

role at NORML, I have improved my 

ability to articulate the benefits of mari¬ 

juana legalization. But in conversations 

with people from older demographics, 

I have found that our country’s reefer 

madness is deeply ingrained and has 

largely influenced their attitude toward 
marijuana-law reform. 

It’s no secret that older generations 
typically have a higher voter turnout 

than other age groups, and with the 

upcoming midterm elections, it’s impor¬ 

tant to spread the word about the ben¬ 
efits of legalization. In order to continue 

changing perceptions and laws, younger 
generations must be able to effectively 

communicate with seniors. 

Here are the most common questions 

I receive about my work in the mari¬ 

juana-law reform movement and my 

IT'S NO SECRET THAT OLDER 
GENERATIONS TYPICALLY HAVE 
A HIGHER VOTER TURNOUT 
THAN OTHER AGE GROUPS, AND 
WITH THE UPCOMING MIDTERM 

ELECTIONS, IT'S IMPORTANTTO 
SPREAD THE WORD ABOUT THE 
BENEFITS OF LEGALIZATION. 

responses, which might prove helpful 

to those still trying to find their voice in 

support of cannabis. 

Why are you so passionate about mari¬ 
juana legalization-do you love getting 
high that much? 

My greatest problem with this 

question is that it ignores the fact that 

being pro-cannabis-reform doesn’t 

mean being pro-smoking or being pro¬ 
intoxication. Supporting the legalization 

agenda can mean everything from being 

against wasting billions of dollars on 

the government’s failed War on Drugs 

to opposing the systematic racism 

that leads to disproportionate arrests 
of minorities for minor marijuana 

offenses. 
I am passionate about marijuana 

legalization because it is preposterous 

to believe that America will ever be a 

Are you not afraid of backlash from 
employers who find out that you support 
marijuana? 

Simply put, my answer to this ques¬ 

tion is no. Supporting the legalization 

of cannabis is a common-sense policy. 
Legally consuming while off the job does 

not warrant discriminatory employment 

practices. Several states have already put 

in place legislation to protect employees 

from workplace prejudice. Smoking a 

joint after work should be regulated no 

differently than having a glass of wine at 

the end of the day. 

Are you able to be friends with people 
who don’t smoke marijuana? 

Come on! We’ve all heard the say¬ 

ing “Treat people how you want to be 

treated,” and the same mentality applies 

to cannabis. My closest friends do not 

smoke marijuana, but they are fervent 

supporters of cannabis legalization. They 
support the movement for all the same 

reasons I do, and I—as a good friend and 
respectful human being—would never 

pressure someone to do something that 

they do not feel comfortable doing. 

In order to sustain the momentum 

of the cannabis movement, it is impera¬ 

tive for diverse groups of individuals 

to engage in an open dialogue while 
acknowledging that all people bring 

something different to the table. 

My answers to the above questions 

are based on my personal experience, 

but they could help some readers better 

articulate their stance on cannabis and 
marijuana-law reform when confronted 

by people with a negative opinion on 

pot—or those who are genuinely curious 
about cannabis. The important thing is 

that we use discourse as a platform to 

elevate the movement. 

Find out more at norml.org. ^ 
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COMPLIANCE IS THE 
KEY TO LONGEVITY 
Stan Hoitbyls A Freefanre Writer VWiJi .1 PuheOn Qmnabis Industries 

enforced drill’ laws that unfairly 
target minorities. 

This concensus is steadily 
hi raising day hy-diiy. but 
the final hurdle will involve 
skeptics concerned about 
public health and child safety. 

In order to satisfy lhe demands 
of a concerned public that 
represents it large portion of 
the American population, ii 
is inevitable that cannabis will 
see greaLer onforcemehe this 
incl tides a tong list of possible 
regulations. An example could 
be a law restricting dispensaries 
from operating within a given 
distance of a school or daycare. 

women In Cannabis 

Coliinado, there remains heavy 
pushback from much of the 
public. For cannabis to fully 
integrate into the mainstream 
of American life, clearer rides 
anti stronger enforcement 
surely will be necessary. In 
particular, this will likely be 
a key part of the inevitable 
federal legalization of cannabis. 
State governments from both 
sides of the polilical spectrum 
m the United States are leaning 
consistently in favor of greater 
cannabis legalisation. This is 
a common theme from both 
Americans concerned with 
freedom from government 
control, les Americans 
concerned about unevenly 

is an exciting time lo work with thought 

loaders and game chanuers. Ladies 

nutwom ccn siani-v, gimcannaois iv*<*n>: m-.t 
cxxjamJctiinns where ten profit or not profit 

Those oirete ore importam yiayup to 

day on mo news in the Industry subscribe 

to magazines like High Times end most 

importartHy hnrj a mentor m thus space 

Over the list Jew years, we have 
seen an unprecedented push 
towards greater legalization 
oh cannabis in a number ol 
key markets, most notably in 
ilie U.S, and Canada. Unlike 
Canadian markets, pushed 
forward through federal 
support, U.S. legalization 
dforts have been driven by state 
legislation, This lias led to a 
worry this I the legal cannabis 
industry is in a “wild west" 
phase, crying out tor greater 
regulation and enforcement. 

Despite strong public support 
and a powerful movement of 
entrepreneurs and activists in 
key states like California and 

Any adv/ee tor emerging /©mate 
entrepreneurs in the Cannabis industry? 

Como prepared to work hard. This i$ a 

usque space that is WHimy ft* njles as we 

giow • Most people enter* vy anaeKpecSing 

the same support and guidelines 03 oltw 

industries, bul the industry is not there 

yet, so it you hav* the expert&g, bring t Create a circle of contact? you can buita 
because ii is JiosdtX3 This is a wonderful reiatenships with 

Gia Moron 

Executive VP, rtturon Grow 

opportunity to be a part os an mdusiry, 

where you can contribute to building. 

Come with an open mind and flexible 

shoes ready ;o p vot as any moment. Frits 

Lastly, begin to leam the businesses- in 

:his induslry. II will help gufcte you m I he 

direction you will want lo land. 

Ora law capping the lotnl volume 

of cannabis a customer cun buy in 

a given timeframe. 

Businesses currently operating 

legally at the state level need to 

be ready for a shift in cannabis 

regulation. So far, the Federal 

Government has stayed largely 

outside oflegal cannabis at the 

stale tevek but there has never 

been a clear sign (his would be the 

case forever. Should the Federal 

Government take a strong stance 

on cannabis, companies need to 

be ready to meet the scrutiny and 

necessary commitments that likely 

would be needed. 

Companies already operating al a 

level of compliance and transparency 

are On the right track to ensuring 

their practices will full in line with 

any eventual mandate set out by the 

Federal Government to regulate the 

cultivation* sale and distribution 

of cannabis. 

industry actors like A/lerwdfe 

Health Corp, (OTCQfhAHGTF) 

recognize ibis need to be prepared 

and are building compliance and 

transparency directly into their 

products and services. Companies 

also need lo be prepared as 

governments and political parties 

change and electoral whims gel 

passed into law. They need to 

recognize that regulators will have a 

wide range of flexibility on how they 

choose to enforce their mandate. 

I here to re. cannabis companies need 

to prepare for government changes 

and protect themselves from risks 

in the future. And for investors, the 

key to longevity will be embracing 

the regulations of the marketplace. 

A Item aleHea ltfa.com 

What is toe biggoat tron& in the 
cannabis space nght now? 

If depends qn location Vvhat jumps out 

most are die ancillary services com ng 

io market. These fauseiesses areobmidg 

up with creative solutions iq Support 

businesses and consumers. From 

ccnvftnienc50 to UKuty services whether 
door so door service (o 420 friendy mobile 

vehicles tor sate and easy consumption I 

rim seer-g more family owned businesses 

eni£nng Shte space; Oki scimoi practices 

meets *sgai rdustry. hAxe college siodents 



ALTERNATE HEALTH CORE 

Weft if 3^ vviff fnw^lOr ii04 a&VGtttlr hr Mtuficsl CurtWhiS Ifl(tvtilrit>6 

The shift to legalized medicinal and 
recreational marijuana is underway in 
many slate* and this process is opening 
up new opportunities in regulation 
and compliance, Public concerns about 
age verification, child-proof packaging 
and impaired driving in particular are 
capturing! be a lie n (ion of 6 us i n e s ses a nd 
the public alike. 

Although tiie issue of impaired driving 
is nothing newt legal cannabis is pushing 
this debate to the forefront of the public 
conversation. More attention has been 
placed on how to monitor, test and control 
cannabis to ensure no one operates a vehicle 
under the influence. 

Concepts affiliated with controlled 
sub-stance legislation, like road side 
testing, childproof packaging, and 
age verification already have obvious 
precedents in other market*. 

AkohoU tobacco and prescription 
medications have long-established 
guidelines and regulations in place. 

are (ookjog at cannabis as a senDua career path where 

they car- build the nesl solution I see nsmg ’rends 

in cannabis miused feminine products Warned in 

general are interested to team how such products 

could support needs from chronic pain to mtimacy 

accessories. This Is a deal lor wiamen of a cerium 

age seeking for solutions as Iheit boews are changing 

Anyone i" ti'e canmabia. miiniacy and femfonn* • racket 

space ere gen-uses, addressing a large pool looking 

to support them 

How is Women Grow adapting to rapid 

industry fluctuations? 

The cannabis industry is adapting these 
models address public concern, but 
each model must he redesigned to fit 
this unique industry. Packaging must 
address deterioration of the product 5 age 
verification online will have lobe addressed 
and a new technology for roadside testing 
will need to be developed to close all the 
existing gaps in compliance. 

A system that provides a fool proof method 
Of age verification, especially Online, is 
needed to address the concerns regulators 
have of cannabis falling into the bands of 
underage consumers. 

That's why companies like Afrtfrtttffe Health 
Qjrp. (OTCQBiAHGlK) have a built-in 
application for age verification through 
their CurtuPass Compliance Blockchain 
System that ensures the person who places 
and receives the order is of legal age. 

Like many medications, a child-proof 
container for cannabis is another step 
towards safet y. H 0ivcvt r. there a re other 
considerations to be taken into account 

When the company first launched (he focus was 

tamale entrepreneurs h the beginning the compai iy 

grew fast ard we scaled 1 aak Aim ihere was &: --iii 

wa were beginning fosse prate ferrate professionals 

less Interested in. launcheng a business, but instead 

warned 10 work lor a business n a leadership capacity. 

Our goal 1$ to remain tapped into both tne wen non 

business owners arid c-suite proJessioneis. along 

with advocacy leaders. 

Our roles are important and must remain connected 

We arc eager to wor^ w-rh women at all levels of their 

careers. Ti%osfl who are tanvUarwilh the Women Ckpw 

that are specific to cannabis in terms of 
packaging and maintaining the quality 
ot the product within. Over lime, the 
deterioration of an organic compound 
like cannabis must be considered in 
packaging. Companies like eBot tles^om 
and Kush Bottles are already moving into 
tliis space,, developing custom products 
for the legal cannabis industry. 

There is no technology that mirrors 
.t breathalyzer for detecting cannabis 
impairment. This concerns regulators 
and has sparked a race among companies 
to develop the tech nology and become the 
standard in this space. Hound Labs, for 
example has developed a handheld device 
similar 10a breathalyzer that has reached 
the stage of clinical trials. 

In the regulated legal cannabis market, 
compliance will he key. Companies that are 
Wur king with gove rn men Is a n d reg ti t i to rs 
to ensure that cannabis is always consumed 
in a safe and lega I m a n ner a re t he 0 ncs that 
will survive in this industry, 

A IternateHeal th.com 

model know we have markets l formerly known as 

■'cnaptere i across the country and Canada Wb are 

preparing ior growth again hut al gradual pace. Wo 

are currently making changes looui Manket Leaders 

program Our goal is to increase education to keep up 

will 1 rtdusiry growth, connaci with inanext generation 

of women leaders who are currently exploring this 

industry tapping the graduate level scholars lor 

education and opportunities in canna&te and some 

other sow-to-be-a^nouiic^ projects. Women Grow 

is prapanrvg foi us greater footprint m the market now. 

We see a buc^it future for our company. 

women grow, com 



POT SHOTS 
SHOW US WHAT YOU GOT! 

E-mail your hi-res digital photographs to mailbag@hightimes.com 

> 

FLOWER OF THE MONTH 

SUNNY DAZE 
I’m almost 21, I’ve been grow¬ 

ing longer than I’ve been smoking, 
and I've had my medical marijuana 
card four years now. I’m growing on 
a 14-acre plot in SW CO. My father 
died when I was three building our 
home so I’m growing to finish his 
work. Jake K 
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Brand-new HD transfer of classic punk rockumentary, 
following the SEX PISTOLS 1978 TOUR. 

COMING TO DELUXE BLU-RAY + DVD PACKAGE DECEMBER 8 

With live performances by the Sex Pistols, the Dead Boys, Generation X (with Billy Idol), 
the Rich , the X , and lan: ( , along with additional music from 

Igg F of, this iconic documentary is now available for the first time ever! 

r BONUS MATERIALS: ^ 
High Definition 8lu-ray (lOBOp) and Standard Definition OVD presentation! of the main feature 

Original 2,0 Mono Audio (Uncompressed PCM on the Biu-ray) 

\1 page booklet with liner notes written by John Holmstrom, founding editor of PUNK Magazine 

J'Dead On Arrival: The Punk Documentary That Almost Never WasM - A feature length documentary about the making of 
"D.GA A Fite of Passage" produced by award-winning filmmaker (and former MTV Senior Producer) Richard Scbenkman (HD) 

Reversible artwork | 2-Sided Poster included | Original Theatrical frailer 

^ limited Edition Retro Video Store Style" Slipcover / O Card (first Pressing Only) j Rare Sex Pistols photo gallery ^ 

NOW AVAILABLE AT MVDSHOP.com mvd^ 



PIX OF THE CROP 

CLOSE UP OF THE MONTH 

MA-HIGH-LO 
Ocean Grown Seeds’s 

Ninja Fruit, grown organi¬ 
cally with Nectar for the Gods 
in Puna, Hawaii under a single 
CMH (ceramic metal halide). 
Six9genetixx 

& 

CRITTER OF THE MONTH 

THE CAT'S MEOW 
A Our furry feline friend 
U%0 loves the smell of 
freshly grown buds a little too 
much. Ozzy Pawsborn 
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"In this excellent field guide, Danny’s years of experience translate into 
easy-to-reference information on more than 125 strains, all at the flip of a finger, 
condensing everything you need to know into an easy-to-read, well-researched, 

concise package—with great photos too!”—Jorce Cervantes, 

Author of Maruuaha Horticulture: The Indoor/Outdoor Medical Grower's Bible 

"If you wish to become more sophisticated about the large number of strains now 
available, you will be hard-pressed to find a better written and superbly 

photographed little compendium than this book." -Dr. Lester Grinspoon 

• Cannabis Cup champions • Top 10 Strain' award winners 
•Over 125 pot varieties described *Cannabis buyer s guide 

•Landrace & heirloom genetics 
• Foreword by Jorge Cervantes 

Available online at 

www.headshop.hightimes.com 
or calll-866-POT-SHOP 



DOPE RIDER 

"ONE JOKE AND A PES MOINES INSURANCE 
ADJUSTER OUlT HIS JOB AND FOLLOWED 

the PEAP FOG FOUR YEARS" 

"THEY SETTLED iN TREE CONVO&, 
CUFF PWELUN&&, AND THEM 
AIRSHIP APARTMENTS YOU SEE 
EVERYWHERE NOWADAYS." 

l'tL 

1 WSLL, THAT'S 
HOW J RECALL 
[Tt AND I WAS 
THERE. 
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FLtHIQLE 

t* 

100% Ultra-Pure, 
Medical Grade, BPft 

Free Silicone 

SBffi 

GLOW 

vctctvrc«w 

GET 25% OFF & 
FREE SHIPPING 

ENTER PROMO CODE 
V 

Ir *■> 



Select® 

PURITY 
POTENCY 
FLAVOR 
How Sefert became the best-seMing 

cannabis brand on the West Coast 

Photography; Tyter Lyon 

In 2015. from our home base in Portland, Oregon, Select 

Oil launched with our flagship product - a sturdy and 

ratable vaporizer pen made with an organic cotton wick, 

and filled wrth dean, flavorful cannabis oil. We got our 

start by identifying and solving a problem - our founder 

wanted to help a friend with chronic health issues 

enjoy the benefits of cannabis, without burning his 

throat with harsh smoke, 

Today we've expanded from Oregon, to California and 

Nevada. We're laser focused on our mission to provide 

customers wrth the cleanest, most flavorful cannabis od, 

using the safest delivery methods available. 

Because of that. Select is now the best-selling cannabis 

brand on the West Coast. Here is what you should 

know about the Select brand: 

We make oil - We pride ourselves on producing 

solvent-free and pesticide-free cannabis oil with the 

highest quality possible. Our attention to detail ensures 

a consistently pure and potent product. 

We're known for our Select Elite vaporizer line and 

exceptional cartridge and battery technology - 

Select cartridges utilizes the most innovative hardware 

available for vaporizing cannabis and hemp oils. Our 

organic cotton wick is unbleached, allowing the fiber 

structure to cleanly wick viscous oH, The ceramic core 

technology means longer, smoother, stronger puffs that 

won't scorch the oil or the wick. Our pressure-fit, 

tamper- proof mouthpiece helps protect pels and children, 

while creating a tight seal for the oil in the cartridge to 

prevent leaking or malfunction. 

We're here because we truly believe in what we do. We 

are dedicated to destigmatizing cannabis consumption, 

while at the same time educating customers about the 

plant and its many benefits. We maintain a desire to shift 

perspectives on cannabis, and tirelessly commit our efforts 

to normalize the image that’s associated with cannabis 

use, by making products that are easy-to-use. discreet, 

safe and innovative. Find us in California. Oregon & 

Nevada dispensaries, or online at SeiactOilxorn, 

SeiectOil.com [ ©select oil SeiectC5D.com j ©select, cbd 
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Select CBD Blends Select CBD Drops Select ELITE Select Social 

Drspesu-iba CHD tape per 

infuse with essentia oUs. 

CBO Tincluts infused with 

eweotjgd ods and herbs 

Premium diaiiBed Uiw-ddse THC dHspcaatfte vape 

cannabis oil concentric pen auajla&Se in nature! flavors 

Dd oot awfwe a von«fe or macftJnwy urwier M iH'-joixx- of ite t**-. ig. for isas onty oj’ aoults 21 yrtass of age A Keep out or me reach e* chUriren 



HIGH TIMES LEGAL DIRECTORY 
ARIZONA 

Jamal Allen 

Allen & Associates, Lawyers 

1811S. Alma School Rd, Ste #145 

Mesa, AZ 85210 

Phone:(480)899-1025 

Fax:(480)248-6389 

www.GoodAZLawyers.com 

All Stops, Arrests & Seizures 

CALIFORNIA 

Christopher M. Glew 

1851 E. First Street, Ste #840 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Phone: (714) 648-0004 

Fax:(714)648-0501 

MarijuanaLawyer@yahoo.com 

www.GlewKimLaw.com 

Donnie Emmi 

Hunsakerl Emmi, P.C. 

1667 Cole Blvd, Ste #290 

Golden, Colorado 80401 

Phone:(303)456-5116 

Donnie@helegal.com 

www.HeLegal.com 

Representing investors and 

businesses in the cannabis industry, 

including general corporate/ 

litigation matters. (Located next to 

the Colorado Marijuana Enforcement 

Division. 

Bruce M. Margolin 

Director of LA NORML 

337 S. Beverly Dr. #102 

Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

Phone: (800) 420-LAWS (5297) 

or (310) 652-0995 

www.420Laws.com 

MargolinLawOffice@gmail.com 

Cannabis Business Lie. & Criminal 

Defense since 1967 

App: 420 LAWS (free download) w/ 

Panic Button for recording. 

DeanRocco 

Wilson Elser 

555 South Flower Street, Ste #2900 

Los Angeles, CA 90071 

Phone: (213) 330-8922 

Dean.Rocco@wilsonelser.com 

www.WilsonElser.com 

National law firm with practice team 

dedicated exclusively to cannabis law. 

Big law quality with reasonable rates. 

Compliance/Licensing, Commercial 

Services, M&A, Real Estate, Product 

Liability, Employment Practices 

Counseling, Intellectual Property, 

General Counsel work. 

Eric Shevin 

NORML Legal Committee Lifetime 

Member 

15260 Ventura Blvd. Ste #1400 

Sherman Oaks, 

CA 91403 

Phone: 818-784-2700 

Fax: 818-784-2411 

EShevin@gmail.com 

www.ShevinLaw.com 

Cannabis expertise, criminal defense 

& business formation. 

Luke Zimmerman Esq. LL.M 

Law Office Luke S Zimmerman APC 

201 Spear St, Ste #1100 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

Trademarks, copyright, contract 

review, licensing agreements & other 

intellectual property assistance 

Licensed in California, but also 

works with clients at the federal and 

international level 

Phone:(415)230-5308 

Fax: (415) 230-5312 

LukesZimmerman@gmail.com 

www.LawOfficeLSZ.com 

COLORADO 

David Rodman 

The Rodman Law Group, LLC 

1724 Vine Street 

Denver, CO 80206 

lnfo@therodmanlawgroup.com 

www.TheRodmanLawGroup.com 

The Rodman Law Group specializes 

in business, cannabis, cryptocurrency 

and blockchain technologies, 

industrial hemp, securities, and 

intellectual property law. 

Leonard Frieling 

1942 Broadway, Ste #314 

Boulder, CO 80302 

LFrieling@Lfrieling.com 

www.DrugLawyerColorado.com 

40 yrs criminal defense. Former 

Judge, Board Member Emeritus 

Colorado NORML, Life NORML Legal 

Committee, Chair, Exec. Committee, 

CO Bar Assoc., 8 years Chair Boulder 

Crim Defense Bar. Teacher, writer, 

activist, mentor, state and nationally. 

Josh Schultz, Esq., MSP 

Law Office of Adele L. Abrams PC 

60017th Street, Ste #2800 South 

Denver, CO 80202 

Phone: (303) 228-2170 

Fax: (301) 595-3525 

JSchultz@aabramslaw.com 

www.Safety-Law.com 

CONNECTICUT 

Nicholas Paindiris, Esq. 

Brown, Paindiris & Scott, LLP 

2252 Main Street 

Glastonbury, CT 06033 

Phone: (860) 659-0700 

Fax: (860) 652-4382 

NPaindiris@bpslawyers.com 

www.BPSLawyers.com 

Helping small businesses and 

individuals with their cannabis-legal 

needs. From start-ups to licensure. 

custody issues to criminal defense, 

contact our experienced team of 

lawyers. 

FLORIDA 

L. Gregory Loomar, P.A. 

8201 Peters Road, Ste #1000 

Plantation, FL 33324 

Phone: (954) 433-2345 (Call us for a 

FREE consultation!) 

Greg@LGLoomarLaw.com 

www.LGLoomarLaw.com 

With over 25 years of experience, 

we help clients through the entire 

process of starting and operating 

legal medical, cannabis or ancillary 

businesses. We help your business 

grow! 

Donald A. Lykkebak 

250 Park Ave South, Suite 200 

Winter Park, FL 32789 

Ph: 407-425-4044 

Fax:321-972-8907 

Don@donaldlykkebak.com 

www.DonaldLykkebak.com 

“Board certified criminal trial lawyer 

with over 30 years’ experience.” 

ILLINOIS 

Jeff Fawell 

Fawell & Associates 

311S. County Farm Road, 

Ste H Wheaton, IL 60187 

Phone:(630)665-9300 

Fawell@fawell.com 

Criminal Defense and Deportation, 

Immigration Defense 

KANSAS 

Justin A. Barren 

Barrett Law Firm, P.A. 

280 N. Court 

Colby, KS 67701 

Phone: (785) 460-0188 

Fax:(785)460-9817 

Jbarrett@st-tel.net 

Christopher A. Rohr 

Law Office of Christopher A. Rohr, P.A. 

P.O. Box 545 

Colby, KS 67701 

Phone:(785)460-0555 

Cell: (785) 269-7699 

Marijuana and Criminal Defense 

MARYLAND 

Adele L. Abrams, Esq., CMSP 

Law Office of Adele L. Abrams PC 

4740 Corridor PI, Ste D 

Beltsville, MD 20705 

Phone: (301) 595-3520 

Fax:(301)595-3525 

SafetyLawyer@gmail.com 

www.Safety-Law.com 

David E. Kindermann 

Potomac Legal, LLC 

10122 River Rd. 

Suite 203 

Potomac, MD 20854 

Office: (301) 299-2063 

Fax:(301)299-2164 

Cell: (301) 762-7900 

David@potomac.legal 

www.Potomac.Legal 

Licensed in Maryland, DC & Federal 

Courts incl US Supreme Court 

MASSACHUSETTES 

Joseph Goldberg-Giuliano, Esq. 

104 Boston Post Road, Ste #6 

Weston, MA 02493 

Phone: (617)858-1529 

Fax: (617) 203-9000 

JGoldbergGiuliano@gmail.com 

www.MassDefenseLaw.com 

Member of NORML’s legal committee 

since 2010, and a lifetime member 

since 2012. Current clients include: 

medical dispensary applicants, 

entrepreneurs, a cannabis chef, and 

military veterans looking to enter the 

cannabis industry. 

Norman S. Zalkind 

Zalkind, Duncan & Bernstein LLP 

65A Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, MA 02110 

Phone: 617-742-6020 

Fax: 617-742-3269 

NZalkind@zalkindlaw.com 

www.ZalkindLaw.com 

MICHIGAN 

Matthew R. Abel 

Attorney at Law 

Cannabis Counsel®, P.L.C. 

Lawyers Who Roll The Right Way 

2930 E. Jefferson Avenue 

Detroit, Michigan 48207 

Phone: (313)446-2235 

AttorneyAbel@me.com 

Barton W. Morris, Jr. 

Cannabis Legal Group 

520 N. Main Street 

Royal Oak, Ml 48067 

Barton@cannabislegalgroup.com 

www.CannabisLegalGroup.com 

Top rated law firm specializing in 

the cannabis business, state and 

municipal licensing. We provide 

counsel to caregivers & patients, 

along with aggressive and award¬ 

winning criminal defense. 

Denise Pollicella 

Cannabis Attorneys of Michigan 

4312 E Grand River Avenue 

Howell, Michigan 48843 

Phone: (517)456-1181 

Fax: (517) 456-1181 

Admin@pollicella.net 

www.CannabisAttorneysOfMichigan. 

com 

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION, CONTACT: ADVERTISE@HIGHTIMES.COM 



California has closed over 1,000 
cannabis related businesses and counti 

Get legal. Stay legal. Stay open, 

(833) 420-LAWS 
Cannabis Compliance Group 



HIGH TIMES LEGAL DIRECTORY 
Follow/Message us on our 

Facebook page at Facebook.com/ 

CannaBizLawyer 

MISSOURI 

Daniel Dodson 

315 Marshall Street 

Jefferson City. MO 65101 

Phone: (573) 636-9200 

or (800) DODSON-1 

DD@danieldodson.net 

www.DanielDodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; Nationwide 

advice/referrals. 

Jones & Musgrave 

Brady Musgrave 

Kristin Jones 

400 E. Walnut St. Suite 130 

Springfield, MO 65806 

417-866-0110 

JonesMusgraveAttorneys.com 

Dan Viets 

15 N. 10th St. 

Columbia, MO 65201 

Phone: (573) 443-6866 

DanViets@justice.com 

Former president of MO Assoc, of 

Criminal Defense Lawyers, NORML 

Board Chair. 

MONTANA 

Steven F. Groce, Attorney 

1200 E. Woodhurst Drive, Bldg. B, Ste 

#100 

Springfield, MO. 65804 

Phone: (417) 883-4950 

StevenGroce@sbcglobal.net 

www.AttorneyDWI.com 

Legal Defense: Cannabis/Marijuana 

Possession, Distribution. DWI and 

DUI Drug and Alcohol Intoxication. 

34 years experience, protecting 

your Freedom and your Record. 

Life Member Attorney NORML, and 

Advocate for Legalization. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

SvenWiberg 

Wiberg Law Office 

2456 Lafayette Road, Suite 7 

Portsmouth, NH, 03801 

Phone: (603) 686-5454 

Fax: (603)457-0332 

Sven@nhcriminaldefense.com 

NEW JERSEY 

Frank T. Luciano, P.C. 

147 Main St, Suite #5 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Phone: (973) 471-0004 

Fax: (973)471-1244 

www.cdswiz.com 

Lifetime member of NORML. Over 30 

years of defending drug prosecutions. 

Free book on drug cases in New 

Jersey 

Post Polak Goodsell & Strauchler P.A. 

425 Eagle Rock Avenue, Suite 200 

Roseland, NJ 07068-1717 

Phone: (973) 228-9900 

www.PostPolak.com 

Jwarsh@postpolak.com 

NEW YORK 

Neal Wiesner 

Wiesner Law Firm 

34 East 23rd Street, 6th FL 

New York, NY 10010 

Phone: (212) 732-2225 

Fax:(646)678-3532 

www.WiesnerFirm.com 

NWiesner@wiesnerfirm.com 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Mark Edwards 

Edwards & Trenkle, PLLC 

2818 Chapel Hill Road 

Durham, NC 27717-1295 

Mark@edwardstrenkle.com 

www.EdwardStrenkle.com 

Lifetime Member of NORML, Board 

Certified in Federal and State Criminal 

Law, Lifetime member of National 

Association of Criminal Defense 

Lawyers and 33 years of practice. 

OHIO 

Daniel M. Margolis 

The Law Office of Daniel M. Margolis, 

LLC 

1360 West 9th Street, Ste #200 

Cleveland, OH 44113 

Dan@burningriverlaw.com 

www.DanMargolis.com 

NORML Legal Committee Member. 

Criminal Defense and Education Law/ 

Student Defense Attorney. Former 

Cuyahoga County Prosecutor with 

20+ Years of Experience. 

OKLAHOMA 

L. Justin Lowe, P.C. 

3133 N.W. 63rd Street 

Oklahoma City, 

OK 73116 

Phone: (405) 848-7777 

Fax:(405)767-0529 

Justin@justinlowepc.com 

Chad Moody 

217 North Harvey Street 

Suite 104, 

Oklahoma City, OK, 73102 

Phone:(405)231-4343 

Fax:(405)231-0233 

TheDrugLawyer@thedruglawyer.com 

When a Conviction is Not an Option 

OREGON 

Bradley Blommer 

Green Light Law Group, LLC 

522 SW 5th Ave.Ste #1390 

Portland, OR 97204 

Phone: (503) 488 5424 

Fax: (503) 296 5889 

Brad@gl-lg.com / Perry@gl-lg.com 

www.PortlandMarijuanaAttorneys. 

com 

Joshua C. Gibbs 

Reynolds Defense Firm 

3220 SW 1st Avenue, Ste #20, 

Portland, OR, 97239 

Phone: (541)224-8255 

Josh@KindLegalDefense.com 

www.ReynoldsDefenseFirm.com 

“We represent Kind people” 

John C. Lucy IV 

The Union Bank Building 

707 S.W. Washington Street, Ste #1410 

Portland, Oregon 97205 

Office: (503) 227-6000 

Fax: (503) 227-4702 

John@Law420.com 

www.Law420.com 

Criminal Defense and Marijuana 

Business Law 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Daniel L. Glennon, Esquire 

The Glennon Firm, LLC 

1325 Spruce Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19107 

Phone: (215) 568-5520 

DGIennon@glennonlaw.com 

www.GlennonLaw.com 

Medical Marijuana Applications, and 

Consulting on related corporation, 

financing, real estate, design, security, 

and compliance. 

Simon T. Grill 

532 Elm Street 

Reading, PA 19601 

Phone: (888)333-6016 

stg1300@epix.net 

Marijuana defense. 

RHODE ISLAND 

Michael A. Kelly, ESQ 

Kelly, Souza, Rocha, Parmenter, PC 

128 Dorrance Street, Ste #300 

Providence, Rl 02903 

Phone: (401) 490-7334 

Fax: (401) 490-7874 

MKelly@ksrplaw.com 

www.KSRPLaw.com 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Robert E. Ianuario, 

M.B.A., J.D. 

Attorney & Counselor 

204 Lavenia Ave, 

Greenville, SC, 29601 

Phone: (864) 255-9988 

Fax: (866)212-3249 

www.SC420attorney.com 

Member of Norml Legal Committee, 

Member of National College for DUI 

Defense 

TEXAS 

Blackburn & Brown L.L.P. 

718 SW 16 Avenue, 

Amarillo, TX, 79101 

Phone: (806)371-8333 

Fax: (806)350-7716 

lnfo@blackburnbrownlaw.com 

www.BlackburnBrownLaw.com 

Greg Gladden 

3017 Houston Ave. 

Houston, TX 77009-6734 

Phone: (713) 880-0333 

Gladden@airmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 

2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

Phone: (210) 226-1463 

GGandH@aol.com 

Adam Tisdell 

Tisdell Law Firm 

1800 S. Washington Street, Ste #105 

Amarillo, Texas 79102 

Office: (806) 352-4844 

Toll free: (855) i40-weed 

Adam@tisdelllaw.com 

www.TisdellLaw.com 

Tisdell Law firm handles all your 

marijuana defense needs whether 

you get busted with wax, dabs, hash, 

edibles, tincture, vapes, lotions, or 

just some buds. Remember if you get 

busted call 855-i40-weed. 

WASHINGTON 

PatStiley 

Stiley&Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

Phone: (888)440-9001 

Fudea@earthlink.net 

www.LegalJoint.net 

If you grew it, we will come. 

WISCONSIN 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 

Richards & Dimmer, S.C. 209 8th 

Street 

Racine, Wl 53403 

Phone:(262)632-2200 

Fax: (262)632-3888 

MDR@racinedefense.com 

www.RacineDefense.com 

Aggressive Drug Defense 

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION, CONTACT: ADVERTISE@HIGHTIMES.COM 



Growing Ejtpo&ecl a new video series 

produced by Jeremy Dekhen, has 

been coined “the MTV Cribs of the 

marijuana industry" for its exclusive 

look into the once underground world 

of North America's gardens Aside 

from revealing secrets of industry 

leaders. David Robinson, author 

of The Growers’ Handbook, lends 

his expertise to a segment called 

Teachings of the Garden Sage You 

cart check out gardens, like the 

ones that make British Columbia's 

Kootenay region the Mecca of 

B,C bud. pn thp Intest episodes ol 
grow in gexpo sed.com, 

Article by Jeremy Deicben 

he Says, "fm running doubled-ended RL 
lighting with four Spectrum King oOA-walt 
LED lights and doing a massive cross spectrum 
oi light running four 313-watt PL., ceramic meta- 
halides. So I'm totaling just under 4,700 watts and 
yielding on average, two pounds or more for every 

1.000 wafts of light." 

Growing Lemon Haze since 2011. Bryan 
says IhtE strain takes a l.t|in longer In 

flower than normal bul the flavour and saliva 
experience is well wc-th H. He finds il easy to 
grow and the resulting product very consistent 
in quality-. With the swdeh to Dual Fuel, Bryan 
says he noticed changes l-o his planls a I most 
right away 

££T 'v-? tried diflerent brands but i ve been 
J-using Green Planet's Hydro Fuel arid 

got fantastic results, so when i went to my 
local grow shop and got some samples of Dual 
FlxH about two years ago. it wwsnt a s tralch to give it 
a try ' Bryan says But on some level, any type 
of switch is a leap of faith as a grower People 
who consume my product are used to a level of 
qualify and 1 can's afford Id give them anything 
teas than the besl." 

GROWING 
EXPOSED 

ivVf: -/ nr i . HighTiines-com 

Still want mom alter that 

Visit GiowmgExpoee<l com 

Consnecfl wiiii m- 

Cp^) .'Giovringexpsd 

| 711 jiowmgeiqjsd 

When Bryan Johnston began growing 
cannabis, it was the early '90s, He was 

using moo wait bulbs hung from the ceiling 
commonly r of erred to as "Donkey Dick" lights. 
During this period. British Columbia was 
becoming infamous lor the highest quality 
bud on the plane! and people wereca mg the 
province’s crops Beastcri'. A lot has changed 
in the 25 years since — Deluding his setup 
arid the base plant food he uses thanks to 

Green Planet Nutrients. 

An environ mentally conscious guy, Bryan 
says he remembers, back in the day running 

those 1OCO kilowatt bare bulbs. Today, tvs indoor 
garden uses a smaller wattage but yields 
dramatically more per watt than ever before. 

he most recent change to Bryan's garden wasn’t 
Jl in setup though, but to a new base plant loop 

Manufactured by Green Planet Nutrients, Dual 
Fuel is a highly Concentrated, two-part formula 
lhat provides all the energy plants need without 
the need lor calcium or magnesium addaiives 
It's known lor an easy application process which 
leaves less room (or error 

um he switch was really easy and the 
A. first noticeable difference was that 

my plants became way greener than before 
and they stayed lush green into the later 
stages o! flower it's also cleaner arid I dor I 
have salt residue or buildup. Plus I'm gel ting 
better and taster yields, so I'm saving about a 
week overall on my crop, I've done the math 
on what it costs to run other brands and noi 
only am I saving money bul i'm having better 
results." 

With Dual Fuel, Bryan uses only itiree 
additives: Green Planet’s Massive 

Bloom Formulation Finisher, and Terpsnator. 
He says when he's tested plants grown with the 
additives versus ones withoul he's noticed 
way more cacnabmoids. 

"Everything has changed. 
The game has changed,” 



Harmony Thai S 70 Tuna Kush & 700 Pink Kush $85 Black Withe S 7 25 lambsbread Si 25 Glj A tphadag $ 100 Original Haie S#J5 

10 Seeds per pack 

FREE-10 regular 
or 5 feminized 

seeds with 
orders over 

$150,00 

101 Strains available including feminized. 
See www.o/dschoo/ba far our complete selection 

Toll Free 1-855-425-3437 International00+1+6043574793 



ftC Mangem NH21 $225 Harmony Thai $80 Black Tuna $125 Matter Kush $80 Kings Crown $100 Sltverback Gorilla $125 JoJoKush$59 

Cup Winners 

Black Willie $125 King Regular $100 Rocks tar Kush $ 55 
Bubble Gum Kush $ 55 Kodiak Gold X Mango $ 50 Tuna Kush $100 
Early Purple Kush $150 La mbs bread $125 
Harmony $ 59 Love Potion Next Gen $ 75 

Hybrids 

GG Kush $100 CoS. K. Kush $100 Island Sweet X Skunk $100 

BC mango XNH21 $225 Early Appalachian Auto S SO Jo Jo Kush $ 59 
Big Bud X C99 $ 80 G13 Alphadog $100 Kings Crown X Thai $ BO 
Black Tuna $100 G13 themdog $100 Kings Ransom $ so 
Bubba Rock X C99 $ so Golden Temple Kush $ SO Love Potion J#2 X NH21 $225 
Bubba X Skunk $ SO Grand Daddy Purple $100 MBA Gorilla Glue $100 

Cam bo X Purple Haze $ SO Harmony $ 59 Vietnamese Silverleaf $ SO 
Chemo UBC Cut $ 80 Hippie CrippEer $ 80 

Indfca 

Afghani X Pakistani Hash P £ SO Malawi Gold X Thai $150 Old School OG $100 
AffpakX Skunk $ SO Maple fetish $ 69 Pig OG $100 
Bubble Gum indka $ 65 Master Kush $ BO Pinfe Kush $ 85 
Garlic Bud $ 65 Master Kush X Train Wreck $ BO Road kill Skunk $ BO 
Hindu Kush $ SO Moose Jaw Madness $ 70 Silverback Gorilla $125 
King Regular $100 Northern Lights X Skunk $ 80 Train wreck X Kush $ 85 
King's Crown $100 Old School Indicia $ 60 

Sfftfra 

90-aay Autoflower Thai S BO Sour Diesel X C99 $ 70 Tropical Haze $ 60 
Harmony Thai $ 70 Original Haze X Skunk $ SO Zen Hash Plant $100 
NH#21 X Early Mtihmbim by $225 Original Haze $ BO Northern Lights Haze JPRtJ | $225 

Feminized 
r- 

AlphaDawg Tuna Kush $110 Harmony Kush £110 Zen Hash Plant $110 

Blueberry Punch Seeds $110 Lemon Ice Seeds $110 Zen H^sh Plant X Harmony $no 
C99 $110 Reeferman Genetics Prnk Kush $110 

Chemo UBC Cut $110 Reeferman Love Potion X Harmony $ 110 

High CBD Strains 

Harlequin CBD 
RMG CBD 

$100 Black Willie CBD 
$150 AC/DC CBD 

$120 iTJf 
$ 80 

* Prices are in US Dollars 

Toll Free 1-855-425-3437 International 00+1+604-357-4793 

VKC&ijfovtated 
N 

Send Orders and inquiries to: R.M.S.S. HO Box 21646 Vancouver 8C Canada V5L3XO 
Old School Breeden Association & Reeferman Genetics ate subsidiaries of OneLove Enterprises Inc. Vancouver BC 

Acquisition of live cannabis seeds is illegal in the Unnei 
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